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SHOCK

A DISCLSSION OF PYROTECItNIC SHOCK CRITERIA

M. B. MlcGrath
)1aitin Marietta Corporation

Denver, Colorado

This paper presents and discusses a set of criteria for predicting
pyrotechnic shock environnents. The spectra to be expected near the
source are presented for a variety of pyrotechnic devices, along
with a set of attenuation curves for various types of aerospace
structures.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, pyrotechinic devices have This paper presents and discusses these

been used extensively in the aerospace industry, criteria. The types of pyrotechnic devices
These devices include linear shaped charges, commonly used and the spectra to be expected
explosiv- bolts, separation nuts and bolts, near the source for each device are described.
and cartridge-actuated devices such as pin- The order of severity of the various devices
pullers and bolt cutters. The environments is presented and a set of attenuation curves is
producted by these pyrotechnics can cause given for a variety of aerospace structures.
damage and/or failure to equipment and struc- And finally, an attenuation curve for a con-
ture. As a result, the technology to evaluate stant velocity line is presented and dis-
these environments is currently being devel- cussed.
oped.

Today the state-of-the-art of this tech- DATA SOURCE
nology is limited mainly to testing techniques,
both to predict the environment and to qualify The principal purpose of Lontract NAS5-
equipment to the predicted environment. Cur- 15208 with Goddard Space Flight Center was to
rent testing techniques utilize a variety of compile and analyze pyrotechnic shock data

simple and complex shock pulse generators and from the aerospace industry to provide a
simulated or prototype hardware. The litera- single reference for shock data and to develop
ture depicts many testing methods; and, once an understanding of the parameters involved.
an environment has been established, a reason- A total of 2837 measurements were compiled,
able test can be produced. The method of pre- reduced, and presented in four data volumes
dicting the shock environment makes use of [1]. A separate volume describes the work ac-
available test data to empirically establish complished and summarizes the analyses. A
the environment, sixth volume contains guidelines defining the

design inforrltion applicable to structure and
A recently completed NASA contract with equipment subjected to a pyrotechnic shock en-

Goddard Space Flight Center involved the vironment.
compilation and analysis of pyrotechnic shock
data collected from the aerospace industry. The guidelines include enpirical curves
The data are in the form of acceleration time obtained from the data for various types of
histories and their related shock spectra for explosive devices and for a variety of aero-
a wide variety of pyrotechnic devices and space structures. The et.pirical curves are not
aerospace structures. A summary of the total to be considered a statistica? estimate but do
program was presented in a paper by W. P. Radar suggest a representative sample fron a l=4ted
and W. F. Bangs entitled "A Summary of Pvro- nu,..er of tests. ihe guidelines -an be used
technic Shock in the Aerospace Industry" dur- most effectively in conjunction witn tne re-
ing the 41st Shock and \ibration Symposium. maining five .oiulres of Ref. [I], wnere each
One aspect of this con'tract involved using the indi'.idual test is ue cribed and tne test data
data to develop crituria for predicting pyro- are presented.
technic shock envxrotnents. The criteria are
presented as a set of ource shock spectra for
a variety of pyrotechni devices and as a set
of attenuation curves for various types of
aerospace structures.



SihOCK SPI'CIRUMI c xisR icTIS spectrum level is given in the following sec-
tions. These guidelines are s,.-ictly empirical
and are not intended to represei, all applica-Inl a normal pyrotechnic shock test program, tions. Best results can be obtai *ed b> using

the time histories ot .Leleration at a number these curves and referring to the data in Ref.

ot Iocatilrx. are measured and recorded. Be- c er.

cauc I ,, signature of the time history is
quit- ouml'lex due te the nature of the shock - - ...
and ti.-, intervening structure, the frequency
conitg is not immediately obvious. Therefore, I
spectra -.mialyses are performed to obtain the
frequency i'nformation. An acceleration shock oO.• . ...--

spectrum is a plot of the maximum response ac-
celeration of a single-degree-of-freedom oscil- /
lator versus the resonant frequency of the-/
osci-llator, where base excitation of the oscil-
lator is assumed. A shock spectrum displays I -
both amplitude and frequency information char- I- /I
acteristic of the time history, a concept used I -I, t I
extensively in the aerospace industry to spec- 000 () Ite)
ify shock environ-,ents.

Near the explosive source the acceleration
shock spectrum is characterized by a high-
amplitude curve that peaks in the high-fre- I
quency range, usually well above 1000 Hz. In

the low-frequency range, a snock spectrum shows
a definite tendency of a constant velocity /
line, which on a logarithmic plot of the ac- -
celeration shock spectrum has a numerical slope
of one.

As the shock pulse propagates through the /
structure, the acceleration amplitude is at-
tenuated. This attenuation is directly pro-

portional to the distance from the source as AtStli Mi
measured alcng the shock path. However, the i
amplitude attenuation is a function of fre- _ _0 ._
quency, and the high-frequency range attenuates 100 Mo 10.000
more rapidly than the low. An example of this , (I,)
characteristic can be seen in Fig. 1, which Fig. 1 - Shock spectra at source and satellite

shows two spectra, one measured near the shock location

source and the second more than 100 in. from SOURCE SPECTRA
the source. The high-frequency amplitude can
attenuate from one to two orders of magnitude The following pyrotechnic devices are used
in 100 in., while the low-frequency amplitude in the aerospace industry to affect flight
usually attenuates less than an order of magni- events. The devices are listed in their esti-
tude. mated order of severity.

The effect of different attenuation rates 1. Linear charges (mild detonating fuse
can be accounted for by determining two param- and flexible linear shaped charge);
eters: the attenuation rates of the peak ac-
celeration and of a constant velocity line in 2. Searation nuts and explosive bolts;
the low-frequency range. However, the constant
velocity line can be difficult to estimate from 3. Pin-pullers and pin pushers;
a spectrum because of resonant acceleration
peaks due to the response of the local struc- 4. Bolt-cutters, pin-cutters, and cable-
Lure. cutters.

SPECTRUM DETER.%INATI0.% Absolute acceleration shock spectra for these

four devices are discussed below and presentedA shock spectrum is used primarily for -Fis thog5.Teugsednvr-
specifying equipment qualification levels. . Figs. 2 through 5. The suggested environ-

ments are based on data measured withJn 10 in.
These levels can be obtained from a full-scaletestof he ctul sructrebu~a fll-~abof the explosive source, and the shock spec-

trum analyses are presented for a damping
test is not always possible. A preliminary factor of 5%, i.e., an amplification factor
estimate of a spectrum can be obtained from (Q) of 10. These curves represent an en-
the expected level of the explosive device at velope of a few measurements and cannot be
the source by using empirical attenuation considered a statistical estimate.
curves. The information for estimating the

2
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Lineal i %pt I. Ive.- TABLE I
List of Structures for Attenuation Curves

Linear e xloive pyrotechnic devices are
USU V used in ieparatiot jointsb Tused level rdiscrtioni nc 1ruc-of thý e'viilouiielil produceýd vv su(Ah a joint- I -In Ir ko I Ihl •.1111hot Itrinver, )r rilln/fri, -

Sep,tration depend oi tilt thickness of thetures-vaIy s o g t the ve kindin b'natelital clit and the ';lze et tilt explosive ••,~• rv, ln~,no t~gro knrn
I r l-n 7

charge . Ie level of the ;poC~rjT:, incretses curve cantbenerentr o r eng er, t ofwith .n increase of either of these parameters. k,.,/r,-g frae with Ineo

Figure - present s the suggeýted e hvirocn-mwent Preciom tru-m Irha the h ukluevnel tbcfm
produced by teparhtio d join ain for several corb- affet' ut i ic nt e 9

binations of joinr thicknee s and cblt ge size. ,o-pl-o ntrfigred htrardwatrture., tludlg

Also included is the envircnmevt for a bellows nketi nd trt- trutturL 10

assembly, a sep e li sption device denigned to CO'STXAT Vqu.LIt Aquj"-nt TE untin.ON uh l. .1

lower te ie shock levelt ps.lid tru- n etwork 11
Asshown inFig.1low-b f..qd i e Ioad-ncarrvcng

•t rut:re,

The acceleration time histories character-
istihc of linear explosive devices have all ef-
fective duration of approximately 3 msec. Because these curves are generated from

limited data for each type of structure, they
arce a thused witbe discretion; since struc-

Separation Nuts and Exploshve Bolts tures vary so greatly, the levels predleced by
these curves can be in error. Consequently,

Figure 3 presents the suggested shock en- we recommend that the shock levels be confirmed
vironments produced by the detonation of a by a full-scale verification test on t1eseparation nut or explosive bolt. Tw•o levels flirpit,-configured hardware.

are spown: one for the device alone and one
for a V-band assembly employing separation nuts CONSTANT VELOCITY ATTENUATION
or explosive bolts.

As shown in Fig. 1, low-frequency accelera-

The acceleration time histories near ahe rions attenuate with distance less rapidly than
shock source characteristically decay in about those at higa frequen-ies. One way to account
t msec due to the presence of high-frequencies. for this effect is to specify the attenuation

of a constant velocity lsne with distance. A
shock spectrum for a ldcation removed from the
source can then be predicted by specifying the

Pin-Pullers and Pin Pusters two attenuated parameters -- tie acceleration
peak and a constant velocity line.

Figure 4 presents the suggested shock en-
vironments produced by the detonation of pin- ,00
pulling and pin pushing pyrotechnic devices. ."

The acceleration-time histories character- 1

Tshic of pin-pullers have an effnctive dura-
tfon of 5 to 15 ese, while the plin-pusher is
a softer, lower-frequency device that may have
an effective duration of up to 50 msec.h

Bolt-, Pin-, and Cable-Cutters

serFigure 5 presents the suggested environ- 0 -- ... 0 1

ments produced by the detonation of bolt-, a sn i

pin-, and cable-cutting devices.

ATTENUATION CURVES 0

This section contains attenuation curves6 ur
for the various types of structures listed in 4
Table 1. These curves relate the predicted
attenuation of tihe peak acceleration level of

, ~a shock spectrum to tile distance from the shock!
source. These curves are normalized to a factor
of one at the source and are to be used with the I_....
spectra curves given for the sh~ock sources 0 20 40 60 80 ,00 120

above. The normalization measurements are as- ,,• ,
sumed to be 5 in. from the source.

Fig. 6 - Attenuation for cylindrical shell
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spectra for loentions far removed from the
source since resonant peaks will appear in the
low-frequency range of the spectrum, as in Fig.
1. It must be emphasized that this curve is
obtained from limited data and also that the
concept of a constant velocity line is not well

I established. Two recent articles discuss this
concept in detail [2, 3] and relate it to dam-
age potential. The curve in Fig. 13 'S pre-
sented to account for the difference in atten-
uation rates over the frequency range of the

S- -spectra. Hopefully, the concept of constant
- .velocity as applied to the shock spectra of

I complex time histories will be studied in more
I detail in the future.

0 20 '.0 60 0 so 10 2
0It-c. (in)

Fig. 11 - Attenuation for equipment mounting
structure -

Aq

100

I I

10- , I I

0 20W t W 2

S ~Dl,.m,. (IA)

Fig. 13 - Attenuation for constant velocity
line

DISCUSSION

00s results presented in this paper repre-
0 20 0 60 s0 10 120 sent an attempt to provide design criteria for

Dist- (in pyrotechnic shock. The results are empirical

Fig. 12 - Attenuation for honeycomb and, due to the large variations among struc-
tural configurations, do not provide all the
answers. The curves must be used with caution.

Volume one of Ref. [1] discusses the con-
stant velocity concept and presents attenuation The subject of constant velocity'lines is
curves for this parameter taken from data on a currently being studied in the industry, and
truss structure. A conposite of these curves there is strong evidence of its relationship to
is presented in Fig. 13, where the attenuation damage potential. In this paper the attenu-
curve is normalized to a factor of one. Notice ation of this line is used to account for the
that the cure becorres flat, reflecting the variation in acceleration with frequency. the
fact t:iat tne constant velocit; reduces to i data used to predict this attenuation curve are
Lertain level and stops. The constant velocity limited, and the entire subject of a constant
line is qormetines difficult to observe on velocity line needs a great deal of attention.

6
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DISC USSION

Mr. Schell (Shock Vibration Information Center): Mr. McGrath: This is what we are trying to
I am ouzzled on the modifications to the original account for. It is a very complex phenomenon. The
spectrum. You reduced both the peak acceleration high frequencies attenuate at different rates through-
and the velocity according to criteria determined out the range. We are trying to account for this by
from the data. I thought that I saw also, in some of a simple and empirical method. Let me also empha-
the graphs, an attenuation of the high frequency con- size that the Information we presented was envelopes
tent that differed from plain peak reduction. In taken from quite a bit of data. We take data, envelope
other words, you were taking into account the fact it with one curve, and then use that curve as the
that the high frequencies attenuate more rapidly attenuation curve. So we are trying to account for a
than the low frequencies, is that right ? rather complex situation with two simple parameters.
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A SUMMARY OF PYROTECHNIC SHOCK
SN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

W. P. Rader

Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver, Colorado

and

William F. Bangs
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

Pyrotechnic shock data have been obtained from a survey of the aerospace industry
and government agencies. Over 2800 measurements from 30 contributors have been com-
piled and categorized according to type of pyrotechnic device and str, cture. These
data were analyzed to provide a reference document and establish guidelines for de-
signing and testing to the pyrotechnic shock environment.

This paper presents a summary of the total program and a discussion of pyrotechnic
test simulation techniques. Further results from the study, including guidelines
for design and for predicting shock environments, are presented in a paper by
Dr. Michael B. McGrath, entitled "A Discussion of Pyrotechnic Shock Criteria" during
the 419t Shock and Vibration Symposium.

INTRODUCTION

Pyrotechnic shock is perhaps the least un- C. Evaluation of the "quality" of typi-
derstood of the dynamic environments associated callv available pyrotechnic shock data.
with the operation of aerospace vehicles and D. Recommendation of measurement systems
components. To date, the problem of predicting for ground test and flight.
or even adequately explaining pyrotechnic shock
has defied solution by rigorous mathematical E. Freparation of guidelines defining
treatments. Prediction of the environment and design information applicable to
testing techniques are currently based primar- structure and equipment design.
ily on empirical methods. Recent observations F. Recommendation of test simulation
showed that reliable data were widely scattered techniques.
among many companies and agencies, and that

testing technology was not openly discussed be- G. Classification of pyrotechnic systems
tween organizations. Thereftre, the Goddard according to the nature of resulting
Space Flight Center, recognizing that a large shock and damaging effects.
amount of data existed in the industry, spon- H. Evaluation of effects of structural
sored a program to collect and categorize these configurations and materials on re-
data and establish guidelines for designinp sulting shock characteristics.

structure and equipment to the pyrotechnic
shock environment. The study was performed by I. Formulation of a follow-on research
the Martin Marietta Corporation under Contracts program.
NAS5-15208 and NAS5-21241.-J. Application of shock propagation the-

ory to at least one class of pyrotech-The specific tasks performed in the course nic systems compiled in task r and
of the program were: comparison of results with measured

A. Compilation of "reduced" pyrotechnic data.

shock data representative of aerospace K. Performance of a ground test program
systems. using full scale litan III structure

B. Definition of distinctive characteris- to provide specific information that

tics of pyrotechnic shock transients. will aid in the understanding of basic
pyrotechnic shock transient phenomena.

9



i. etv,.igItionii 0 ttle eitects of miss is rapidly attenuated, and structural reso-
la h:u m th.. pv•otechnlc shock en- nances begin to control the shock spectrum.

vt I lint. The effect is illust.:ated by the shock spectra
in Fig. 1. It should be recognized that accel-

\ 1,o.p)ete d-ItLI ptidn ot each of these erometer installations can seriously influence
k .,!the ie'ults have been published in a the measured data, particularly at locations

Svlu t., i pot [I]. Ihi paper presents ,a near the shock source. The effect on trans-
brivl !1e-,tiption of reisulth ol selected tasks ducer resonance frequency of several mounting
with empithai,i* oil tvet simulation ot pyrotechnic installations has been investigated by Rasanen

(2]. This work indicated that the use of alu-
minuin blocks for accelerometer installations

.J.\i \ uMiPl[ At 10'. .\ND (.LA1L.ORlZAF1ON could lower the mounted resonance frequency by
a factor of 2 to 3 from the transducer reso-

hIvet 2800 pyiotevhnic shock measurements nance specified by the manufacturer.
were ,mpi hi dill categorized according to the
tvp - ot devIce an k type of structure through -----

Vh ich the huo"ks propagated as listed in Table
1. rhi 1easrement is presented in >1CR-69- -

o 1 [1) showing the aL~eleration time history, :
the sihock spectrum (using a standard format :
wi th an an..lysis Q of 10 for most cases) ano a
drawing showing structural configuration in-
ýludling tile locations of tlne pyrotechnic device
anid the transducers.

Table 1. Outline of Data Classification

A. Structure cutting charges (mild detonating I

fuse, flexible linear shaped charge, -
prilachord. etc.) I
I. Skin-ring-frame structure

2. Truss structure - Vift 2

3. other structure 0

6. Explosive nuts and bolts .. .... . ...

1. Skin-ring-frame structure

2. Truss structure 3 Ilf HA 1 1 1I__T ,I "'I'
3. Othcr structure IX . . .a.t..

C. Cartridge actuated devices (pin pullers, %O

bolt cutters, cable cutters, etc.) 10
1. Skin-ring-frame structure 1

2. Truss structure J I

3. Other structure

1). Space Vehicle test data rr. x o.i (0.0

L. Flight measurements Fi g . 1 - Comparison of shock spectra at various
propagation distaoces

CHARACrERISTICS OF PYROTECHNIC SHOCK TRANSIENTS
DAMAGE EFFECTS

The compiled pyrotechnic shock data were
used tc determine discinctive characteristics Information concerning damage effects re-
of the shock transients including pi ,pagation lated to shock amplitude is extremely limited
velocity, frequency content, and attenuation because of lack of documented fiilure histo-
of amplitude with distance, ties. One of the perplexing aspects of this

study was that in spite of the magnitude of
The propagation velocity was m,-s 'red for the survey and the response in contribution of

several different structures. Velot.'vs cor- data, only 29 miscellaneous anomalies and 17
responding to both compressional and inaar cases of rela7, chatter were reported. As a
waves were found to eyist in the measured data. result, methods for relating pyrotechnic shock
Near the shock source, the acceleration time damage potential with structure and equipment
histories are characterized by high amplitude, fragility levels do not exist, although some
high frcquency complex waves. As the distance preliminary information indicates shock veloc-
between the shock source and the measurement ity may be a significant parameter.
location increases, :he high frequency energy

10



Generally, structural failures are confined Photographs of the four conflgur.jtion, are shown
to small fittings, brackets, bonds, and elec- in Fig. 2-5. Accelerometer locations on the
trical connectors to small components such as payload truss are shown in Fig. 6. i.x,,mple, of
diodes and transistors. Most damage effects the average hilUok spectra outained at lIuotoios
are seen in equipment malfunction such as chat- 7 and 8 (satellite mounting points) for the four
ter or transfer of relays and switches, fre- different configurations are shown in Fig. 7 and
quency shift in subcarrier oscillators, and 8. Lomparison ol these data indiatus thait the
transients induced in signal outputs. Usually, use of the simple 0chn1nel adapters to 'imulate

the design deficiency or workmanship problem the transtage skirt structure would ,)rcvidu a
is quite simple to correct. This character- reasonable, conservative test of tie -•utellite.
istic may make the anomalies appear insignifi- lite results, although ilncln lu-,iv,, are encour-
cant, especially in the development phase, and aging because they indiiatU thlht it [.av not be
may partially explain the small number of re- necessary to aIlwavs include an e.pe(n- w 111 ,or.-
ported problems. plex structure in full stale tt.;tiug.

TEST SIMULATION

The test firing of pyrotechnic systems may
be performed for many reasons. For those in-
terested in the shock environmenc, the pyro-
technic firing may be used as an equipment Titan I11c
qualification test or may be the source of data Artlc 5
from which individual equipment shock specifi- l rus

cations may be derived. Individual equipment
test specifications are implemented using a
variety of simulatior techniques, including
conventional shock machines based on pulse
shape reproduction, electrodynamic shakers con-
trolled by synthesis/analysis hardware, and, to
a lesser degree, airframe type test beds ex-
cited by explosive charges.

Full-scale qualification and flight accept-
ance tests of many NASA spacecraft are per- Transta e Skirt

formed by detonation of the actual pyrotechnic
devices in an installation incorporating actual
structure. A margin of safety in number of
stresses applied can be obtained by simply re-
peatitng the events as many times as desired.
However, a margin of safety in shock amplitude Fig. 2 -- Test configuration I - payload
is not achieved and, furthermore, repetition of truss installed on transtage
some events, such as shroud separation, can be skirt
extremely expensive.

A ground test program was conducted to gain
some insight into the degree of structural sim-
ulation required for full scale tests and to
determine whether or not one could achieve a
margin of safety by proper installation o? the
test hardware.

A test series was conducted on the following

configurations:

A. Payload truss attached to Titan IIIC
Transtage Skirt (Baseline Configura-
tion);

B. Payload truss freely suspended;

C. Payload truss attached to rigid support

fixture;

1). P'ayload truss attached to Channel adap-
ters (Adapters were designed to simulate
the longitidinal stiffness of tile pay-

load skirt).

Fig. 3 - Test configuration 11 - pavload

truss freelv suspended

1 11



t V

S....d

Fi.g 5 Test configuration IVI payload truss i.7 Soksetacoprsnfrcniu

attached to channel adapters rations at location 7, longitudinal axis
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1 I Il~lFig. g - Locations of equipment installations
and shock source

1 121.0 1O11 ~ (.

Fig. 8 - Shock spectra comparison for test con-
fl~urations at location 8, longitudinalaxis

MASS LOADING EFFECTS -

A test and analysis program was conducted "

to determine the effect of weight variations in
mounted subassemblies on the pyrotechnic shock --.. ...... •-•.environment. The effect, for both single and Fig. 10 - Component A showing installation of

distributed mass loading, was evaluated at the Weight
interface of the subassembly and the mounting

structure for two types of structures: Table 2 Weight Configurations

F A. Airframe, skin and stringer construc-
Stion; Component A Component T

SB. Truss structure. Arrm rs

A~~~~~one tes anMounsstedrmwa cnuce

Final results of this study are not complete. Bare Structure* M s
However, preliminary results from the single ConFig uration 10
mass loading tests are presented.valuateratinthe1Weight

Configuration 2 23.0 20.0
A full scale skirt and truss structure was

used as the test fixture. Prototype components Configuration 3 46.0 40.0

were installed on the airframe and on the truss *Note: The total weight of the truss and
as shown in Fig. 9 and high frequency acceler- skirt was 485 lb.
ometers were installed in a triaxial configura-
tion at component mounting points. Changes in The pyrotechnic shock source consisted of
weights of the two components were accomplished a blasting cap and 50 grains of RDX explosive

by the addition of small steel plates distrib- contained in a small plastic vial. The vial
uted throughout the equipment chassis (Fig. 10) was inserted in a steel receptacle bolted to a
to simulate electronic modules. A summary of longeron. This relatively inexpensive device
the weight configurations tested is given in produced excellent repeatability and provided
Table 2. an adequate simulation of typical data from

Drdnance devices used in the aerospace in-
dustry.
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The tape recorded shock transients were alternative is matching the spectrum and the
digitized (100,000 samples/sec) and shock spec- general character of the wave form; that is
trum analyses were performed. The shock spec- using a 1rng duration, complex teat for a long
Lra were normalized to a reference accelerom- duration, complex environment.
eter location and comparison plots made for
the different weight configurations. An exam- From the preliminary results of thia study
pie of the results is shown in Fig. 11. it appears feasible to use relatively simple

fixtures to simulate complex airframe structures
.---- ,-= -.---. in full scale tests. Additionally, it mty be

..- possible to obtain a test margin of safety for
i -' ."-•' .........) full-scale tests through proper design of such

4- - fixtures. Suggestions have been made to vary
-t-*---.-. -~+---'--~--~--i.~- the amount of explosive charge or the tension in

r ,1 i. separation bolts to achieve a margin, but theseS"techniques have not been proven.

The results of mass loading tests indicate
that it is important to include prototype or

7, "dummy" components in full scale tests if the
, • : correct pyrotechnic shock environment is to be

--4-- .... ... , - achieved. However, after the components have

-4.-• -!I 4 4- been installed the effect of weight variations~~+ +.. I• -- * it' srlatively small and would not affect an

established shock test specification. Final re-
sults from the mass loading effects study will

Fig. 11 Comparison of normalized shock spectra be published in November 1970, as an addendum to
for different component weights Ref [1].

The preliminary results of this study in- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
dicate that the primary effect on the shock en-
vironment occurs when an equipment item is iu- The total program briefly discussed in this
stalled on a previously unloaded structure, paper had contributors too numerous to list
For the structure and component weights ana- here. Many individuals throughout the aero-
lyzed in this study, increasing the component space industry contributed data, correspondence,
weight by a factor of 2 or 4 has relatively and discussions. The authors wish to express
little effect on the shock environment at the their gratitude for the cooperation and assis-
mounting point, tance provided by the individuals and the com-

panies and agencies which they represent.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The aerospace industry is presently using REFERENCES
a variety of testing techniques to simulate py-
rotechnic shock, most of which assume that du- 1. W. J. Kacena, III, Dr. M. B. McGrath, and
plication of the shock spectrum represents an W. P. Rader, "Aerospace Systems Pyrotechnic
adequate test. It is not clearly understood Shock Data (Ground Test and Flight) ,"
which parameters are related to damage poten- MCR-69-611. Martin Marietta Corporation,
tial. Additional efforts are needed to accumu- Denver, Colorado, March 7, 1970.
late and disseminate failure information and to
estrblish standardized methods for shock test- 2. George K. Rasanen, "Installation Effects
ing. Until such information is available it is on the Resonant Frequencies of Shock Accel-
recommended that the test methods used simu- erometers," Martin Marietta Corporation, Or-
late the shock wave form as well as the shock lando, Florida, Unpublished.
spectrum. When this is impossible, the next
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Zell (Picatinn. Arsenal): I think most of us Mr. Smith (Bell Aerospace Corporation1: Some
feel that the shock spectrum is a pretty useful tool timeao BTII Roberts did a more modest study sug-
for giving a feel for the relative sevcrit. of different gesting that the shock spectrum showed an additional
shock pulses of widely different character. But I characteristic at the low frequency end which tended
wonder if perhaps the emphasis on presenting actual to be more of a constant displacement type of be-
data, and in trying to analvze the data in terms of havior, and I noticed that perhaps this was present
shock spectra has not actually created a clouding or in some of your curves. It is important I think to
an obfuscation that actually complicates analysis. If know where the constant velocity line is likely to be-
these data had not been in a Fourier spectrum type of come inapplicable at the low frequency end. Do you
presentation would not the effect of frequency on have a short observation on that ?
attenuation, or the effect of structural modes be much
more easily analyzed? Perhaps the time has come Mr• McGrath: We were in correspondence with
when the shock spectrum should be used more as an Bill Roberts and we lookeu for this characteristic of
engineering tool. a constant displacement line at a very low frequency,

but quite often the data confuses the issue at very low
Mr. Rader: If I understand correctly - you are frequencies because of faulty techniques of obtaining

suggesting that the Fourier spectrum may give more the spectrum. We found that the constant acceleration
basic engineering information than does the shock lines, constant velocity lines, constant displacement,
spectrum. Is that right? just did not lead to any definite results that we could

see. The constant velocity lines that we are referring
Mr. Zell: Yes. The effects of frequency on to are almost a subjective approximation in the low

attenuation and mode shapes might be more easily frequency range, which might go from approximately
evaluated. In termo, of analyzing what is actually 100 lIz up to as high as a thousand Hz. This is what
happening, it seems that hy having the data in terms we observed. Someone else might observe some-
of a shock spectrum, which is a method of looking at thing else, but it probably takes a specific type of a
it through a certain type o' colored glasses for conve- data reduction.
nience sake. this type of basic analysis actually
clouds the issue rather than clarifies it. Mr. Smith: It seems to me that probably within

all of these data there may be another important piece
Mr. Rader: During the course of this program of data that is required: and that is, ,,ith respect to

one of the tasks was a comparison oi Fourier spectra the various classifications of structure and distance
versus standard shock spectra. The Fourier spectra from the source, to what sort of bounds on the mass
gave essentially no more information than the shock would you expect to apply the acceleration data in
spectra for the complex waves that are generated by attempting to apply this in a realistic design sense?
pyrotechnic shock devices. This is not true for Obviously one might be happy to apply some particu-
simple pulses since the Fourier and the shock lar value of acceleration to a 2 pound mass under
spectra can be quite different. But for the complex some circumstance and never dream of doing the same
waves that one sees in typical pyrotechnic shock de- thing with a 100 pound mass. There is some boundary
vices the Fourier and shock spectra yielded cs- somewhere that I think might be developable from all
sentially the same information in our experience. this information. If I want to use your curves of

acceleration against distance from some source, for
Mr. Zell: The various analysis methods for how large an item or how heavy an item, are they

(letermining structural properties. such as mechani- applicable ?
cal impedance and transmissibilitv as a function of
frequency, cannot be applied directly to a shock Mr. Rader: The curves presented bk Dr.
spectrum in data that is generally acquired in the McGrath were developed on a number of different
course of a development and test program on a par- types of structures including spacecraft, booster
ticular structure. skirt structure, complex truss structures and the

like. So we feel that the curves are applicable for
Mr. Rader: Yes. I think that is a good point, typical aerospace structures as tfley exist todaay. 'i ae

llowever, again as I mentioned in the introduction, effect of mass loading from the preliminarv ý%ork
the definition of. or even adequately explaining pyro- which was shown here ebsentialh' has vetr little
technic shock analvtically has just not been possible effect on the shock environment as shownl in thie last
to (late. flopefull' this will he a subject for future slide. Once the component is installed on the strue-
examination. perhaps the Fourier spectrum mnav be ture or on the truss, this constitutes the malor effect
more useful to relate to structural parameters, on the shoel, environment. Chaunging that weight bv a

factor of 2 or I had praetiecall no t llect on the basic
shock ,pevtt'um.
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MEASURES OF BLAST WAVE DAMAGE POTENTIAL

C. T. Morrow
LTV Research Center, Western Division

Anaheim, California

Shock excitation by a blast wave differs in two respects from
mechanical shock as known in conventional shock tests. First,
the excitation is clearly in the form of a pressure rather
than a motion (acceleration). Second, the excitation of a
typical structure is clearly at multiple points (antinodes)
rather than at the base of an item of equipment, treated con-
ventionally as a single mounting point. Relative phase is
important. Yet, a spectral description of the blast wave is
desirable. It must be selected with these two considerations
in mind.

The shock spectrum is conventionally defined 2n terms of a
physical model (a simple mechanical resonator, usually
undamped) but can be considered as a purely mathematical
operation on the input excitation. Carried out on an input
force cr pressure, it yields the peak force in the spring of
the simple resonator. This is also a criterion of severity.
However, unless phase information is added, it is not suitable
for describing multiple point excitation. In high-intensity
noise testing, the phase information is contained in the
cross-power spectrum.

The Fourier spectrum is defined entirely in terms of a mathe-
matical operation to be performed on acceleration, force,
pressure, or any variable of interest. It is expressed as a
density in that variable, simply related to the generalized
residual shock spectrum, but it is a complex number and
expresses phase information. The use of the Fourier spectrum
as a criterion of severity for sonic booms and blast waves is
explored.

INTRODUCTION Consequently, two spectral descrip-
tions will be considered--the shock

It is common to describe blast spectrum l 1,2, 3 as redefined for the
waves by their peak overpressure and purpose, and the Fourier spectrum or
duration. These criteria of severity Fourier transform. Of particular impor-
are simple, readily obtained from a tance is their adaptability to describ-
pressure-vs-time trace without appre- ing force or pressure inputs as opposed
ciable data processing, and sufficient .o mechanical motion (acceleration) and
to describe a blast wave uniquely if its to incorporation of relative phase
pulse shape is known a priori and iden- information when a structure is shock
tical to that of other blast waves with excited simultaneously at many points.
which it may be compared. However,
such criteria are not directly indica- THE SHOCK SPECTRUM
tive of damage potential if wave shapes
are dissimilar, as they may well be at In mechanical shock technology, the
different radii from a blast or when first descriptions of severity were in
reflections occur, terms of peak acceleration, rise time,
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and effective duration. Application of spectrum, or to the interval beginning
these criteria to such diverse wave at the end of the shock to obtain the
shapes as the decaying transients residual spectrum. Some authors use the
typical of field conditions and the word primary, rather than initial, but
standard pulses favored for laboratory this implies that the residual spectrum
testing frequently resulted in unreal- is a secondary measure of damage poten-
istic simulation. Consequently, there tial. Much the reverse is true when the
has been an increasing trend toward the shock is applied to a complex mechanical
comparison of severities in terms of system. The residual spectrum, while
spectra, simpler in some respects than the initial,

comes close to being a complete descrip-
The shock spectrum was first con- tion of the shock, except for phase,

ceived by BiotL4]as a means for predict- which, for single point excitation, is
ion of earthquake damage, was used for a secondary factor in damage potential.
many years by Vigness and his associates
at the Naval Research Laboratory, and GENERALIZATIONS OF THE SHOCK SPECTRUM
was applied by Morrow to the specifica-
tion of equipment shock tests for the in practice, the shock spectrum is
ICBM program. For data-reduction pur- obtained today not by the clumsy opera-
poses, it is generally presumed that the tion used as a basis for the definition,
shock input to an item of equipment is but by an analog computer that simulates
available as an acceleration-vs-time the tunable mechanical resonator or by a
curve. The shock spectrum is defined digital computer. It is possible to
as the largest acceleration (in g's) of consider the shock spectrum not as the
the mass of a simple mechanical resonr- result of observations of a resonating
tor, in response to the shock, plotted mass, but the result of a mathematical
as a -unction of the resonance fre- operation performed on an acceleration-
quenc", of the resonator, but is usually time signal. It becomes of interest to
obtained from the acceleration-time ask what is the physical significance
data by computer processing. Many engi- of the same mathematical operation
neers use it rather literally as an applied to other than acceleration sig-
indication of mechanical system response nals. For example, if the operation is
for design purposes and therefore like applied to a shock force acting on the
the spectrum to be obtained in terms of mass in a simple undamped resonator, it
a resonator that has damping typical of yields the peak force in the spring as a
the hardware in mind. Such a viewpoint function of resonance frequency. For
is easily extended beyond its scope of shocks applied in this general way, this
validity in dealing with complex is an acceptable measure of stress in
systems, and the undamped-resonator the simplified system. A spectrum ob-
spectrum is more fundamental. Conse- tained in this way, when divided by the
quently, only the undamped shock spectrum mass in appropriate units, yields the
will be considered here. peak acceleration of the mass.

Thus, if the data were actually to That the physical interpretation of
be reduced by a mechanical resonator this particular generalization of the
instead of an electronic computer, the shock spectrum is valid may be seen from
shock would be applied to an undamped a comparison of differential equations.
mechanical resonator, and the largest If a shock force F(t) is applied to a
positive response peak of the mass and mass m attached by a spring k to a
the largest negative peak would be fixed base as in Fig. 1, the differen-
plotted against the particular reso- tial equation is:
nance frequency. Then the undamped
resonator would be retuned and the
operation repeated to yield more points
until the two curves are filled out in ma + kx F
sufficient detail. If desired, the or
maximum of the absolute values for each d x 2 F
frequency could be determined and plotted dt- + w x =
to yield a third curve.

or
The operator would have the option d2 (kx)+

of restricting his response observations dt wk ,(1)
to certain time intervals relative to
the applied shock. For example, he where a is the acceleration of the mass,
could confine his observations to the x is the displacement of the miass from
interval in which the shock occurs to its neutral position, and w is 2n times
obtain what is known as the initial the resonance frequency in Hz. If, on
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(a) Shock Force F (b) Shock Acceleration ab

Fig. 1 Shocks Applied to a Simple Mechanical Resonator

the other hand, a shock acceleration matical operation of the shock spectrum
ab(t) is applied to the base, as in is performed on the pressure-time pulse
Fig. lb, the differential equation is: of a sonic boom or blast wave? An inter-

pretation could be given in terms of a
ma + k(x-xb) = 0 Helmholtz resonator, but such devices

are seldom involved in shock damage.
It is more useful to base the interpre-

or by double differentiation, followed tation on the response of a mechanical
by transposition of m system excited by the pulse. Airborne

d~a 2noise and shock waves tend to excite a
-+ a = xab, (2) structure at its antinodes. If a single

antinode is considered, the shock
excitation is much like that of a force

where xb is the displacement of the base acting on a mass. The force is the
as a function of time, from its neutral pressure multiplied by the effective
position, and a is the acceleration of area of the antinode, or by the area of
the mass. Equations (1) and (2) involve the effective mass of the antinode. The
different variables but otherwise are shock spectrum of the applied pressure,
identical in mathematical form. The when multiplied by the area of the mass
mathematical operation associated with in the simplified mechanical system,
taking the shock spectrum is to solve yields the peak force in the spring. In
for the variable on the left and maxi- a slightly less direct way than in the
mize it, within specified time intervals, previous cases, this generaiization of
as a function of i or the resonance fre- the shock spectrum becomes an acceptable
quency i/21i. This variable is the force measure of damage potential. At least,
kx in the spring in Eq. (1) and the it is reasonable to infer that if two
acceleration a of the mass in Eq. (2). different pressure pulses are applied to
This completes the proof. the same mechanical system, the pulse

with the higher residual shock spectrum
There is no ambiguity if the is more likely to damage a mechanical

result of Eq. (1) is identified as the resonator tuned to that frequency. If
"shock spectrum of the applied forc," one spectrum is higher than the other
and the result of Eq. Z2) is called over all frequencies of interest, one
the "shock spectrum of the applied can infer with even greater confidence
acceleration." It is understood that that the associated pulse is the more
the input force and acceleration are severe, regardless of the mechancial
applied to different places in the system to which it is applied. However,
simplified mechanical system. the shock spectrum as usually reduced,

pro-ides no information on rclative
What is the physical significance phase of eý:citations at twc or more,

of the curves obtained when the mathe- antinoles.
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Ti;W FOI IIEIý SP•I:'iiUM derive a spectral description of an
isolated pulse. As the period is in-

The basic ob3jctive of the shock creased, the harmonics become more
spectrui- was to describe possible res- numerous and decrease in amplitude.
polises of a mechanical system to a However, the integral that appears in
shock. It will be evident larer that each Fourier coefficient is independent
the result is almost a direct descrip- of the period provided the period is
tion of the input shock itself, longer than the shock duration--it is

exactly equal to the integral over that
However, a more fundamental approach duration. Consequently, this integral,

is to set out from the beginning to des- known as the Fourier transform or Fourier
cribe the input directly. For periodic spectrum, which has the same value for an
vibration inputs, this is commonly done infinite period as for any finite period
by recording the various amplitudes and equal to or greater than the pulse dura-
frequencies that can be identified by a tion, and has the units of a density in
wave analyzer or by means of a Fourier frequency (g/Hz, lb/Hz, or lb/in2 Hz,
analysis. For the special case in etc., depending on the variable used) is
which the wave shape repeats itself at the spectral description sought.
a fundamental frequency, Fourier's
theorem shows that the vibration is As the period increases beyond
equivalent to a series of sinusoids limit, the summation of harmonics, with
(called harmonics) at multiples of the one over the period divided out from
fundamental frequency, and is described each term, approaches an integral of the
by the amplitude and phase of each sinu- Fourier spectrum over all frequencies.
soid. Phase information is necessary This inverse transform permits the re-
for complete reconstruction of the wave construction of the wave shape.
shape. For single-point excitation, it
is seldom recorded as it has no general DERIVATION OF THE FOURIER SPECTRUM
simple relation to damage potential. A
mechanical system responding to vibration This derivation and its interpreta-
excitation shifts the phase as a func- tion is accomplished most simply in
tion of frequency in a complicated way terms of a complex exponential, once one
that is unpredictable unless the system is used to the notation, rather than in
dynamics are known. Consequently, there terms of trigonometric functions. A
is no reason to expect one phase rela- complex number is regarded as a vector
tion among the harmonics to indicate at a particular angle to the axis of
generally more or less damage potential reals, as in Fig. 2, and expressible in
than another. At any one harmonic fre- terms of magnitude (amplitude) and angle,
quency, the response of a linear mechan- or as the vector sum of its projections
ical system is proportional to the input, on the real and imaginary axes, which
The ratio of the two amplitudes is are proportional to the cosine or the
calculable from theory if the system sini of the angle, respectively. Exam-
dynamics are known, or measured as a ination of the Taylor's series for
function of frequency, if they are not.
Consequently, the spectral description
is adequate for the computation of
responses when this is desired, or for
comparison of one periodic vibration jy
with another in respect to damage poten-
tial. Fourier anialysis is an entirely
mathematical operation, which needs no JA sin 6 Ad'
major reinterpretation according to
whether the variable processed is accel-eration, force, or pressure.

Extensions of Fourier analysis
permit the direct description of shock
inputs and random excitation. The
Fourier coefficients (amplitudes for
the various harmonics) involve an inte-
gral of the original time function times
a trigonometric or exponential function,
over the fundamental period. If a |
shock is made to repeat itself at some
fundamental period, the resulting time 6
function can be expresscd as a 1'ourit-r
series. Then if the period is increased A cose x
beyond lrimit, it should be possible to Fig. 2 Complex Vector
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exponential and trigonometric functions +T/. e-32kfit2 ate- 2kftd

expressing this: C -1
dicoeepesnahsparticularly simple way of Ck = a #T/2a

Ae j = AcosG + jAsine, (3)

where e is the base of natural log,,rithms a(t) e-J 2 rfkt dt (9)
and where j is a unit vector along the T 9t/
imaginary axis. It follows that iT/2

coso = 2 + e-6  (4)

dje -j where T is the period and fk=kf, where

and ej - e-j5 f is the fundamental frequency or repe-sinG = -e(5)

2j tition rate. The integral, which
becomes independent of T for long

Furthermore, periods, is the Fourier spectrum:

Ae • . Bej = AB e(e+o) (6) S(f) L a(s)e-j2rfs ds, (10)

If, now, e=2rift, where f is te fre-
quency and t is the time, AelJ becomes
a counterclockwise rotating vector whobe where the variable t is replaced by S

projections are the cosine and sine to avoid confusion in derivations that
functions. However, it is easier than might be undertaken later. Now, if
the trigonometric functions to manipulate 2Af=2/T is factored out of each Ck and
in a differential equation, since the period is allowed to increase beyond

limit, the Fourier series approacbes
d. e j2,ft = j2'Tfej2'ft very simply.

a(t) S(f)eJ2rft df. (11)
if 0 is interpreted as a constant angle,
Eq. (6) provides a simple way of ex-
pressing phase shifts as well as ampli- if Se is known for an applied shock,

tude changes that may be produced by a the response at any point within a
mechanical system. The quantity BeJ 0  linear mechanical system is obtained cy
may be determined theoretically or evaluating
r.xperimentally as a function of fre-
quency for transmission between any two jj2
points in a linear mechanical system. ar(t) Be S(f)ejft df,

The Fourier series can be written,
by application of Eq. (4), as where the complex transmission coeffi-

cient BeOO, which expresses both ampli-
tude change and phase shift as a
function of fztquency, is applicable
to S(f) as a rultiplier just as it

a(t) = A cos (2kfit-) would be to an individual harmonic in
akt cperiodic excitation. In other words,

one multiplies by the complex trans-

n mission factor and integrates the
e- J(2r.kfIt-0k) resulting Fourier spectrum with the

= LAk appropriate complex exponential over

k--n the frequency range of interest.

If S(f) and the transmission charac-n J2Tkfit teristic are known, in terms of both
= e (7) amplitude and phase, both the applied

shock and the response can be computed.
SA=-n The magnitude of S(f) is the primary

indication of damage potential for
where single-point excitacion and can be

Ck = Ak e-3 (8) shown. to equal the residual undamped
Sshock spectrum divided by 2?rf. Thus,

is a complex amrlitude expressing the two concepts that originated in quite
amplitude and phase of the harmonic, different ways turn out to be very
and it is readily shown that similar mathematically.
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it is illuminating to ask hov much EFFECTS OF RELATIVE TIME DELAY OR PHASE
energy is contained in a particular SHIFT
shock. If a periodic siqnal were
applied to a one-ohm resistor (acous- Whether a structure is excited by
tica,, mechanical, or electrical, as random noise or a shock front, the
appropriate), the energy dissipated in excitations at the various antinodes for
one period would be a particular mode of vibration or shock

response are not necessarily directly

additive in terms of magnitudes. For
example, two pressures that push in

n = • step or in phase at adjacent antinodes
T t)I T~YJ4 tend to nullify each other. Two pres-

11 7, sures that are exac-tly out of step or"k=-n 180 degrees out of phase and therefore
conform to the relative motions of two
adjacent structural antinodes will be
highly effective in exciting the struc-
ture. In hiqh-intensity sound testing

which is readily shown by multiplying of airframes, it is becoming evident
out the exponential form of Fourier's that such considerations can influence
sries, as in Eq. (7), term by term, which modes of a structure are excited.
cbserving that all other products Similar effects should be expected in
inteqrate to zero, and noting that shock-wave excitation.
Cy,=c_);. For a sustained signal, the
total energy over all time would be RELATIVE PHASE IN RANDOM NOISE
unbounded. For a shock, if 2Af=2/T is
factored out of each Ck and T is Relative phase is important in
allowed to increase beyond limit, blast wave excitation for the same

reasons that it is coming to be
F~fJ'df=7.fS~fJ-df (12 accepted as important in high-intensityZf (4)dt= (f~df,=f(f)Iadf (12) noise testing. A brief review of the

So ~latter consideration may be in order.

which is a form .f Parseval's theorem.
TheY square of the magnitude of the
Pourier spectrum of a shock iq there- wi+2  wl + 2w1  w
fore referred to as the energy spectral Ww+w2c
density and is finite. 1w + 2c (WW2 + W.

In passing, Eq. (12) suggests a comment w, + 2c,, (wIw1 C½ oo % a + W2 (15)
about the spectral description of a
stationary random vibration or sic;rial.
While the total energy is unbounded, and that of the difference by
the total power is finite:

T/2 n w1,2w-2= - 2W12 +W2
'Lim 1/T' a- (t)dt=Lim w

T-6 -T2 n- 4 w,- 2C1 2 (WIw 2 ) + W,

= W I + 2G 12 (IWiw2 ) coso,. + w. (16)

Lim IS(t t Lim .(fLkdt (13) wheref n-~ T :f T wher
w, = power spectral density of first

noise;
Therefore the familiar power spectral
"density for a random signal is given by w2  = power spectral density of second

noise;
w(f) = Lim 2 S-LI) (14) w = correlation density or real part

T# T of cross-power spectrum,
obtained by multiplying the two

In a-y event, the Fourier transform is noises in the same frequency
a fundamental description of a shock and band and averaging sufficiently
a good measure of damat-e potential. So, in time to suppress fluctuations
for single-point excitation, is the of the order of half the band-
closely related residual shcck spectrum. width;
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1.

cl wa (wlwa)) is the correlation
density coefficient, of value
between +1 and -1;

.T/2
012 (f) is the dominant phase angle, if C ja1 (t) + a2 (t)/2 dt

any, between the two noises as a J
function of frequency; and -T/2

G12, a coefficient between zero and
unity, is the value if 01 were rT/2
shifted to zero, as the magnitude = la, (t) + 2a, (t)a, (t) + a, (t)l dt
of the cross-power spectrum and 4
describes the magnitude of corre-
lated noise.

-T/2 2T/2
Equation (15) governs the excita- - a,2 (t)dt + 2 Z (t)a. (t)2t

tion of alternate antinodes by random
noise and Eq. (16) that of adjacent /2 -T/2
antinodes in a structure.

ST/2

Two random noises are considered T/2
to be at least partially correlated in
the neighborhood of a given freguency,
if anX phase angle dominates because of TT+_C C
relative time delay or any other reason. Wk C
Thus c,, may be small because of the klC-kl 2LCkl-k2
particular value of 0 12 or because part k=- k=-W
of one noise or the other is of inde-
pendent origin, reducing the value of
G12. The sinusoids describing a finite- +
duration sample of one randor aoise have + !k2C-k2
a random phase relation to each other,
but may have a simple relation, respec-
tively, to the corresponding sinusoids Tý + 12+ TI - (0-0
of the second random noise, if the two f 1IPk 1
are of the same origin. If the second k=-w
is of independent origin, this phase
relation too becomes random; in a
narrow band contaLning many sinusoids, T
no angle 0,, is evident, and C12-0. If + Th DCk2I
only part of the noise is of independent
origin, some value of 012 dominates, and
G,, is between zero and unity.

= iCkjJ2+ 12T 1fCk1 .ICk2Icos (01-02)

ENERGY SPECTRAL DENSITY OF THE SUM OF k=-m k=o

TWO SHOCK WAVES
+

+ jCk 2r

Within one shock or in the compari- T' IT,
son of two shocks, there are no random i( 4 MJ +2 klI lCk2I cos (01-02)
phase angles. Nevertheless, utilizing k:-m :-
the Fourier spectrum and a derivation
similar to that for Parseval's theorem,
it is possible to set up equalities + 2

analogous to Eqs. (15) and (16). If
a, (t) and a2 (t) represent two shocks
transmitted to the came failure point,
the energy sum is, from Eq. (7),
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if now, 2Lf=2/T is factored out of each FOURIER SPECTRUM OF THE SUM OF TWO

Ckl and each Ck2 , SHOCK WAVES

It follows from Eqs. (12), (18),
and (19) that the magnitude of the

a, (t) + a2 (t)la dt S1 (f)1
2 df Fourier spectrum for the sum or differ-

-- ence of two shocks is dependent only on
the magnitudes of the individual Fourier
spectra and their phase difference:

+ 2 fISI (f)I -IS, (f) I cos (o df + [S Is sc s(~)

+ff S2 M101f
+f~s (f)aidf (20)

and similarly, Ist [!5L21 SSlcos(j,)+

f jIa1 (t)-a 2 (t) 12 dt (18) Ll (1

S 21 (21)

=f IS (fdf- s (f)'ls2 (f)Icos( d- Y)df For two shocks not too widely sepa-
rated in time and transmitted to the same
failure point, this is a satisfactory

+fI measure of severity of excitation.
(f)i df (19) However, if one wishes to compute accu-_I rately the response of a known mechanical

system, absolute phase informati n will
be beneficial in many cases. it follows
immediately from Eq. (10) that the
Fourier spectrum for the sum of two

where the phase difference p -0 is shocks is
always a determinate function of
frequency. S1+2 (f) = SI (f) + S2 (f), (22)

If aa (.) is later than al (t), and that for the difference is
01-02 may pass through 360 degrees or
more in the frequency region containing S1 _.,(f) = SI (f) = S2 (f). (23)
significant energy, making the middle
integrand negative over portions of the It should be remembered that these
range. Fv:ther, if the time difference are vector sums and differences in the
is such that the two shocks do not complex plane. For example, if a,(t) is
overlapt, it follows simply from the simply a1 (f) delayed by a time r, it
time _itegral that the total energies follows from Eq. (10) that these become
must add directly. This amounts to
saying that cos (01-02) must tumble in f -j" isuch a way that the middle integral is S i(f)L1+e S,(f) (24)
zero. However, for wider time-separated and
shocks, such that the response to the _j 2 r(2
first shock decays before the second S-2(f) S (f). (25)
arrives, the magnitudes of the indi-
vidual Fourier spectra are more indica-
tive of peak stress than the energy
spectrum of the sum or difference.
Furthermore, if they are oveelapping in
time, the vector sum of their Fourier CONCLUSION
spectra, as transmitted to the same
failure point, is a more fundamental The computation of the response of
indication of severity. aero i ice structures to blast is a
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current problem. There will be an residual shock spectrum with phase
increasinq interest in the testing of informntion added by a supplementary
aerospace systems to blast conditions, circuit in the shock spectrum computer.
as there has been in testing with high- However, Fourier spectra may be obtained
intensity noise. with computers that are commercially

available now.
Blast is a distributed excitation

for a structure, and should exhibit
coincidence effects and other phenomena REFERENCES
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how the severity of excitation depends Vibration Engineering, Volume I,
generally on the orientation of the Wiley, 1963
test item, on any reflections, and on
the distance from the blast source. 4. M.A. Biot, "Analytical and Experi-
The complex Fo~urier spectrum is essen- mental Methods in Engineering
tial to such an understanding in the Seismology," Transactions of the
same way that the cross-power spectrum ASCE, No. 108, pp. 365-385, 1943
is essential to understanding of high-
intensity noise testing. The relative 5. G. O'Hara, "Impedance and Shock
phase versus frequency curve will Spectra," J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.,
influence which structural modes are Vol. 31, No. 10, pp. 1300-1303,
excited and which suppressed. Oct. 1959

In principle, the Fourier spectrum
is equivalent in information to the

DISCUSSION

Mr. Zell (Picatinny Arsenal): In relating Dr. impulse energy was contained in a complex wave.
Morrow's attack to the pyrotechnic problem, has any One can do this very simply for a simple wave, such
attempt been made to define the actual impulse as a half sine pulse. It can be done analytically, but
energy generated by these pyrotechnic devices in we just were not able to come to any conclusion in
terms of the Fourier transform ? Could these then what we did.
be related by mechanical impedance techniques to
effects occurring elsewhere in the structure ? Mr. Zell: Could these devices be tested on a

very rigidlibock? Perhaps the acceleration of the
Mr. McGrath (Martin Marietta Corporation): r4gid block would yield more of a spectrum of the im-

There is a paper by Fung, and quite a few other pulse, rather than a spectrum that was altered by the
people have noted this, that at very low frequencies, response of a complex structure ?
as you approach zero the Fourier transform gives the
impulse energy. And as Dr. Morrow just pointed Mr. McGrath: The point, I think, is that one
out, the residual shock spectrum and the Fourier wants to attach the measurement device to a very
spectrum are the same; and usually in the low fre- rigid piece that would feel only the initial impulse and
quency range the residual shock spectrum governs, not the later complex part of the wave. Is that
So we looked into this, but we found we had difficul- correct?
ties in reducing the data. If you reduce it either by
an analog procedure or a digital procedure (we used Mr. Zell: Yes. In other words, if one has an
the digital procedure) to produce both a Fourier explosive bolt and if one mounted it on a very rigid
spectrum and a shock spectrum, we found that a very block and measured the acceleration of the very rigid
slight de bias, or a little bit of noise, in the low fre- block one could then relate this to the force and de-
quency range pretty well obscured the information, termine the spectrum.
and we could not come to any conclusion as to what
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Mr. Navlor (Defense Research Establishment, it on a relative basis. We are comparing two condi-
Suffield, Canada):, I would like to take this opportunity tions and are trying to tell which is more severe, and
to cover the whole of the morning session. There the criteria we have are in many respects less use-
seems to be a recurrent questionthat the accelerations ful on an absolute basis than on a relative basis. On
are not really representative of damage. It is move- a relative basis the factor of 27rf cancels out in both -
ment that causes damage - strains - either bending and so you qre about as wel! off if you forget about it
strains or tension strains. It is very easy to record from the beginning. I did want to add one other
acceleration but the results are not always satisfac- comment on the papers I have heard. I have noticed
tory. Ni- Grundy from Canada commented on this quite a few shock spectra which are extended all the
yesterrd and put in a plea for stating results in velo- way to 10,000 Hz, or higher, and my comment about
cit., so I would suggest that we lean on the instrumen- the residual shock spectrum a little earlier is related
tation people to integrate accelerations and obtain a to this. There is one other consideration. It is very
better d.namic range, either before or after record- difficult to get valid data up to 10,000 Hz, the accel-
ing, and if vou have to deal with acceleration data in erometer may not resonate until 20,000 or 50,000
vour spectrum analysis, convert to velocity and thus liz, and that looks very fine, but that is iot the
get this automatic roll-off against the high fro- limiting factor, What usually happens is that one
quencies "hich are not important structurally. We introduces a resonance below 10,000 Hz in the struc-
should forget abo.t this acceleration kick - it is not ture by adding the accelerometer and if one makes
rcallv useful to us in understanding what is happen- comparisons, again on a relative basis, in situations
ing to structures. where the leading effect remains ecv.stant, this again

does not matter: but on an absolute basis it can be
Mr._ Mclrath:. This is a very important point, entirely misleading.

namely, that it is velocity and not acceleration that
seems to be the important parameter related to Mr. McG:'ath:. You could probably do this if your
damage, for which we are actually looking. Until now measurement sysem had the proper roll-off charac-
it has been acceleration. teristics. Hlo% ever, there is no such thing as a rigid

block. Everything has a natural frequency. The
Dr. Morrow:. As we make use of acceleration accelerometers we used had quite a high useful fro-

and other criteria of severity, %e most commonly (10 quency range.
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SHOCK RESPONSE OF A BILINEAR,

HYSTERETIC BEAM AND SUPPORT SYSTEM

Bruce E. Burton
Ohio Northern University

Ada, Ohio

and

Robert S. Ayre
University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado

Shock spectra are presented for an elasto-inelastic
beam simply supported at each end on elasto-inelastic sup-
ports which are subjected to a half-sine ground accel-
eration pulse. The beam and supports have, respectively,
bilinear, hysteretic moment-curvature and bilinear,
hysteretic force-displacement characteristics. Since the
beam-support system and the ground excitation are mutually
symmetrical, the system response is also symmetrical. The
maximum relative displacement at the ends of the beam and
the maximum relative displacement and maximum bending
moment at the midspan are presented for six cases in which
the beam-support system has different elasto-inelastic
properties. A lumped flexibility and lumped mass model
was used to represent the continuous system.

"•iJRTRODUCTION system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of an elasto-inelastic beam simply sup-

The purpose is to present an analy- ported at each end by identical elasto-
sis for the response of a bilinear hys- inelastic supports. The constant pro-
teretic beam and support system subject- perties of the beam are:
ed to a ground acceleration pulse, and
to show response spectra for relative E = modulus of elasticity;
displacement and bending moment. This
study is related to an earlier one by I = second-moment-of-area of cross-
Tauchert and Ayre [8,9] in which the section;
beam remained elastic while the supports
alone exhibited bilinear, hysteretic, I - length of beam between supports;
elasto-plastic characteristics. It is a
considerable extension of the earlier - mass vei unit length of beam.
one in that both the beam and the sup-
ports may exhibit bilinear hy: eretic The ground input ug(t) is the half-
characteristics. Furthermore, this in- s
vestigation was carried into the more sine acceleration pulse:

general elasto-inelastic range rather ti A sin tt
than limiting it to the usual elasto- gg 0 tg
plastic assumption. Pertinent publi-
cations dealing with the transient, dy- ig = 0 t > t (2)
namic response of a structural system g
having an elasto-inelastic beam or beams where
are indicated in Refs. [1,2,3,5,7,10].
The research reported herein was a part
of the doctoral investigation carried =
on at the University of Colorado by the Ag - amlitude of ground acceler-
first named author. A aMPliueo rudaclr1 ation;

METHOD OF ANALYSIS t = time;

j Model Representation. The physical tg = duration of ground pulse.
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The corresponding expressions for ground
displacement are: y £ tF y

(t liOl~do IJoint with Lumped MossS t . 1 ond FlexibilityU = 2 ( sin 1 -) 0 < t i tg (3) mi_• • _ [ . . • _9 2 t T g tA u1 t) -m,

Ug =U Ltizg 4

where FIG. 2.-EQUILIBRIUM POSITION FOR

Ug= ground displacement; LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL BEAM ON
U g SUPPORTS.

U = 2t2  -r.
g gg y

Since both the structure and the excita-
tion are symmetrical, the response is
also symmetrical. )x

A lumped-flexibility, lumped-mass - gbim p1Thn
model (Figs. 2 and 3) was used. Wen and
Toridis [10] found this type of model
to be more effective than the lumped-
flexibility and continuous-mass model or
the continuous-f]exibility and lumped- FIG. 3.-DISPLACED POSITION FOR LUMPEDPARANETER SYSTEM.
mass model for the type of structure
considered in this study. Symbols re- u. = absolute Oisplacement of mass
latLng to the mo4g.1 .b~am are: at station i;

N = number of beam segments; s. u u - u1 = displacement of beam

h = Z^/N = constant length of relative to its ends.
beam segments;

Nonlinear Restoring Forces. The re-
N+I = number of masses; storing force-displacement function

i = 1,2... N+l subscript desig- r(wl) for the supports is bilinear and

nating beam st tion (mass hysteretic, as shown in Fig. 4, where
point); w1 = u1 - ug = displacement of

mi = m = ph - any interior mass beam ends relative to ground;(constant), where i - 2,3..N;

m = r m/2 end masses; r= w -) restoring force in
mI =N+1 s1 =l- 6n Aas• sp t;

ry = restoring force at yield point
in support;

ql = elastic-range stiffness (con-

stant) of support;

y u(x,t) q2 - aql - inelastic-range stiff-

ness (constant) of support;

u(t) a = q2/q, - support stiffness bi-

___________________________linearity ratio, 0 S5 ai I .

When a - 0, the supports are elasto-
FIG. 1.-EQUILIBRIUM POSITION FOR DIS- plastic. When a a 1, the supports are
TRIBUTED PARAMETERUL BR M PSON FORDS- linearly elastic over the full range ofTRIBUTED PARAMETER BEAM ON CONCEN- spotrltv elcin
TRATED SUPPORTS. support relative deflection.
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The bending moment-curvature func- Equations of Motion. For the model
tion M(K) for the beam is also bilinear beam (Fig. 3) the differential equation
and hysteretic, as shown in Fig. S, of motion for the left end mass ml is
where

Sm 1 U1 - M2 /h - r(wl) (5)
Ki +1 (Sil 2si Si.l) Due to symmetry a similar expression

beam curvature; can be written for the right end mass,
i.e., u1 a uN+1. The differential

Mi bending moment; equation of motion for any interior

mass is
M - bending moment at yield point
y in beam; mi ui = (Mi- 1 - 2Mi + Mi+l)/h, (6)

k1 = EI - elastic-range stiffness i = 2,3... N.
(constant) of beam;

Equations (5) and (6) may be non-
k 2  8 ok 1 - inelastic-range stiff- dimensionalized by use of the following

ness (constant) of beam; nondimensional quantities:

8 a k 2 /k 1 = beam stiffness bilin- _ui = ui/Ug' absolute displacement

earity ratio, 0 i 8 -1 1. of beam;

When 0 a 0, the beam is elasto-plastic. U = u /Ug, displacement of ground;
When 8 - 1, the beam is linearly elastic g g g
over the full range of beam curvature. W.i = wi/Ug (u i-u )/U , displace-

ment of beam relative to
ground;

= t/tg, time;

r Vii.M = M.L2 /EIU , bending moment in

q2r beam;

SU= it 2/Ug, absolute accelera-

tion of beam;

Y= r/qlUg, support restoring

force.

Equation (6) becomes:
FIG. 4.-RESTORING FORCE-DISPLACEMENT
FUNCTION FOR THE SUPPORTS. Ui = C i = 2,3 ... N, (7)

M where Nt 2 EI/m1 3

g
M k T•- " 21i + Fi+l"

y Similarly, Eq. (5) becomes:
2M l 2C1 2C2Y (8

11 2()

where C2  tgql/ 2 mI.

By using the dimensionless ratios,
y and P, defined below, the physical
quantities in the dimensionless con-
stants C1 and C2 need not be specified:

FIG. S.-BENDING MOMENT-CURVATURE y - ql/48 E1/L 3 - ratio of support
FUNCTION FOR THE BEAM. stiffness to beam stiffness;
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- t/l' = ratio of pulse dura- A detailed presentation of the pro-
to oftdamentil eriod" cedure, study of errors, decisions re-

of ea garding beam increments and time incre-
ments, etc., can be found in the thesis

- [. [11] on which this paper is based. Di-1'1% Z 7T "1•an- 10 = fundamental rect comparisons of numerical results

natural period of elastic beam are shown in the second section fol-
simplyv supported on rigid sup- lowing this one.
,lorts; tkl-i ,)

lhe constants 1 and C, then become: COMPUTED RESULTS

I) 1 . Response spectra present the non-
(4/- .O-r- dimensional response quantities. Two

parameters, p and y, define the system
2 =if it is elastic. For the elasto-

=, "P2/it Nyo inelastic beam and support system, six
non-dimensional parameters, including p

The nunerical procedure used to and y, are required. They are repeated
obtain the response quantities is the here for convenience:
"•same a- that used in an earlier publi-
cation (8]. \orris et al. (o], refer to . kE , bending moment at
this procedure as a special case of the y g
Adams-Stormer method. In order to ver- yield point in beam;
ify the results using the Adams-Stormer
method, the fourth-order version of the y r/q U, restoring force at
Runge-Kutta method ias also used to ob- =
tain the response quantities for a few yield point in supports;
cases, The calculations were performed
on the CDC 6400 digital computer at the = q 2/ql = support s .ffness hi-
University of Colorado. linearity ratio;

The model beam contained 16 seg- = k 2 /k 1 = beam stiffness bilin-
ments (N=16) so that there were 17 point earity ratio;
masses equally spaced. A 9-mass model
had been used in an earlier study [8], 3= fi ratio of support
and it was found by a trial increase to y q1 /48EI/ rt
33 masses that the 17-mass model was stiffness to beam stiffness;
more than adequate for the purposes of
this investigation. p = tg/Tss = ratio of pulse dura-

For each application of the ground tion to "fundamental period"
pulse the beam response was explored for of beam.
maxima occurring in the time interval,
0 < t < 1.5 T1 , where T 1 is the funda- For the response spectra, the ordi-
mental natural period of the beam simply nate is a response quantity and the ab-
supported on elastic supports at each scissa is the parameter p = t /Tss. The
end. The ratio o-f--ground pulse duration g

to fundamental natural period of the response quantities are the following:
beam simply supported on rigid supports
at each end, p = tg/T ss, whT-h is the iWlimax = greatest maximum, disre-

abscissa o. the response spectra, was garding sign, of nondi-

varied from 0.1 to 1.0. The terminal mensional displacement
computational time of 1.5 T was found at ends of beam, rela-

tive to ground;
by trial extended computations to be
adequate. 1W cmax greatest maximum, disre-garding sign, of nondi-

In the computational time incre- mensional displacement
ment, At = T q/, where Tq is the at center of beam, rela-

smallest natural period for the system, tive to ground;
the divisor ý was taken equal to 4.
Others have used values of 4 ranging 'Mc'max = greatest maximum, disre-
from i to 10. It was found by trial garding sign, of nondi-
calculation that ý = 4 is satisfactory mensional bending moment
for the purposes of this investigation, at center of beam.
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I
A value of 4.0 was selected for the obtained by the series solution, using

support-beam stiffness ratio y, and only the first four symmetric modes, with
this value was used. (Time did not per- the results obtained for the lumped-
mit the investigation of more than one parameter model by the Adams-Stormer
value for Y.) For any given response method indicates that the average dif-
spectra plot, three of the following ference in the relative displacement at
four nonlinear parameters, yR, Ty, a and the beam ends is 1.23%, and in reldtive
B, are held fixed while the remaining midspan displacement is 1.33%. The
one, which is the family parameter, is average difference for the bending mo-
varied. Table 1, Index to Response ment response is 4.06!. The maximum
Spectra, indicates the six cases of beam differences, all of which occur for the
and support characterislics and the particular case when p equals 0.2 are:
three response quantities. A short ver- 2.73% in the relative displacement at
tical line on a response spectrum is the beam ends; and 2.28% in the relative
used to indicate the minimum value of p displacement and 7.59% in the bending
which results in elastic action in the moment at the beam midspan.
system.

Comparison of Numerical Results
The first three families of re- with the Results from an Larlier Study

sponse spectra (Figs. 6, 7, 8) show the for an Elasto-Plastic System. Figures
results for the elastic beam on elasto- 6, 7 and 8 present, respectively, the
plastic supports (a - 0) (family param- response spectra for the relative dis-
eter, r ). The close agreement with the placement at the ends of the beam and
results of an earlier investigation [8] the relative displacement and bendingis not surprising since the mathematical moment at the beam midspan. The re-models used in the two investigations sponse results, as shown on theseare similar. graphs, are in close agreement with theresults obtained in an earlier study[81.

This comparison is limited to the case
Figures 9, 10, and 11 indicate the of an elastic beam on elasto-plastic

results of investigating the elastic supports.
beam on elasto-inelastic supports (fam-
ily parameter, a). It should be noted
that each of these sets of response Comparison of Results Obtained by
curves results from an investigation of the Adams-Stormer Method with Those
the region on the corresponding response Obtained by the Runge-Kutta Method. For
curves (see Figs. 6, 7, and 8) between the linearly elastic beam-support system
the curve for Yy f 0.05 and the curve the response results were obtained for
for the elastic case. five values of p and three different

response quantities using both the Adams-
Stormer and the Runge-Kutta methods. In

Figures 12, 13, and 14 present the all cases of comparison the differences
spectra for the elasto-plastic beam on between the Adams-Stormer results and
elastic supports (family parameter, 1y); the Runge-Kutta results are less than
Figs. 15, 16 and 17, for the elasto- 1%. It should be noted that for these

inelastic beam on elastic supports problems the Runge-Kutta method required
(family parameter, B); Figs. 18, 19 and almost twice as much computer time as
20, for the elasto-inelastic beam on the Adams-Stormer method.
elasto-plastic supports (family param-
eter, 1y ); and in Figs. 21, 22 and 23 Due to the large amount of computer

are shown the spectra for the most gen- time required, only one nonlinear case
eral case, the elasto-inelastic beam on (elasto-plastic beam on elastic supports)
elasto-inelastic supports (family param- was calculated using the Runge-Kutta
eter, a). method. The parameters y, p, and Ry

were assigned arbitrary values of 4.0,
0.3, and 5.0, respectively. In compar-

VERIFICATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS ing the results for this case with the
results for the same case using the

C of Numerical Results Adams-Stormer method, it was found that
with e s usart ortthe maximum relative displacement atElastic Beam and upporet system. A the ends of the beam and also at the

series so ution was obtained for the midspan differed by much less than 1%.
response of the linear, elastic, dis- For this elasto-plastic case, the Runge-
tributed parameter Bernoulli-Euler beam Kutta method required about 3.5 times
simply supported on linear, elastic as much computational time as the Adams-
supports. A comparison of the results Stormer method.
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CONCLUSIONS Fig. 6 (case 1), it is seen that there
is little difference in the response

The response spectra for relative quantities. From the above comparison
displacement and bending moment are it is concluded that elasto-inolastic
regular in all six cases investigated, action occurring in the beam, within
Because of the complexity of the non- the range investigated, has only a
linear system and its response it is slight effect on the displacement at
not feasible to compose a brief state- the ends of the beam. If a similar com-
ment describing the transient response parison is made for the relative dis-
in three variables as affected by six placement and the bending moment spectra
combinations of the system parameters. at the beam midspan using Figs. 19 and
A few characteristics, however, of the 7 and Figs. 20 and 8, respectively, it
elasto-inelastic beam-support system is concluded that the inelastic action
are noted. Referring to Fig. 10 (case in the beam has a relatively small
2) (see Table 1), it is seen that even effect on the midspan displacement and
though inelastic action begins in the bending moment.
supports when p is decreased to 0.52,
as indicated by the short vertical line, Observing the spectra in Fig. 21
the relative displacement at the beam (case 6) for the relative displacement
midspan is not affected significantly at the ends of the beam, it is seen that
until p is reduced below 0.3 in value, as the family parameter is increased in
As seen in Fig. 11, however, the bending value, the displacement decreases. When
moment at the midspan is affected by any a equals 0.7, however, the displacement
value of o that results in inelastic spectrum for the inelastic system falls
action in the supports. below the spectrum for the elastic

system. This anomaly may be due to the
It can be seen from Fig. 12 (case fact that as a increases in value, the

3), that the relative displacement at inelastic action in the beam exerts a
the ends of the beam decreases as 9 proportionately greater influence on
(bending moment at yield point) is y the dynamic response of the system. It(bending poment athyield p is forced was found in Fig. 15, for the elasto-creased,' provided the beam is de-ce inelastic beam on elastic supports,
into yielding. This decrease in rela- that all spectra for the relative dis-
tive displacement indicates that when pla t a t sp e nds or the beam fall
yielding takes place in some part of the placement at the ends or the beam fall
structure, the displacement does not below the spectrum for the elastic
necessarily increase in all parts of the system.
structure, but may decrease as in this other types of hysteretic, beam-
case. Figure 13, however, shows that moment-curvature functions involving
the relative displacement at the midspan curvilinear branches in place of the
of the beam increases as F1y is decreased. linear branches used in this investi-

gation [4] should be studied in order
A question to consider for case 5 to determine the effect that the sharp

is: for a given value of the pulse discontinuities in the hysteretic,
duration where yielding occurs in the moment-curvature function may have on
system, aoes inelastic action occur in the response quantities.
both the beam and beam supports? Al-
though only a limited amount of data is
available, the question may be answered
by observing the point where the spec-
trum for the inelastic system branches
off the spectrum for the elastic system.
In comparing the actual branch points
for the spectrum where Ty a 0.03 with

che location of the short vertical lines
in Figs. 18 and 20, it seems apparent
that as P is decreased to a value of
0.72, yielding occurs in both the beam
and the supports, since the actual
branch points coincide with the vertical
lines. For the spectrum in which Vy

equals 0.05, however, yielding takes
place in the beam when p equals 0.57
followed by yielding in the supports
when p is reduced to 0.50.

Also, in comparing the spectra in
Fig. 18 (case S) with the spectra in
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TABLE 1: INDEX TO RESPONSE SPECTRA

Response Fig.
Case Beam** Supports** Quantttyý" No.

U 0

J 40 i- 0 .0 44

4. 4J 41 0 y U,. y ., 11max c max cnmax

IA W-4 -4 04 -- -

Uj w . WL4~

x 6
1 X 1.0 X 0 v X 7

X 8

9
1.0 X v 0.05 X 10

X I1

X 12
3 X 0 1.0 11

X 14

X 15
4 X v 5.0 X 1.0 = X 16

X 17

6 X 0.3 2.5 X " 0.05 X 29

t 23

t v = variable (family parameter)
* createst maximum uithout regard for sign; subscript (1) refers to either end of

beam; subscript (c) refers to midspan.
** Ratio of support stiffness to beam ýtiffneo¢, y = 4.0, constant for all cases
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Ripp err University of Texas), I can not Mr, Aver (University of Colorado) : This paper
add anything to this paper except that i tithought it was is really part of a series that has'been generated by
very interesting. I want to make an observation that various people. There is another one on a cantilever
one of my students and I published a paper that is re- beam nroblem by a man by the name of Shultz which
lated to this problem in the 30th Shock and Vibration came out in 1964 or 19(5, and there have been some
Symposium Bul. 'in abeut ten years ago in which we others relating to other configurations. In introducing
looked into the permanent deformation that was de- it I remarked that it was more of an academic sort of
veloped in tip loaded cantilever beams subjected to paper, not with any intention of apologizing for it in
shock loading at the support of the tip. If anybody is any way, but with the aim of trying to understand some
interested in related information to this paper they of the nonlinrar phenomena with which we are faced
might want to look at that one. (Editors Note. 30th without neces;sarily relating the problem to a specific
Shock and Vibration Bulletin Part I11, p302, February application. It is really a sort of quantitative study
1962). from which we hope to derive some qualitative con-

clusions that may give us a basis for 3udgment.
Mr. Burton:, Thank you for that information.
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DIGITAL FOURIER ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL SHOCK DATA

H. A. Gaberson, Ph.D. and D. Pal

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory
Port Hueneme, California

Fourier transforms of recorded shock motions show promise as classifiable
descriptors of mechanical shock hardness, and the transforms have become
inexpensive to compute due to the availability of various Fast Fourier
Transform computer programs. However, confusing differences exist between
the continuous Fourier transform and that actually produced by the computer
programs. Interestingly, it is the fact of sampling or discretization
itself which causes the difficulty. This paper presents a self-contained
development of the discrete Fourier transform, and relates the computed
transform to the continuous version. The finiteness of the transient
makes possible an exact representation of the transform at a sequence cf
discrete frequencies. Computer programs generally report only these
discrete values which are often too widely spaced to be related to
mechanical systems. Interpretation formulas are derived that permit the
intermediate values to be computed. Finally, the basic unresolvability
of errors due to too coarse sampling (aliasing) is discussid. It is
concluded that change of sampling rate can.indicate the absence of
aliasing errors.

INTRODUCTION greater potential as a complete descriptor.
Furthermore, the Fourier amplitiudes and phases,

NCEL is evaluating methods to determine the that are necessarily computed, are required in
hardness of routinely installed shore based the computation of many rei.ted frequency domain
equipmeat and to this end seeks improved functions, such as the power spectral density,
descriptors of environmental shock severity as cross and auto correlations, frequency response,
well as the potential of equipment to withstand and the like. Therefore, the Fourier transform

t that environment, the equipment SHOCK HARDNESS. and its related functions must be evaluated for
This report presents a theoretical development use as a means for organizing and classifving
of the digitally computable discrete Fourier the shock hardness of equipment.
transform, a descriptor of mechanical shock that
holds great promise fýr use in the measurement In addition, the dynamic test instrumenta-
of equipment shock hardness. tion industry has recently come forth with many

analyzers and special purpose computers to
The Four'er transform of a mechanical suack "instantly" compute frequency domain functions.

motion is expected to be a useful description The logic circuits or calculation routines are
for many reasons. It is an alternate means of difficult to evaluate and verify. A thorough
recording the motion; whereas such a motion is understanding of the readily available digitallv
normally thought of as velocity, acceleration or computed Fourier transform is also useful to
displacement as a function of time, the trans- prove the fidelity of the output of the various
form records the motion as a fanction of analyzers.
frequency. The transform is the usual input to
theoretical calculations of shock response, hence In 1964, Cooley and Tukey1 published an
one might expect it to have experimental useful- efficient Fouric. Lransform computing algorithm
ness. The shock spectrum, a related frequency which has made inexpensive Fourier transform
domain function, has had wide acceptance as a calculations a reality. Bergland 2 presented a
measure of shock severiLy. Since the Fourier comprehensive discussion of the Fast Fourier
transform contains a complete description of Transform, or "FFT" as the Coolev-Tukev alorithm
the original motion, as opposed to the shock is now called. In it, he reports that the cost
spectrum which only retains about half of the of doing a 210 or 1024 sample analysis has
information, it is felt that the transform offers 'ropped from a few dollars to a few cents as a
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result of this computing method. In fact, efficiently present the forthcoming development.
•vcclal .-,-p.......t. h-iro._ ha. reduced the cost to Equation (I) may be written as:-
a few hundredths of t cent. Thus we can look
forward to very ecouo.nical frequency domain calcu- F(f) x(t) [cos(2,.ft) - i sin(2rft)JdL. (3)
lations if these methwds prove to be of value in ) (n3
the measurement of e,:uipment shock hardness.

inherent peculiarities and differences Since F(f) is a complex function, it may be

exist between a digitally computed transform and written in terms of its real and imaginary parts:

the ideal continuously integrated version.
Therefore, this paper presents a self-contained F(f) = R(f) + i I(f) (4)
development of the discrete Fourier transform
in a form sufficiently detailed to be under-
stand.ible to the test engineer. The paper begins Since x(t) is a real function, the real and

by reviewing a few properties of the continuous imaginary parts of F(f) can be written as:

Fourier transform and then develops the discrete
transform along lines suggested by Cooley, Lewis, R(f) = '* x(t) cos(2rft) dt (5)
and Welch.

3  
The available computer programs

present results in various trigonometric forms,
and these forms are developed in the next section. 1(f) = ,- x(r) sin(2r.ft) dt. (6)
The computer results are returned at discrete
frequencies which in the case of shock data may
only include a few frequencies within the range Now observe from Equations (5) and (6) that,
of interest; therefore, formulas that permit since R and I are functions of f alone, and since
determination of values at any intermediate the cosine is an even function and the sine is
f'r-equency are developed. Finally, in the last odd, the real part of the transform (of a real
section, the subject of sampling and procedures function) is even and the imaginary part is odd;
to avoid aliasing are described. The paper in symbols:
substantially covers the preparatory study that
must be done before embarking on a program of R(f) = R(-f) (7)
digital Fourier analysis of mechanical shock
data. M(f) - I(-f) . (8)

In other words, F(-f) is the complex conjugate
CONTINUOUS FOURIER TRANSFORMI of F(f). This being the case, only positive or

negative values are required to fully specify
Hany presentations

4
,

5
.

6 
of the continuous the Fourier transform of a real function.

'Fourier transform are available for use as a
point of departure. We shall cite Bracewell

4  Finally, noting Equations (5) and (6) at f = 0,
the imaginary part goes to zero at zero frequency,

begin, the adequate expositiors of mathematical which means the Fourier transform is real atS~zero frequency.
exiqtet'ce, and the proof that all practical 4ave-

forms do indeed have Fourier transforms. There-
fore, we begin by considering a function of time, DISCRETE TRANSFORM THEORY
x(t), which has a Fourier transform F(f) given by:

S-~ift We now proceed to develop a discrete formu-
F(f) x(t) e2 dt. (1) lation of the above pair. The folkwing develop-

ment is an expanded and specialized presentation
of an original proof by Cooley, Lewis and Welch.

3

Here, f is the frequency in cycles per second Consider the function obtained by sampling x(t)'• (Hertz, |lz), t is the time in seconds and i is

the imgainary constant, i - V1-l. The function at the rate, S (samples per second), as shown in

F(f) is complex, requiring amplitude and phase, Figure 1. The time interval between the samples

or real and imaginary functions to represent it. will be:

Figures 1 and 2 represent such a function and I
its Fourier transform. The transform F(f) can be = s (9)
inverse transformed back to x(t) by taking the

inverse transform of F as follows:
This new function (the sampled iersion of the

x(t) - Ff) c 2rift (2) continuous function, x(t)) may be esactly
) ) fd. (2) written by restricting Equation 2 to only

discrete values of time. This is accomplished

the above two expressions constitute a continuous by expressing time as:

Fourier transform pair; x(t) transforms to F(f) t = jAr, (9a)
and vice versa according to the above expressions.

It is necessary to recall some properties %;here j 0, .J, ,2, !3,.....

of the Fourier transforms of real functions to
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x(t)

T= N.%t

'igure I. A function of time .-f duration T, and an indication
of digitizing.,

F(f)

jR(f)

F

rj~f(f)
ff

Figure 2. Plot of a Fourier Transform in which F(f) = 0
for Ifl 1i S.
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h' by istLttut ing (juaLt I onS (9a) and (9) into Fp(f + S) = • F(f + S + kS)
SL ation (2) th, sampled vers ton of X ( t) is:k--m

x~j',t) F(i) e ' / df. (10) F[f + (k + 1) S1. (17)
k--w

this infinite inttegral i, howe written as anlminfinit ofnfinite integralsnow written ash i Since (k + 1) is an integer and also varies frominfinite sum of uuttv finite integrals, each of - ow

duration S, indexed by the integer k, as follows:

(\)i e . jl dfl (11) F~f + (k + 1) S3 - F(f + kS). (17a)

k-- ks k=-. k=-

Since e2rijflS is a periodic function of period Thus from Equations (15, 17, 17a), it can be
S, it is advantageous to change the variable of seen that:
integration in Equation (11) as ýollows. Let:

Fp(f) = Fp(f + S) (18)
f = f' + kS. (12) p

Therefore, and therefore, F (f) is a periodic function with

period S as shown in Figure 3. As will be seen,

df = df'. (12a) this development requires the periodicity of
Fp(f). Thus we drop the primes in Equation (15)
and rewrite it in terms of the original f,

rhe new integration limits are found by noting in anticipating that we shall account for the effects
Equation (12) that f' = 0, when f = kS, and that later in tho section on aliasing:
C = S, when f = (k + 1)S. The substitution of
these integration limits, Equations (12) and
(12a) into (11), and noting that e

2 n
iJk = 1 for FP F(f + kS). (15a)

integral values of j and k, yields: R

= - S 2-i'fl/S The other primes in Equation (16) may be dropped
x(j.t) = E 1 F(f' + kS) e '/ df'J. (13) since the integration has the limits 0 and S:

k=- Ix(j(t) = e•2 ffljf/s df. (16a)

Thus the change of variable eliminates k from the JO f

limits of integration and will permit the inter-
changing of the summation and integral signs. Now, since F p(i) is periodic, it has a
This can be seen by writing a few terms of the Fourier series expansion (see Reference 5, p. 43);
summation of Equation (Ui), grouping these terms hence we can write:
under one integral sign, and factoring the
exponential and the differential factors irom Fp(f) L'CJ e-21ijf/S
each term; thus Equation (13) becomes: F

x(j't) Is k e2rijf'/S df'. (14) where the coefficients, Cj, are given by:
Sf e ]2ijf/S f C20

The inner summation may be used as the definition C p df. (20)
of a new function,

By comparing Equation (16a) and Equation (20) it

F (f') = F(f' + kS). (15) becomes clear that:

c x(j1t). (21)

Using this definition in Equation (14), we obtain:

,c(j.'.t) = ) e2ijS'/S df' . (16) Therefore, Equation (19) becomes:
o(~t = F(f) e f 1) vj/

F f M x(J&t) e"2ijf/S. (22)

Equation (14) is written in terms of a variable i-.

C' which required a range of values from 0 to S,
as was Implied in Equation (12). Now, consider Fp(f) given by Equation (22) is a continuous
the ramiftcations of permitting f' in Fp(f') to function of frequency represented by an infinite
take on all values. The effect is to make series. To obtain the finite Fourier transform,
Equation (15) applicable for wider values of f we sample F (f) between 0 and S at N intervals,

and in fact Fp(f) becomes periodic of period S. ýf apart, shch that:
Note that from Equation (15):

M - SIN . (23)
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F(f)

R(f)

\.oI

Figure 3. The different transform regions.

Frequency at the sampling points is expressed the two sum•ations in Equation (i5b) can be
as: interchanged. Also the primes need not be

retained on the J's as will be explained below.
f - n~f, (24) Hence, Equation (25b) becomes:

where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... N - 1. Fp(nAf) u• 
1  [ Xojt + INot) e N

Substitution of Equations (23) and (24) into (26)
(22) yields:

As in Equation (15), one can defina:
I • x(J 27t)•2jn/N

Fp(n~f) x••t .ý (25)J= n xp(jat) = • x(j~t + tNt). (27)

In Equation (25), the quantity e 2 Tijn/N is Including this final concept into Equation (26),
a periodic functio6 of n with period N. we obtain:Accordingly, the s.mation is expanded into anob
infinite sequence of short sums each of N terms, o an-21jn/N

with each sum indexed by t, as follows: F P 1=O xp(JAt) . (28)
J-0

N* - "23ijn/
1  

25' Equation (28) is finally the discrete Fourier
-S •j at " transform of the discrete sequence of points

Xp(jat). the result sought. The dropping of the

primes on j is explained in the same way as in
Let j a j' + CN. Now when j = tN, J' = 0, and the dropping of the primes on f' following
when j tN + N - 1, j' = N - 1. Also note that Equation (16). Considering j in Equation (27)
e-2vn 1 for all values of the integers 4 as taking on all values similarly results in
and n. Substitution of the above into Equation xp(n~t) becoming periodic in this case with
(25a) yields: period N~t.
F ~f)-• #• L oXt(J' + 2)vt' e2fij'n/Ni Equation (27), which is similar to Equation
p " i =0 (15a), is a device that permits us to evaluate

the effects of truncating the infinite summation
(25b) of the mathematical concept of the continuous

Fourier Transform. Thus while Equation (1)
By an expansion and regrouping as was done in requires integration over all time, Equation
justifying the ir.terchange of the sum and (27) in an understandable way, eliminates this
integral in Equation (13), it can be shown that requirement, Referring again to Figure 1, in
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i'IN pr a, t, 1Ie Ihi transt.ntt iInterest has the relation between the two transforms. From
I ti I . , !uat lo-. . t!d at all other times is the previous discussion of the characteristics

:.'et. l ou l e Ihq| t uat oU(27) ,orm.n.lllv includes of Fourier transforms of real functions, it was
.,I I I Ltie. I I i' L.,t it t,) in, Jude allI tIie with estabiished that the transform for negative
.I t itntte nuthbr ot stmpltet. Figure 4 illus- values was the complex conjugate of that for
tra tes thiis more clc'arlv. We deltine r - NXt. positive values. This fact leads to thE conclu-
Now consider tile sutmmt ion of Lquation (27) for sion that the sampling rate, S, must be high
one ot the valtue, Lf . I'he equation requires enough so that the Fourier transform has no
the sumti of the x's at lIt, ;%t+l, ljt + 2r. and! values for frequencies in excess of S/2.,
so one, a,, well a, at It - r, i:,t - 2'T, etc. Consider a Fourier transform of a real function
But , it tile transient is all contained with in that has the values shown in Figure 3 between
tile Interval O-T, the value of 1,p for this I is 0 and S/2, Because its values for negative

merely tle value the transient at t = JAt, arguments must be complex conjugates of thcse
.all the othur valte', are zuro. Additionallv, for positive values, it must also appear as

tile periodi• itr of \Ip is also made apparent by shown between 0 and -S/2. Now if the values of
Fitgure 4, it is cleir that xp as given by the discrete transform are formed according to

Equation (27) will have tile same values jAt, Equation (32), the function must be periodic of
j.%t + r, IAt z 21., etc. this periodicity is period S as shown in Figure 3 for the full range
iequired in tile development of the inverse of S. If the function is such that its Fourier
transform relation. transtorm has non-zero values outside the range

-ýS e f _ ýS, discrete transformation will form
The inverse discrete Fourier transform the sum indicated in Equation (32) and what are

relation can be obtained by redoing the above termed "aliasing" errors will occur. These will
series of steps, except that this time Equation ble discussed later under sampling. Finally,
(1) is sampled. Thle complete set of analogous then, on Figure 3, the values returned by the
steps leads to the result: various standard computer programs usually lie in

the range 0 , f ! tS; the actual corresponding

x 0 = (r 
2 rijn/N continuous transform would have values in the

p T F, Fp(r) . 2 range -- S .f f t '2-S; and the Fp(f), which is
periodic, has values all along the axi3. The

!,eca,!-ng the definitions of S (the sampling symmetry of the transform resolves a superficial

rate), N (tile number of frequency samples) and inconsistancy in that Equations (30) and (31)

and (28) appear to return N complex values of the trans-
T (the duration of xp). Equations (27) convenient form, F(f), for N samples of x(t), and since the
may be rewritten in the following more F's are complex this would indicate a return of

two values for each unknown entered. As explained, N-1• -pjt e2-ijn/N (3) above no 3ucl situation occurs; half the.!
Fp(n-%f) E Tx~ )e(0 (30 ) indicated values of the trarsform between 0 and

S are redundent.

N- e2,(ijn/N In summary, we selected a sampling rate S
T pP ) 1,0 Fp(n.f) e (J1) which in turn set the time interval between

n=O samples since:

Tile discrete Fourier transform pair, Equations Ar = 1/S. (9)

(30) anti (31), constitutes tile primary result of
this section. it is reassuring to show that This resulted in making our computed transform
Equations (30) and (31) do indeed transform to periodic with period S. We sampled the values
each other, this can be shown by direct substi- of this pe:iodic transform at N frequencies,
tution which is carried out in the Appendix ind thus the interval between sampled values of the
in Reference 7 transform became in Equation (23):

Some final explanation is yet required. The Af = S/N . (23)
discrete transform pair xp(jt) and Fp(n.f) will
equal the corresponding continuous functions This sampling in turn caused tile time function
.x(t) and F(f) at tl'e sampling points according to be considered periodic lith period NAt. The
to tile following precise rules: duration of the time function, T, is taken equal

to this period, thus.

"Xp t) <(j't + G.,t) 0 5 j 1 N - 1 (27) T = X-c (33)

Combining Equations (9), (23) and (33) we see

Fp(nit) = F(n',f + kS) 0 • n • N - l.(32) that the frequency interval is given by:,

f= I/T . (34)

fhus so long as x(t) is non-zero only in the

interval O-N.'t, Xp (j •t) will equal the function
at tile discrete noints. We must be careful
flowever in examining Equation (32) to establisn
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Figure 4. fhe development of xp(j!t) from x(t).

M-1Thus the sampling rate set the upper frequency X 0 + 0 /M

limit (S/2) of the Fourier Transform and the n-1
duration of the transient set the frequency
increment between the computed values of the M-1 ei7Tjm/M ei7j
transform. + G e2 + G (40)

TRIGONOMETRIC FORMS The two summations of Equation (40) can be
combined and the complex exponentials written

A trigonometric form of Equation (31) will trigonometrically such that they become:
now be developed, since most results from the
computers are returned in these forms. It is-M
helpful to consider the sum on the basis of 2M jiGn [cos(vJn/M) + i sin(vjn/M)l

points rather than N and to simplify the nota-
tion of Equation (31) as follows: + G(2M-n) cos(Jn/M)f - i sin(vJn/M)•].

G n = F p(nAf)/T (35)

This can be simplified to yield:

Xj -xp(jAt). (36) M-1 cos( vjn/M)nF. J[Gn + G 2M-n] €s•nM

Thus Equation (31) may be written: n-i

2M-1 eirjn/H + I - G2M-n sin(nin/M).Xj =n= One .n (37)

NO Finally define:

This sum can be written as follows: c,= Gn + G2M-n (41)

M-iX- O n•_l'• G i-jn/M + M eil~j
0 + 1 n bn i(Gn - G (42)

2N-1 and note that e =i (-I)J. Making the
+ • Gn e (38) indicated substitutions yeilds:
n=M l M-

X GO + n; [c, cos(vJn/M)
Consider a new summation index m such that: n1

m = 2M - n. (39) + bn sin(vjn/M)l + GM(-i)i, (43)

When n = M + 1, m = M - 1, and when n = 2M - 1, the general trigonometric form.
m -I. Substituting this new index into the

second sum of Equation (38) (noting that
e

2
rii 1) yields-
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Fite mot compact trigonometric form Hs M and 2M are identical to the negative values
rvel,,cd hv n,,ting Lite con~sequences of extending (isince F p is periodic o see Figure 3) one may

theC 1tin'm1ItIt,;I In F(JhaLtto (43) from 0 to M. Tihe write:
Loci I icients b0) and bM wou ld not be involved Fp(n) (2 -n F54
%itice the sine would bev zero tot both values ofP
n. wtown n=ml, th~e cosine term would behave,
identically it) (-t)j and Lthe extension is comn- where F p indicates the complex €onjugate. Thus

pits, thus the compact form is-, if F p has a real and imaginary part given by:

M -pn),R(n) + I(n) (55)XI"E , C, cos(:'jn/,I) + bn sin(njn/M)I. (44)Fpn 1g)+ n)5)

one may also conclude that:

From Equations (35), (41) and (42) the C's, b's,
and original Fp's are related by: Fp(2M-n) - R(n) - I(n). (56)

cn =Fpnwf) + Fi 7(2,-n) Afl}/T (45) Rearranging Equations (45) and (46) yields:

bn = t{Fp(n~f) - FLt(2M-n) 5f3)/T (46) T cn = Fp(n) + Fp(2M-n) (57)

except for the two special cases of n: -I T bn Fp(n) - F (2M-n). (58)

Co = F'p(0)/T (47)
Addition of Equations (57) and (58) yields:

cM1 ff Fp(M.•f)/T. (48)
Fp(n) - kT(cn - i b n). (59)

Since the IBM Corporation makes many of its
programs available to its large number of users, For completeness, we repeat Equations (47) and
the form of the output of the IBM Subroutine (48):
RHARM8 is aucomatically a common form and must
be referenced. RHARM8 uses the Cooley-Tukeyl Fp(0) - T co (47)
Fast Fourier Transform £FFT) Algorithm by
calling subroutine HARMl which uses the FFT F ) -
algorithm and was written by Cooley. The p c.T (48)
transform computed by RHARM is returned as a
set of a's and b's such that the original 2N INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF THE TRANSFORM
input amplitudes are given by:

N-1 Any discrete Fourier transform computation
Xj - ýa0 + F, ak cos(rjk/N) of necessity only returns values at discrete

k-i frequencies and, as was shown in Equation (34),
the frequency increment is I/T the duration of

sin(jk/N)' + (49 x(t). In the analysis of mechanical shock data
k naM(-). (9) where the duration is often only. milliseconds,

the resulting frequency increment is undesirably
By comparing Equation (49) and (44) one finds coarse. In this section we develop the formulae
that: for the determination of intermediate values of

=o co F (O)/T (50) the transform.

Thus, utilizing the computed discrete values
a= c = F(M)/T (51) of the Fourier transform, we ceek the values of

the transform for any value of the frequency, f.

kEquation (1), the defining equation, is repeateda k = cn (5) below:

-2vif
bk - bn (53) F(f) = x(t) e•"ft dt. (1)

Actual values of the continuous transform areobtanedas fllos. Snceit hs ben sownFor the case where x(t) is non-zero only when tobtained as follows. Since it has been shown .

that the Fp(n~f)'s equal the continjous integral is between 0 and T, Equation (1) becomes.

transform at the discrete frequency values
(n*f), we should specifically derive the rela- F(f) = -T x(t) e-2 ft dt. (60)
tionship between the Fp's and the a's, b's and .0

c's. Following Equation (8) it was concluded
that for real functions negative values of the The values of F(f) for the discrete pointa eft

transform were complex conjugates of the posi- or by Equation (34) n/T, have previously been

tive values, and since we have shown in the text computed. These discrete values may be

following Equation (32) that values of Fp between expressed as (since f a nAf n n/T):
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P (n) x(t) e'iit!dt. (61) Expanding the first tew terms oF it bhun,. b•iuw
"0 that the sum and integral sign caý, he itner-

changed. Making that interchange and performing
Since x(t) has non-zero values only between 0 the integration yields:,

and T, we take it to be a periodic function with h e-2rifT
period T and expand it as a Fourier series as F(f) E u Io n ( L

follows(n)-M T 2ci(n/T-f) ;

x(t) An e(2)nt/T (62) Equation (69) is tae final result and proves
ne-m that the intermediate values are recoverable

from the discrete values.

0here te An as e follows y: EuIon (59) an (70 o (69) it must ae
A 1 T x(t) e"-12rnt dr. (63) expressed in terms of the a's, b's and c's tnat

An T So are computed by tne computer Arograms. Recall
!• that, from Equation (59):

AEquationi gie(63)byis equivalent to Equation (61) if Fp(n) = ýT(cn - i bn. (59)

An- n (64) Following 1'quation (8), it was shown thaL

An 1 T e Fp(-n) wes the complex conjugate of Fp(n);
rense:

Using Equation (64) in (62), we form an
expression for xp(t), a periodic function that Fp(-n) = ½T(cn " i bn), (70)
equals the orilunal x(t) in the interval
0 e t n T, as follows: Equations (59) and (70) are applicable for all

F 2int/Tn between 0 and . At the limits of n, fromXF(t) - -- e (65) Equations (-7) and (48) and the complex conju-
n--H gate result, one obtains:

For any case in weach g e take 2r samples at a Fp(0) - T co (70a)

rtat:t F(f) 0 for f > e$ (i.e., atF )c 1 0
* rate to preclude "al 0sng"), F(n) - % for p
* > ( and Equation (65) becomes: Fp(--) f T 94. (7nc)

S'+ Fn e2 nin tlT
Xp(t) - (65a) Substitution of the albove relations for the

n F a pin Equation (69) yields, after some simpli-

Now define a rectangular function, pt(t) such lgcation:

that: (t) e-F' _if T) 2fc mF(f)= IX {

pt(t) 1 1, when 0 s t s T 27i f2 _. 2/T2

Form the Foue 0for of utin (66) - (fcn . i bn niT) (72)
follows:.+ (f 2 . n2 /1 2 ) I .

by forming a product of Equations (65a) and (66) By adopting the convention that b0 0, we can
we obtain a useful expression for the originc'
F(): islightly condense Equation (72) to:

Ptt)~ *e t

M Fn z 2iint/Tm F(f) a t2-itT) i 2nfcf

x(t) n pt(t) xp(t) f pt(t) E T (67) A2:1 f2 zers/l
t n=-l •l-I(fen .i bn n/T)

Form the Fourier transfoxm of Equation (67) as + (f .2T (72)
follows: n-0 (2.n/2

F :) tt ne2in/ -- it(t At first inspection, Equation (72) appears to
F~)"'pt) E -T- have zeros in denominators at th2 integer fre-

n=-H (68) quencies, f - 0, M/T, n/T. A zero is also

formed in the numerator by the exponential tern
By Equation (66) this becomes: thus yielding an indeterminate form. Application

,! of standard rules for evaluating indeterminate
F(f) i e " e- dt. (68a) forms9 yields the correct value, thus checking

0 HM the accuracy of the algebra.
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Finally, Equation (71) may also be written The sampling theorem of information theoryiri

in termq of the a's and b's of the output of then provides a most useful too) in discussing

Subroutine PHARM.
8  

Substitution of Equations accuracy of sampled data, and we quote Shannon's

(50) through (53) in Equation (71) yields: original statement of it:
1 0 "If a functin f(t)

2rifT I ocontains no frequencies higher than W cps, it

Fff) e e"2'ifT) 0 + ao f aM is completely determined by giving its ordinates
2ri (T T f2 - M

2
/T

2  at a series of points spaced 1/2W seconds agart."
The proof is given in many referencesl-3,6, -l1

H-i (f ak i i bk K/T) and was substantially followed in the development

+kF (f2 
2
/T

2
) (73) on intermediate values here. Thus if we assure

k (2 k/2 "that the sampled function had zero frequency
concert beyond the cutoff frequency which was

indeed half our sampling rate, uc are assured
By adov tinay the convtentein y t at : t 0,that our igitized function is a complete

above may be written more simply as: representation of the recorded shock transient

S- e 2nifT) and that no inaccuracies were inherently intro-

F(f) . 23ti -2[ duced due to digitizing. A converse theorem
which has been proved' states that if a function

is finite its transform is completely determined
H (f ak - i bk k/T) b (14) byvalues at a series of points. This predicts
+k- (f2 -2/T2)- " the existence of the preceeding derivation of

formulae that do indeed yield intermediate

values for the discretely defined transform

Thus, any of the Equations (71) through returned by the digital computer FFT algorithms.

(74) can be used with a set of the computed
constants to compute intermediate values of F(f) To assure that the recorded signal has no

at intermediate frequency values. NCEL has frequency content beyond the cut-off frequency

found it helpful to plot tha Fourier transform is difficult, however, and means must be sought

as a function of the log of the frequency, and to assure this. Therefore, the ramifications of

to this en4 selects frequencies for F(f) evalua- too low a sampling rate or "aliasing" must be

tion from the following formula: considered. Since many fine presentations
already exist, we shall only touch upon it

f 10 7) briefly. Hamming
1 1 presents a helpful explana-

10 .00-1) (75) tion and theoretical development to show the

,the interpolation inception of aliasing when the frequency contenL
where j = 1, 2, 3, . . • k, hexceeds half the sampling rate. To illustrate

index. It will be noted that integer values of for those not already familiar witn aliasing,

j generate 100 frequencies between each power consider that a motion picture samples a

of 10. Tht interpolation index, k, selects the continuous event at about 16 frames per second.

maximum frequency computed. According to the sampling theorem, as such it

will offer distinguishable information on

phenomena with frequency content less than 8

SAIPLING AND DIGITIZATION cycles per second. When a spoked wheel rolls
such that ,more than 8 spokes per second pass an

Host generally, shock data is delivered in observable position, the viewer is unable to

analog continuous form on magnetic tape. The distinguish the actual frequency; the wheel

data has olready been filtered to some extent often appears to be rolling unreqlistically

by the instrumentation and the upper frequency of or to be rollis istically

capabilities of the transducer instrumentation slow or even backwards. This is o:ten referred

combination. We then digitize this analog data to as a stroboscopic effect.

into a sequence of 'igit. -'r analysis. It is Aliaslng can also be appreciated with

well to stop and reflec i .i i any inherent reference to our development of the finite

inaccuracies in digitization. Fourier transform. Discretization of continuous

All realizable mechanical shock transients data at a sampling rate, S, effectively results

in forcing the transform of the sampled data to
thaveFourier transform s, and theeny mageniuerbe cumulatively composed of the spectrum of the

the transform at any frequency is generally continuous data according to Equation (15a)

referred to as the frequency content of thebelo:
pulse. Of necessity, the data recording system

has upper frequency limitations; thus all

recorded data is band limited. At least some Fp(f) = F(f + k S). (15a)

upper frequency exists beyond which infurmation k--

contained has nothing to do with the shock

transient. Thus we say chat the recorded analog Thus, thinking for illustrative purposes of

signal is band limited meaning, that the magni- amplitude only, imagine the transform of a

tude of its Fourier transform is zero aoove some function sampled at too low a rate as shown in

upper frequency which is termed the cut-off Figure 5. The actual transform of the continuous

frequency. function has non-zero values for frequencies
greater than ;S, shown as a solid line in the
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Figure, The coNwuced transform. P-f- -hn,
dotted, is formee according to Equation (15a).
For example, the value at f1 is composed of the
value of actual transform at fl and fl.-S. One
can easily see that these errors become severe
as the sampling rate S Is decrearsd,

jF(f)f

\IF~f)l / \, jFp(fj

S

fl-S f

Figure 5. Illustration of transforms indicating aliasing problems.

Finally, even though one may have many example, since modal velocity has been shown a
reasons to believe that recorded data will strong indicator of stress and damage, 1 2 trans-
contain no frequencies beyond some reasonable forms of velocity are expected to indicate
limit entirely compatable with reasonable shock hardness. The theoretical transition
sampling rates, one must be assured that from the continuous to the discrete Fourier
extraneour effects have not introduced high transform is subtle and complicated. This
frequency signals that may give rise to report has presented that theory written speci-
aliasing errors. Filtering is often suggested fically for mechanical engineers. The report
as a means to assure the absence of unwanted begins with the continuous Fourier transform
high frequency, but filtering may introduce pair and presents a self-contained develop.ent
undesirable phase shifts in transient daLa. o4 the discrete Fourier transform pair,
Test runs with vastly increased sampling rates Equations (30) and (31). This discrete pair is
to note differences in the resulting computed written in terms of periodic or "aliased"
transforms appear to be the only reasonable means extensions of the original continuous transform
to use for indicating the absence of ali 1g pair defined by Equations (15) and (27), Various
errors. One is certainly comforted if t,.2 ampli- trigonometric forms that are more commonly
tudes approach zero with increasing frequency, generated by the available computer programs
and while one can be fairly certain of errors are given in Equations (43), (44) and (49).
if this is not the case, one cannot be assured Formulae for the exact determination of trans-
of accuracy even though it is. form values at intermediate frequencies are

give~a in Equations (69), (72) and (74). Finally,
the theory to predict Pamplinr rate adequacy

CONCLUSION and maximum "aliasing'" errors is given. The
material has been -rganizee to enable a test

In summary, increased use of digitnllv engineer to use ind evaluote the results of a
computed Fourier transforms and related functions digital Fourier analysis of digitized mechanical
for mechanical shock analysis is expected. For shock data.
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APPENDIX What shall now be found is that for each J, the
jth column will total Nxj and all other columns

In order to prove that Equations (30) and will total zero. Consider the sums of the

(31) constitute a transform pair, the right following columns for the indicated values of J:

hand bide of Equation (30) is substituted into Column 0 when I - 0. The exponentials are
(31) and the result is shown to be an identity, all unity and the column totals Nx0 .
First, a symbol simplification is made by
letting: Column 1 when i = 0. This is a geometric

progressicrt with: a - xl; r - e-Ni/N; n = N;

xp(j~t) = x1 . (A-l) L = Al e"2ri(N'l)/N. Substitution of the
above values into Equation (A-6) yields zero.

Now making the above substitutions yields: Column (N-1) when i - 0. 7his is again the

N-1 rl N-i av u itutionields progression with: a x r = e-2rt(N-1)/N
T xi = - T x e 2ijn/N e e2ijn/N. n a N; L = xN.I e-2ri(Nl 1/N. Substitution

n jf J.0 of the above values into Equation (A-6)
(A-2) yields zero.

Column 1 when i = 1. Note that all

Since T and N are constant, they can be factored exponents add to zero, yielding Nxt .
out of the summations to yield:

Column (N-1) when 3- 1. This is again the
I iiprogression with: a =- .l;r e-2Ti(N-2)/N-'••e2,ijn/N] e2:ijn/N. (A-3 1; r

N xi - j e e (A-3) n - N; L = -N-1 e' 2 'i(N +2)/N Substitu-

n j- O J tion of the above values into Equation
(A-6) yields zero.

The first step to prove this an identify is to Finally for Column N-1 when J = N-1. The
expand the inner sum: exponents all become zero, yielding NxN.1.

N x N x0 + X + x2 e i2n/N + Thus for all values of j it can be

similarly shown that Equations (A-2) thru (A-5)
2i/N -4 are identities, and the transform, inverse

+ X(N.l) e"2ni(N')n/N e . (A-4) transform relationship of Eauations (30) and (31)
1 ib proved.

The above sum forms a row of terms; expanding
it yields a set of rows of terms that can be
arranged in an array as follows:

NXj . X0 +% I + X2 + .. .+" '

+ X0 02rLJn/N + I -2%i/1N2%iJ/N + e-2ni2/N+2r1j/N +... .......... * - 2 •.-1)/1+2rij/%

+ x0 •27j2/s + X1 e°2v2/N2rij2/s + x 2 e".2ri
4
/*2rij2/N + .- e "2ri(S.1)2,N N2I1j2,•

• ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .

+ x0 e2Aij(Nd')/N + X *"2ri(N'1)/N'2rij(N.1)/N x2 "2r12( +X)/(-52ri)(i'l)I• + ')2 2rij(•-1)/s
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DISCU€'SSION

mr. /,ii ti•iattim,' xisviali) "T'hi• is probably number of ecles and they may be surpriaed by their
VVI'\ tv'ixial but hotr a prcdft-Cr6mncd sampling rate' results.
• hotild \re not pass WYl daita through a low pass filter

a r of principle "N Mr aber.so. qes, you are refe-rtingo tohe
amount of the transient that one choost.. to analyze,

Mr. Ga:bers(,n' I bei\,that is a• goodI idea but where one should cut it off sMnce one cannot keep
I alil un'lsure, of ttoe effect of the filter on tho ihases integrating forever. There is some question as to

of the. tran~sient ne'r the cutoff frequency ot the filtec, how much of the transient is signiffcant, how much of
It one should digitize and analyze.

_sr. , ' , , I can add a little hit
to what 'ou just said. Since - e ordinarilý k-ow what Mr. CroninU'niversity; of Missouri, Rolls)
idnd of filter we have, it is easy enough to take the lRegarding this problem of aliasing, genera'ly -spoadng
transform of that filter anco multiply it by the trans- a transient is defined as a function which stops In time.
form obtained using the filter anid thereby correct for That is, it goes to zero and from thencefo-.ward it
it. I have another question. Could you clarify please, remains zero. Fourier representations for these
did y'ou indicate that your program yields Fourier functions will have frequency components out to infinity
spectrum results and frequencies in addition to the so that when one is dealing \,,uch a signal wherein the
reciprocal of time interval? Fourier representation goes to zero, such as at the

folding frequeac.y, these functions are characterized
MrN Gaberson, Yes, an% frecuvene desired at by a time history which goes out to Infinity. So in

all. Every frequency, handling any real signals one will always have this
allasing problem. Perhaps it cc..ld be helped or

Mr. Ga-!ef:. is this an interpolation or Is it an alleviated somewhat by choosing a cutoff for analysis
actual result ? of the signal by Including sufficient null time, that is,

terminate the signal and then add into the data suffi-
Mr. Gaberson" It is an exact result. The cient length of null time or zeros representing the

derivation is in the paper, data to reduce the contribution of aliasing and the
associated error and that would help as much as using

Mr. Naylor (Defense Research Establishmcet, a filter.
Suffield) : I am interested in reading your full paper
but I had some indications this summer that the Mr. Caberson: We were operating on band
integration time is related to the resonant freque,'acies limited functions fr.,-n Popoulos' book mainly, and he
of the object. If one takes an integrated time which does quite readily taik about band limited functions
includes an exact number of cycles of the object that are transients. Certainly, in a"' real system
which is vibrating, the Fourier transform apparently would you believe any frequency contot above 20,000
looks very different from one where there is an extra liz ? So you would have to say that the functien is
part of a cycle included. It starts to look more like bard limited at 20,000 Hz. Therefore, if I sampleat
a continuous frequency spectrum. If these trans- 40, 1 at., in there.
forms are going to be as cheap as you indicate, I
would ask people who are doing these to vary the MIr Cronin:, I am talking about theory as
length of time of integration to Include the exact opposed to practice.
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THC COMPUTER DETERMINATION OF MECHANTCAL IMPEDANCE

FOR SMALL ARMS FROM THE RESPONSE TO RECOIL

L. B. Gardner, R. K. Young, and D. E. Frericks
V. S. Army Weapons Command

Rock Island, Illinois

A digital technique was developed fo" determining the mechanical impedance
at a weapon-mount interface from data obtained during an actual firing on
the test mount. This technique was applied to data obtained from a test
firing of the XM207 automatic weapon, tripod mounted on sand bags. From
the mechanical impedance, the spring constant, seen at the intertace, was
found to be 380 lb/in. and the damping coefficient at this interface was
found to be 1.15 lb/in. In additior "ower spectral densities of the force
and velocity at the interface were ,L.0;,ed. The use of this information
for mount simulation studies is described.

INTRODUCTION amplitude.[ll The second method, discussed
in this paper referred to as the "impulse"

Personnel in the Science and Technology method, yields the value of the mechanical
Laboratory of the Army Weapons Command became impedance at particular values of the fre-
involved in the measurement of mechanical quency within a given band of frequencies.
impedance as a consequence of investigations
to determine the validity of weapon-mount The "standard" method for the determina-
simulation techniques. tion of the mechanical impedance of a system

is to apply a sinusoidal forcing function of
To define valid simulations, two cri- known frequency and magnitude to the system

teria are proposed. The first criterion and to measure the acceleration of the system
is the requirement of very nearly the same at the point of application of the force.
dynamics of the weapon-mount interface on The velocity is obtained by the integration
both the test and field mounts. This cri- of the acceleration. The ratio of the force
terionis met by a comparison of the fre- to the velocity is defined as the mechanical
quency spectrums of the displacement, veloc- impedance at the frequency of the forcing
ity, and acceleration of the interface, function. To obtain the frequency distribu-

tion of the mechanical impedance, the magni-
The second criterionfor determination tude of the forcing function is held constant

of valid simulation is the requirement of while the frequency is swept over the range
the same mechanical impedance at the weapon- of interest.
mount interface on both mounts. Only the
point impedance is considered (rather than A simulation can be termed successful if
the transfer impedance tensor) since the the weapon system operates in the same manner
center of interest is the simulation of the as it does on a field mount. In an actual
weapon-mount interface that can be charac- firing all frequencies within the range of
terized by a point. The application of frequencies observed in the firii~q test are
these two criteria are necessary in order not excited thus the requirement that the
that the two mount systems, as seen from the mechanical impedance I the test mount must
weapon-mount interface, be equivalent, be the same as that of the field mount at all

frequencies is too stringent, Consequently,
METHODS OF MEASURING MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE the "standard" method of nechanical impedance

measurement yields more information than is
The method generally used for the needed for a simulation test. In addition,

measurement of mechanical impedance, here- each attachment point of the weapon would
after referred to as the "standard" method, have to be tested individually when the
yields a continuous funct;on of frequency "standard" method is utilized.
since all frequencies in a given range are
excited by forcing functions with the same The "impulse" method makes use of
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re,J,,urenents taken durirg an actual firing of the recorded data through a selection of

,jI ,o Lie Li. muunL. Tkit, I;r]od provides playoack speeds are available.
values of the mechanical impedance only at
the frequencies excited by the firing of the The parameters generally measured in a
weapon thus providing a minimal test of the firing test are the force, the acceleration,
simulation. In addition, not only the and the displacement at a point. rhese param-
iechanical impedance of the test mount may eters are recorded as a function of time and
be determined from such a test firing but are at least piecewise continuous functions
also the oynamics of the weapon-mount inter- of time. Therefore. each of these parameters
face may also be determined. Conspquently, can be represented by a Fourier series -4huse
a double cneck of the validity of the simu- coefficients are determined from the recorded
lation provided by the test mount ir made data. Therefore, the data can be represented
availabi, from one experiment. The greatest as an analytical function. Since such an
weakness in the "impulse" method of mechan- analytic function can be obtained for both
ical impedance measurements lies in the the displacement and the acceleration, the
reproducibility of the measurements. Since velocity can either be obtained by differ-
the test is dependert upon the ammunition entiating the displacement function or by
used in the tesc firing, inconsistencies integrating the acceleration function. The
may appear due to the variation in the force as a function of time can then be rep-
ammunition from round to round. To minimize resented as
this effect one lot of ammunition is used
for an entire series of tests. f(t) = a (an cos nt + bn sin nii--

9? n P p n p
The scandard means of mechanical imped-

ance measurement has been adequately de- or equivalently as
scribed elsewhere,[l] therefore, the remain-
der of this paper is concerned with the f(t) Cn e --
"impulse" method. n P

ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE DATA where C n
2

In the "impulse" me.thod of mechanical
impedance measurements, the test system can and C =a-
be instrumented such that all parameters 2

useful to the analysis of the system are Now the force can be considered a superposi-
measured simultaneously. The parameters
necessary for the determination of the point tion of forces, f 't), with only one fre-
impedance are the force and the velocity quency associai sth each component, that
obtained from parameters measured at the 1s
voint of interest. In addition, the dis- f(t) = fn(t)
placement and acceleration of the point are n
needed to yield the total dynamics of that
point. Each point of attacnment should be where f(t' an cos nt+ bn sin !-t
instrumented in the same way such that the p p
impedances of all points of attachment can
be simultaneously measured during the same or ft=C ein..t
firing test. r nt n p

In the analysis procedure used in the where n is the number of the overtone and o
simulation studies the output signals of the is the period of the function. Similarly
transducers used to instrument tre test the velocity can be represented by
rount are recorded on analog magnet'.c tape
and played back at a later time for computer v(t) = t Vn(t)
analysis. n

Computer analysis of the test data pro- where vn(t) = An COS nt+ Bn n-t
vdes a wide variety of techniques for the s P

tmreatrent of data tnat could be used to fur- in-t
nisn -ore information tnan just the nechan- or Vn(t) = On e t

ical vroedance. The number of different
na ea"eters -easured during one test is only A n-iB n

dezendent, ý..cn the recording facilities Dn = 2
available for the test, since tne signals
are recorded and can De analyzed one channel
at a ti-e during n1aybac,.., In addition, the T.ie nuriher of terms used in the series to
,iv -er cf data samoles taken on a given test renresent the data is determined by con-
is co-':letely arbitrary since a selection sidering the decrease in the sum of the
of diýtz'ng rates and tire base excansions square of te deviations of the Fourier
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qpripc frnm the dtat nnintc Ac rnmtno -~~rc irnAin~
the decrease in the ditference between the parisons of the dynamics of the weapon-mount
number of data points and the number of over- interface on both the test mount and the
tones used as each succeeding teem of the field mount.
series is added, or in other words ret.Jiring
that the quantity M, be a mininum, This digital analysis technique has been

applied to data obtained from a test firingM 612 of the XM207 automatic weapon with the tripod
H mount resting on sandbags. The force and
N-ii displacement were measured at the interface

between one of the tripod legs and the sand-
where 6i is the deviation of the i th data bag. The velocity of he interface was ob-
point, N is the total number of data points, tained by a numeric differentiation of the
and n is the number of terms used in the Fourier series fitted to the displacement-
series. time curve. Fourier series were also fitted

to the force-time and the velocity-time
After the Fourier coefficients have curves. The power spectral density (PSD) of

been determined from the data points, the the force-time curve was computed from the
power spectral density Pn can be obtained spectral coefficients of the Fourier series
since fitted to this curve and is shown in Figure

1.
n =2p (a n2 +bn2 ) The power spectral density (PSD) of the

where p is the period of the function and velocity-time curve was computed in a similar
anannd bn are the Fourier coefficients for manner and is shown in Figure 2.
the function being considered. The power
spectral density provides a ready means of From the spectral coefficients cf the
comparing the dynamics of the weapon-mount force-time curve and the velocity-time curve,
interface, the point mechanical impedance was calculated

from Equation 2 and Equation 1. The magni-
Also from the Fourier coefficient of tude of the mechanical impedance is shown in

the force and velocity functions the complex Figure 3 and the phase angle of the mechani-
mechanical impedance can be obtained. The cal impedance is shown in Figure 4.
complex mechanical impedance, MZ, is defined
as the ratio of the rot means square force RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
and the root mean square velocity at a par-
ticular frequency. Therefore, The information made available in Figures

I through 4 provides a means of comparing a
weapon-mount interface measurement for a

M = - field mount with a simulation mount. The data
taken for this study also provides information
for the selection of spring constants and

o an= aib damping coefficients to be used in the simu-
or MZn = A1-n.~tn lation mount.

r Mn =Anan+Bnbn+i(anBn-Anbn)
Therefore An*+Bn' n200

w

but MZ I MZn I e i n Ia

where t is the phase difference between f. w
Uand v,,. U 100

Therefore the magnitude and phase anale are .
4-n = Tan-,[I-"e• ]) = Tan_"[a B8 +b on] //

anin+ n~ n (I )j y

and an +b.'lt
and I MZn [(:'Zn)(MZn)*]i = i An +Bn-1 5 10 15 20 25

(2) FREQUENCY (Hz)

The complex mechanical impedance can there-
fore be expressed in terms of the coeffi- Fig. 1 - Graph of the Power S-ectral
cients of the Fourier series representation Density (PSDO of the Force at the X'!207
of the force and velocity measured at one Weapor-Mount Interface as a Functioo of
point. In addition, during the same analysis the Frequency
procedure the power spectral densities of
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Fi. rahof 25 0 2.r. 30 -, L
FREQUNCY (Hz) 0

LLo

2 the Power Spectral 0 (H )
Density of the Velocity of the XM207

.:eapi~-Mount Interface as a Function
of the Frequency Fig. 4 - Graph of the Phase Angle of the

Mlechanical Impedance as a Function of
Frequency at the XM207 Weapon-Mount
Interface

interface have shown the spring constant to
20 be between 300 and 400 pounds per inch.

From Figure 3 the damping coefficient is
- /1 seen to be 1.15 lb/in./sec which is also

0- lconsistent with earlier teUts of this Samexx interface. By using these values of the
x spring constant and the damping coefficient,

1 a first attempt at a simulation of thisx interface can be made.

The digital analysis technique thus

2- Imakes available to the technical staff of
the Science and Technology Laboratory not
only a means of evaluating a simulated nmont

V through comparisons of PSD and mechanical
I I. I I , ,"impedance curves but also a means of obtain-

2 FREQUE4 2 Y (l.z? ing initial values of thL spring constant
and damping coefficient for the simulated

Fig. 3 - Graph of the Magnitude of the mount.

Mechanical impedance as a Function of 1. R.E. Kerfoot, "Solutions for Mechanical
tne Frequency at the XM207 Weapon-Mount Impedance Mleasurement Problems," Spectral
Interface Dyramics Corp. Technical Publication No.

M-1, 9-66.

The power spectral densities shown in
Figures i and 2 snow the frequencies at
which the power is tr3nsmitted through the
interface. If a simulation is sjccessful,
tne power should be transmitted through the
interface at these same frequencies.

In adoition to providing a bais of
comparison of tne field rount test to future
sindlation tests, Figures 3 and 4 provide
inf'-rratior which can be used as a guide in
simriation. Consideration of Figures 3 and
4 showos that the antiresonance frequency is
at 21 Hz and the resonant frenuency is at
25 tiz; at the resonance frequency the soring
constant, of the weatpon-sand interface for
tne Xý'207 is calculatfd and tound to be 320
l/)/in. P~evous rmasurerients radp at this
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I)ISC USSION

Mr. Ashley (University of Birmingham): Hlow Mr. Ashley: While I am purbuing this one, I was
did you actually measure tAe force 40the itand- think1niii-'iit of the small mass of the tripod leg
tripod interface in this particular experiment' itself after the strain gauge and before it actually digs

Into the sand.

Mr. Youl: We mounted a strain gauge along
one JfiWtT"iipod legs to give the force along that leg, Mr. Young: Are you referring to the foot itself?
then we used the component of that force in the direc-
tion in which we measured the displacement. This, Mr. Ashley:, Yes.
of course, is an approximation. It is not exactly the
force at the foot itself but it is as near as %e could Mr. Young:. The foot weighs excess of one pound.
come. They are fairly massive, they have a part that actually

digs down into the sand. The foot sits on top of the
MA'. Ashley': Did you bother to use any mass sand and then it has another part that digs down into

cancellation teciunique or did you think it was so the sand. An interesting point about this particular
small as not to be necessary? weapons system -- it is one of the machine guns of

the Stoner family -- is that they found that it works
Mr. Young:- The mass of the strain gauge com- well in sand; howev'r, they wanted to know how it

pared to te mass of the wapons system is so small works in Viet Nam mud. So we got in four bags of
as to be virtually negligible. One knows the weight Viet Nam mud to try this weapon in and we found very
of a strain gauge, and weapons system weighed about nearly the same behavior as for sand.
19 pounds so we did not attempt any mass cancellation.
Perhaps when we get to our simulation and we find we
cannot simulate it we might be tempted to go back
and try it again.

5.7



SHOCK PULSE SHAPING USING DROP TEST TECHNIQUES*

R. E. Keeffe and E. A. Bathke
Kaman Sciences Corporation
Colorado Springs, Colorado

An analytic technique is described for designing a drop
test experiment in which transient acceleration time
histories are simulated. Verification of the developed
methodology is qualitatively demonstrated by an experi-
mental test program.

INTRODUCTION computed via Fourier transform tech-
niques and knowledge of the shaker

The basic concept of using labora.. transfer function. Excellent results
tory shock testing techniques for were obtained in a prototype setup in
qualifying components which in service which a transient acceleration-time
are subject to transient vibratory history (with peak accelerations in the
environments is, in itself, a well range of 40 g) were accurately repro-
developed technology. However, the duced. Similarly Moser and Garner 73)
majority of the past work done in this discuss a method of frequency compen-
area has concentrated on the develop- sation in an electromagnetic shaker
ment of test techniques for reproducing system whiwh will allow generation of
either basic acceleration pulse shapes, shaker pulze response which is nearly
as for example a half sine or terminal identical to the input pulse into the
sawtooth, or equivalent pulses with the shaker amplifier. Numerou, other
objective to envelop a desired shock investigators have used electromagnetic
response spectrum. Various forms of shakers for reproducing shock response
shock testing machines have been spectra rather than specific time
developed to perform these types of history waveforms (see, for example,
tests [1] and, in general, perform References :47 and -5-).
adequately the tasks for which they
were designed. There are, however, practical

limitations on the magnitudes of
In the technique under discussion acceleration pulses which can be repro-

here, we are concerned with the some- duced using shakers. Typically,
what more specific task of developing a current large shaker systems can be
test method for reproducing time used to generate shock pulses in test
histories of acceleration pulses, hardware (approximate weight 50 lb.)
Recently a considerable amount of effort having peak magnitudes on the order of
has been expended in this general area, 100 g's. In some instances, a need
although it appears to have been exists for developing pulse shaping
performed primarily using electro- techniques whe,'ein shock pulse his-
magnetic shakers. For example, Favour, tories having peak accelerations on the
et al 72] describe a techni4ue in which order ot several hundred g's can be
desired transient waveforms are gen- simulatea.
"erated by pre-programming an electro-
magnetic shaker with a driving signal The test technique under considera-

tion here was developed to fill this
was accomplished under Army need. It employs a standard drop test

CThis work wAs acco9p.ished inderAr apparatus used in conjunction with a
Contractreceiver assembly, consisting of alter-
tion with U. S. Army Missile Command laer ofblinearnsprings ate
and the Defense Atomic Support Agency. nating layers of linear springs and
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rigid masses, designed so as to shape a
uesired acceleration pulse experienced
by the drop table (and associated test X l (TEST MASS)
hardware). In the following discussion
a review of the analytic modeling and kl
system design techniques is first
presented. Next, a discussion of a X2
test program designed to verify the
method is given, followed by compari- k 2
sons between theory and test. X M

DISCUSSION : 3

Basic Theory XN F / kN

Consider the basic drop test
expel iment illustrated in Figure 1.

INITIAL POSITION FIGURE 2

& LUMPED MASS MODEL

The differential equations of motion
for this system can be expressed in the
following matrix foý'r:

TEST SS (1) 1____m2 X2% +

SPRING

RECEIVER SPRING
A S SE M B L Y 1 7_ 7 _7 _7 _7 7 7 7 _ k 1  _ k 1  X1

SPRING -k1  (k1 +k) -2 k X2
/7_ '11 ///171 -k 2. • 0

"7 7 (• lN)"

FIGURE kN N N

with the.initial condition on test mass
BASIC DROP TEST XY(O) = X1 . Define the normal mode

The test mass (1), initially at posi- frequencies, fli, and the matrix of the

tion h, impacts the receiver assembly normal mode vectors as [: (iI * Where
of springs and masses either at the this matrix defines the coofdinate
free-fall or accelerated-fall velocity transformation from generalized to
Al. If the springs are considered normal mode coordinates:
massless and the masses assumed to be
infinitely stiff, the response of the 1X} = . in} (2)
test mass can be evaluated using a The initial conditions on normal mode
simple one-dimensional lumped mass velocities are expressed in the follow-
model. For a N degree of freedom ing vector form:
system, the lumped-mass model (exclud- igvco om
ing damping) can be diagrammed as in (il Xp
Figure 2 below. 2 1 1
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and the normai mode response oi the JTh The • ............
mass is found to be are pertinent to solution development.

n 1. The receiver assembly consist-
nj t) - 4,sin f t (4) ing of alternating layers of springs

and masses can be analytically modeled
as a lumped parameter system. This

In generalized coordinates, the dis- essentially implies that the springs
placement response of the test mass are massless and the masses are perfectly
(#1) is given as rigid.

( i ( s) %t 2. The springs used in the
1 Xt) - G Sin f t, (5) receiver assembly are linear and elastic.

3. The effects of damping are not
with the acceleration response given by included in the analytic system

N response.

X1 (t) -Z "• • 1 (i) ni sin G t . (6) The differential equations of
i-l motion and the solutions of these equa-

tions for the acceleration response of

Equation (6) can be rewritten as follows: the test mass for a given initial
condition on test mass velocity are

N presented for 2 and 4 degree of freedom
M E- Ai sin Gi t (7) systems. In all cases the test mass is

identified as mass #1 while the receiver
1-1 assembly is comprised of the remaining

masses and springs in the system. In
The form of Equation-(7) is addition for all cases the initial

representative of an odd Fg~urier series conditions on velocity of the test mass
expansion of the function X , with is designated as X (in/sec), with aneX(t), initial displacemeht Xl(in) equal to

the restriction that all values of Ai zero. Spring stiffnesses (k) are in
are of like signs. The application of (lb/in) units while inclusion masses
a desired acceleration-time history is (m) are expressed in (lb sec2 /in).
obvious; that is, the given accelera-
tion-time history is approximated by an The equations of motion for the
odd Fourier series expansion consisting 2 degree of freedom system are expressed
of N harmonic contributions. Then the as:
design problem of determining the values
of mi and ki required to satisfy the X + lX I ffi 0
system constraints on Ai and Qi remains 1 - (8)
to be solved. m 2 0

In the following section the
developed procedures for solving these
design problems for N-2, and N-4 are where
presented. Similar procedures have .2 k
been developed for N-3 and N-5 but are 1 1 (9)
not presented here. It is important to 2
note that, while in theory it is pos- •2 - (k 1 +k)/m 2
sible to extend this method to arbi-
trarily large values of N, there always Subject to the stated initial conditions
are practical problems concerned with the acceleration response of the test
designing the corresponding test setup, mass (#1) becomes:
which effectively imposes an upper
bound on N. For the study discussed Xl(t) .• A sin (It (10a)
here, N-5 seemed to be a reasonable 0.1
upper limit.

X 1 -

Analytic Design Procedures where: A1- (lOb)

The following discussion deals
with the analytic formulations and
solutions necessary to design component/ A(lc)
receiver systems, for the simulation of a 2 (10c)
acceleration-time shock pulses. I
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Fortunately, these nonlinear
2 2 (lOd) systems of equations possessed advan-
a a tageous relationships among the param-

o1 •1 eters. Through a judicious choice of
unknowns to be determined, inherent

2 r]2 2l 4al linear sub-systems were generated for
VI - - (10e) which direct algebraic solutions were1 of,2obtained. This procedure is illustra-

ted with the 4D system. The equations
Given the amplitude ratios and fre- of motion for the 4 degree of freedom

quencies of response, the problem of system are:
determining the system masses 2nd stiff-
ness constants requires finding the X X1X- W
solution to a set of nonlinear equations. I+ I -2 0
The 2D system of equations has an 2 - 2
algebraic solution which is readily ' d I 0
apparent. The following substitution (14)of variables is performed: ,+ 2 2 m2•

2 k k1  ý4+ w X3X - 0wX 4 ' O
yl I 2 2 "3

kX 4  + U4  X4  - w ) 111 3 O
"2 1 +k2  (11)

2 "2 2 where the following definitions are

4 m 1  k Iemployed:
"Y3 11m 2 W" 2 _ k1 /mI w4 2 (k 3 +k 4 )/M4

The design system equations are then: 2 2 (kl+k)/m 2 .2 _k-/m2

Yl+Y2 " + w32 - (k2+k3)/m3  2 (15)

YY 2  y3 - 2%2(Subject to the stated initial condi-

2 A 2  2 tions, the acceleration response of the

%~(y 2 -%~ ) + X-]L Pl.(Y 2..fl ) test mass (#I) becomes:

The algebraic solution is simple and XM(t) Aa sin Gt (16a)
direct: Of-I

S3 A2 A2  where:
-+ O• -+ (13) . 4

12 ) (kXE (- 1 )j-a 4.j % 2J

Y 1 " % + % 2 Y2  A1 - (1eb)

2 2 2Y3- -IY 1(J 9j-2,3,4

'2 -yl 2ml/Y3

- y2 m2 - kl

For any system with more than two
masses, the complexity of the nonlinear
equation system increases markedly.
The normal approach of computer solu-
tion using numerical techniques could
not be applied since the behavior of
the equations was such that convergence
was not attainable within a reasonable
amount of computer time.
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A 1- 1 aj-314 (16c)

4a 42j -21 2 _ ] 3 4
J-1

.4 ~(-l)i1 a4 -1  %2j -2]J [ (ýj2 _... 2) j-2,4

4

E- (-)J"%_ i2-

44 4 1 '2 ,3 (16e)

4 
2j$ 

43232)
2 2 .. 12 2 -w . w1 + 2

ael

p-2 o.3  p y-2 a-2r

4 m3 (16g)
""6 ;74 <

2 0,2Q,2÷° 3t 2I m3 2o 2)
- uw5  -3 1 4 /;

< 0 < 'y (16h)

r n- 2 2 4 "3 2 2 4a • 7 1* w 1 "2 w"6 11 N4 w5i

2 2 4 1 4 4 3 (161)
w3 "Aw.4L1 i 1 6 

(16)2m4
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where the following definitions were 2 k2+k3
u s ed : Y 3 - 0'3 . m 3

a - 1
ao 2 W •42 k3 +k41 Y4 7 4

al 2 4 4 '2 Y5 - -"

a2 [PkZT4 5F
a- an < (17 (20)O5 2 2

a 4 'u4M3 2 41024 m k2 ~2

The design system Equations (16b) to
For the higher order systems a (16i) are then

standard mathematical definition can be 2
employed in simplifying expreqsion of
the systems of equations. A polynomial yl + - al(04

P(Xlx2,...,Xn) which is unchanged by 2

any permutation of the indeterminates Ya. + 82 - Y5 - 02(04

xl,x2,...,xn is called a symmetric 2

function of the variables xl,x2 , ... ,xn. ya 2 + a3 - y5(y3 +y4) - "3((4

Introducing a new indeterminate z, we Y2a3 + y5 (y7 -y 3 Y4 ) - a4(04) (21)
put ya 5y-~4 4

f(z) - (z-x )(z-x 2 ) ... (z-xn) (18)Y2 + Y3 + Y4 - al

- z +a 2zn -... y 2 y3 ÷ Y2y4 + Y3Y4 y 6 -y7 - a 2

The coefficients of the powors of z in y2 y3 y4 - Y4 Y6 - Y2Y7 = a 3
this polynomial are

The last three equations of (21) are
01 - X + x2 + ... + Xnt the defining relationships for a,, a2,

a 3 . Equations (16c) to (16e)

a2 - XlX2 + X1 X3 +" "+ x2 x3 +'''+xn,-ien constitute a linear system in these
three variables. Having solved this

3 x linear system, one can then obtain the
03 - XlX2 X3 + xlx2x 4 +'"+ Xn-2Xn-lXn' solution to the four dimensional system

from Equations (21) by the following
. .steps:

n- XlX2 ... x (19) y - a

S19a2f'" ""•n are the elementary symmetri1+

functions of X ,X2 ,...,xn. In the Y5 - Y2a1 + -"2

following work, the notation aj(xn) will (y+y 4 ) + [y a 3

be used to denote the elementary sym- 3 !5 la2 3 " 3

metric function aj of the variables
SX, ,...,xn. y2  a1  - e Y 4)

For the four dimensional system, (y 7 -y 3y 4 ) - '- " y[a-

the following substitutions are Y 4.

employed: 2 Y6 - Y2 (y3 +y4 ) - (y 7 "y3 y4 ) a 2

2 k1 4c
Y' ""'2 m 14 16 [Y(73Y) - a3

Y2 - kl+k2
Ym 2  jY3 ( Y3 + Y4 ) - Y4  (22)
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Y7 = y3 Y4 + (y 7 -y 3 y4 )
k 1  -m ACCELEROMETERSk I = Ylmi TEST

UNIT

m2 - k1
2 /(y 5 ml)

k2= y2 m2-k1

M 3 k2 2/(y6 m2 ) 
DROP TABLE

k3 Y3 m3 - 2
SDOCKING FIXTUREjm4 - k 321(TY~r

k 4 - Y4'4 - k 3. 71-7y

Experimental Program

In order to determine the feasi-
bility of the developed analytic design
method a test program was performed

with the goal of simulating a number ofthree-degree (3D) and four-degree (4D))

of freedom acceleration pulses. This
section it devoted to a qualitative
deseciption of the overall test setup
and a presentation of results for
typical 3D and 4D experiments. Actual
testing was carried out at the Sandia
Corporation shock testing facility,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, using a Model
HVA 1212 drop test machine, manufacturad
by Monterey Research Laboratories,
Monterey, California. (STEEL)

A typical 3D test setup is as
shown in Figure 3.* The inclusions were
machined from 10" O.D., steel rod, SPRING
while the spring elements were fabrica- (POLYETHYLENE)
ted from 7" O.D. low and high density
polyethylene rod. A docking fixture
was deqigned and installed as shown.
The purpose of the docking fixture was
to maintain a positive lock between the
drop table and the uppermost spring
element after initial tupact. During
the course of testing, this docking
collar performed successfully at impact
velocities in the range of 6-10 fps.

FIGURL 3
The polyethylene material used for

the spring materials, although hzving
the desirable features of low cost and
light weight exhibited soite extremely stiffness values for various lengthb of
undesirable characteristics which 7" polyethylene rods as determined from
essentially ruled out its use for any single-degree oi freedom "calibration"
further testing of this typo. The basicproblem with this material is that it is drop tests. That is, a simple test
vsoemasth th ereo, us of involving impacting thle drop table on apolyethln violates use ii given length of rod at a specified
polyethylene violates '.he initial impact velocity, resulted in a half sine
9tssumption used in the- analytic develop- acceleration response which was used to
ment of linear elastic spring elements, compute an equivalent static stiffness-
ThiF difficulty was overcome to some These tests w'ere repeated over a range
extent by using equivalent static
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of impact velocities and the results Physical pairameters used in two
averaged to give a design stiffness experiments considered representative
value for that ,particular length of for 3D and 4D test configurations are
polyethylene rod. Another problem with summarized in Table I.
this material was its basic bilinear
stiffness behavir between tension and
compreesion loading. In order to TABLE I
eliminate the bilinear stiffness prob-
lem the springs were fixtured to PHYSICAL TEST PARAMETERS
operate always in a compressive mode
regardless of the direction of relative CONFIG. MASS STIFFNESS
motion between adjacent masses (see VALUES VALUES(LB/IN)
Figure 4). LB SEC2

3D Test m1 - .622 kI - 3.5x106

"2 - .106 X - l.4xlx0

14IASS i .3- 606 X13 - 8.0X1l05

xi 4D Test m1 - .591 k1 - 2.3x106
m2 - .155 X2 - 1.0,,o10SPRING m3 - .163 33 - 5.3x1O1

m4 - .159 k34 - :.45x10
6

It should be pointed out that since the
stiffness numbers given are nominal
values obtained by averaging calibration

Zi+l COMPRiSSION CONDITION tests at different impact velocities,
X >:; a considerable range in effective stiff-

ness (on the order of *20%) can be
expected for any particular spring.

Results obtained for the 3D and 4D
test configureations, each tested at
two different impact velocities, are
presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6
respectively. These data, shown by the
dashed and dotted lines, were traced
directly from oscillograph records

_ _---__ •500which were electronically filtered at
X 2500 Hs.

Also shown as the solid line in
each figure are the computed accelera-
tion response using the physical param-
eters listed in Table I and a viscous
damping value for each spring equal to
"7% of critical (as obtained from a
logarithmic decrement test on a repre-
sontative polyethylene pad).

X+1 TENSION CONDITION In general the shape of the pre-
S< x 1  dicted and experimental acceleration

X i< +l pulses agree fairly well, particularly
when the range of uncertainty in the
soring atiffness values is considered.
r'wevetv, the test results do exhibit
soma regree of high frequency response
not predicted by theory which, to soae

FIGURE 4 extent, is attributed to built-in non-
DSTAILS OF SPRING ASSEIBLY linearities in the test setup, e.g.,

the Intermittent impacting between the
retainer plates *nd inclusion as the

as



ACCELERATION
G's

400T1HEORY, X ." 100 i.p.s.

300 . .... T
......... T Sj = 69. i.p.s

200

V ~ ~ TIME
-1030 MSEC

-200

FIGURE 5
ACCELERATION VS. TIME FOR 3 DEGREE OF FREEDOM TEST

ACCELERATION
GtS

0THEORY, X1 = 100 i.p.s.400-
TEST, X - 95 i.p.s.

300. TEST, X1 = 71.5 i.p.s,

200. •

-1001

10

TIME
-100-MSEC

FIGURE 6
ACCELERATION VS. TIME FOR 4 DEGREE OF FREEDOM TEST

individual springs alternate between Thib result agrees with what is
tension and compression conditions, theoretically expected; examination of

the design equations shows that relative
It is particularly interesting to amplitudes are independent of initial

note the degree of repeatability in velocity but that absolutsý amplitudes
basic pulse shape evident from the are proportional to the impact velocity.
test results at the two separate In certain test programs this response
impact velocities for each test setup, behavior may be a desirable test
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characteristic. That is, a drop test number of tests can be rapidly
cai be designed for a given acceleration run at increasing values of
time history and easily repeated at impact velocity (i.e. increas-
increasing value.s of impact velocity ing acceleration levels)
(peak accelerations) until failure or without changing the basic
mnalfunction is noted. pnlse shape. This capability

is attractive if testing to

CONCLUSIONS determine fragility (failure)
of a component under a basic

The conclusions arrived at during form of acceleration pulse is

the course of this study may be sum- desired.
marized as follows:
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DISCUSSION

Mr. flughes (Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility): of pclyethelene satisfied our requirements. Also
Why did you use polyethelene which is nonlinear in when one starts looling in spring catalogues for

different directions when you are trying to simulate Bellville springs and helical springs, we could not

a linear spring? Why did you not use a linear spring? find anything that had the spring rates which we re-
quired. They were on the order of a million pounds

Mr. Keeffe: That is a good question. We have per inch, so we had to look for something else. Now
asked ourselves that 200 times. There were some we feel that there are better ways to do It, but it was
time considerations, and in the spring rates that we a matter of expediency.
were looldng for it turned out that the basic properties
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ANALYSIS OF PROJECTILE IMPACT

ON COMPOSITE ARMOR

Richard A Fine
IBM Corporation

Rochester, Minnesota

and

:Zaymond R Hagglund
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Worcester, Massachusetts

Theoretical and experimental analyses are performed to
investigate bullet impact effects on ceramic composite
armor. The armor consist- of ceramic tile bonded to
fiberglass reinforccd pl., ,ic backing. This type of
armor is used to protect military personnel and
equipment. Projectiles of one material and with
separate core and casing (e.g. armor-piercing) are
considered. Theoretical analysis is based on a quasi-
static approximation of the event. The law of motion
is used to predict the deceleration of the bullet
and the force resisted by the armor during impact.
Experimental data obtained by open-lens photography
of the impact event are in good agreement with the
theoretical analysis. The photographs clearly indicate
ductile behavior of the bullet during impact, contrary
to the generally accepted theory that materials such as
hardened steel exhibit brittle characteristics at
high strain rates.

INTRODUCTION TABLE 1
Approximate Armor Weight Required

Ceramic composite armor was To Stop A .31 Cal. A/P Bullet At
proven feasible by Goodyear Aero- Its :luzzle Velocity [1]
Space in 1962. It has unusual ability
to stop bullets and ia relatively Armor Material Areal Density
light in weight. An approximate (lbs/s . ft.)
comparison of the weight per square
foot required to stop a .30 caliber Homogeneous Steel 20
armor piercing bullet at its muzzle Dual-hardness Steel 12
velocity is shown in Table 1. Alumina-fiberglass

Composite 9.5-10
The development and improvement Silicon Carbide-fiber-

of ceramic composite armor has been glass Composite 8.5-9
largely by trial and error. First Boron Carbide-fiber-
attempts at a fundamental understanding glass Composite 7-7.5
involved experiments to relate material
properties to performance. An
example is Foster's work, where he and combinations of properties [2].
measured density, elastic modulus, Studies of shock wave propogation in.
strength, etc. of hundreds of armorsamples, experimentally determined the bullet and armor have been pursued

sampesexpeimetaly deermnedby several investigators [3,4,51.
their performance, and attempted to These studies exterimentatly determine
correlate performance with properties
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the relationship between two properties armor compared with the velocity of
such as pressure and particle velocity the bullet. Thus the mass remaining
during the time a shock wave passes can be represented as
through a material, and apply this
relationship in a mathematical model
of the impact. The relationship, ms = m -n pAtutdt - EPAtutAt (2)
known as a IIugoniot curve (6] is used
rather than the equations of state,
motion, energy, a.iu continuity because wnere m is the mass of the whole bullet,
the equations of state for solids are P is the bullet density, A is the
rarely available and difficult to bullet to armor contact ara, u is
handle mathematically. One difficulty the velocity, and At is time inýrement.
with this approach is that the Hugoniot
relationship is valid only for waves The acceleration a is represented1
constrained similarly to those where in finite difference form as the
it was measured, generally plane waves, incremental change in velocity. Thus
This type of work has now been
abandoned as a means to improve the ut+At -ut
understanding of composite armor (7]. a at (3)

This paper studies the application
of quasi-static theory to the impact The limiting force on the bullet is
event. This assumes dynamic equi- its maximum strength multiplied by
librium is attai-ed during every the interface area
instance of the lipact. Justification
for this approximation is first that
photographs show that bullet fracture Fs = -amaxAt (4)
is caused by force at the tip, rather
than spalling at the tail as would
be expected if shock waves were the where a is the maximum strength
major factor. Second, while quasi- of the Wfiflet material. Substituting
static theory predicts deceleration at Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), into Eq. (1)
the tail of the bullet before the gives
shock wave reaches it, the predicted
deceleration is negligible so this is
not an important limitation. The ut+At - ut . - maxAt
quasi-static approximation can thus (5)
be expected to account for major At m-PAtEAtut
effects, while neglecting less
important non-equilibrium effects.

Solving for velocity after the time

EQUATIONS FOR BULLET MOTION increment,

This portion of the theoretical u a max At (6)
analysis establishes the deceleration ut+At m-pA tEAtut
rate of the bullet. Analysis is
based on the law of motion:

a = F s/ms (1) This equation can be solved iteratively,
using a computer, until the velocity

where a is the acceleration of the reaches zero or the bullet is entirely
bullet, F is the force at the solid- destroyed.
particle Interface of the bullet, and
m is the mass remaining of the solid
bullet. The mass m is equal to the EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
initial mass minus the mass which has
been fractured into particles. In this section predictions based
Considering the armor as a rigid on the preceding model for bullet
surface, the volume fractured during motion are compared with experimental
a time increment is equal to the area results.
of contact at that time multiplied
by the distance the bullet moves. Calculated motion of a .30 Cal.
This assumption is reasonable until the M2/AP bullet striking armor at 2732
ceramic fractures, and in fact for ft/sec is shown in Fig. 1. The two-
some time after the ceramic fractures, material bullet has been represented
because even then the interface makes as two single-material bullets of
only very slow orogress into the appropriate cross-sectional areas
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1.2 with , e theoretical predictions.
These data are obtained by taking meas-

0 urements from photographs of the
impact event. Examples of the photo-
graphs are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

*casing
0 coreMooore tica

____ ___ 1.0 ~

_____--_______- - Ieorec,

00o 0

.~.2 or co-~i7~r
0000 .. ..0-

Time -Jplelsec- 1

Fig. 1 - Predicted deceleration 0 10 20 30 40

of .30 Cal. M2/AP bullets
at 2732 ft/sec, with Time -,ý-sec
experimental verifi-
cation Fig. 2 - Predicted deceleration

of .30 Cal. 42/AP cores
at 2700 ft/sec, with

striking the armor in the appropriate experimental verification
time sequence. Frictional forces
between the core and jacket are
neglected. Material strengths used The photographs dre taken using
are 500,000 psi for the core (high- an open-lens camera in a dark room.
"carbon steel nardened to Rockwell A high intensity flash of 1/2 micro-
A 79-80) and 100,000 psi for the brass second duration illuminates the subject.
jacket. These values are arbitrarily The flash is triggered by the pro3ectile
chosen as about fifty percent greater penetrating a switch consisting of
than static strengths. The liter- a non-conducting plastic film with
ature indicates that dynamic aluminum foil on each side. Penetration
strengths of materials are considerably completes a triggering circuit. Ad-
higher than static, but little specific justing the distance between the switch
data is available, particularly at and armor varies the timinq of the
the very high loading rates considered photographs. Each photograph is of
here. a separate ballistic test, and the

timing is adjusted to zrovide sequences
Figure 2 shows calculated motion showing the progressive stages of

of a one-material bullet (cores fired impact.
without its jackets) at 2700 fc/sec.
Again, the strength of 500,000 psi Figure 3 shows .30 Cal. M2/AP
is used. projectiles at five points during

impact. These are examples of photo--
Experimental data for comparison graphs from which the experimental

is also included in Figures 1 and 2 points in Figure 1 are derived.
and is found to be in good agreement Figure 4 shows .30 Cal. M2/AP cores,
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during impact. These provide an seen protruding at the back of the
additional experimental data set and bullet. This is due to the material
allow visual observation of core with higher strength sustaining a
fracture. The back half of the casing larger force and therefore, greater
is used as a carrier for firing the deceleration.
projectile. In this set of photographs
two cameras were used to simultaneously An important and unexpected result
provide an oblique and perpendicular is best seen in Figure 4, at J.5 micro-
view of the projectile. The perpend- seconds. In this photograph ductile
icular view improves the ease and behavior of the forward portion of the
accuracy of measurements while the bullet is clearly evident. This is
oblique view facilitates visual contrary to the generally accepted
observation, theory that materials such as hardened

steel exhibit brittle characteristics
Timing of the pictures is deter- at high strain rates.

mined by measuring spall motion. The
spall velocity is considered constant
(although unknown) because it's de- EQUATIONS FOR FORCE APPLIED TO THE
celeration is negligible compared with ARMOR
that of the bullet which is being
resisted by armor. Thus the distance In this section, equations are
travelled by the spall is proportional derived for the force applied to the
to the elapsed time since initial armor. This force is different than
contact. To determine the proportion- the force on the solid portion of the
ality factor between spall distance bullet because there is a gradient
and time, a curve of measured bullet through the particulate portion. The
position vs spall position (time) is approach used is to apply the momentum
drawn (similar to Figures 1 and 2). form of the law of motion [8] to the
The slope of the curve at the origin entire bullet:
must be equal to the incident velocity
of the bullet, which defines the units lim Gt+t - Gt (7)
on the time scale. F = At-o At

DISCUSSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS where F is the total force vector appli-
ed to a body in a given direction andStudy of the photographs reveals G is the momentum in the same direction.

several things about the impact. For application of this equation, the
Perhaps most important is that projectile is subdivided as shown in
extensive fracture occurs at the bullet Figure 5. Using these subdivisions,
tip. This indicates that the major the equation can be rewritten:
factor in the event is compressive
loading at the tip rather than reflect- li2A - + 2B) (8)
ed tensile shock waves. -F(t) = Ato (A)

Although it has been established
that initial fracture of the armor
occurs within the first few micro- Expressing the momentum in term3 of
seconds [31, the pictures show mass multiplied by volume gives
that the ceramic resists the bullet for
a much longer time. Figure 3 shows ci U - 0VAU - OVBU
that at 17 microseccnds the spall -mF(t' - un A - B -

is still directed parallel to the - t~o
plate surface, indicating no pene- (9)
tration of the projectile. At 2 6

microseconds obliquely directed
spall can be detected, indicating that where v is volume and u is velocity.
penetration has begun. Similarly, The volumes of A and A' are chosen
in Figure 4, no penetration is evidenced to be equal, and the volume of B is
at 15 microseconds. This indicates A u 't, so the equation can be re-
that the representation of the armor wuitten
as a rigid surface for theoretical
calculations is valid for a significant lim VA (t+ut- ut -. (Atutit)ut
portion of the event. -F(t) =t.o :.

Figure 3 shows that the jacket (10)

is decelerated less than the core.
At the later times the core can be
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- ~~ I A,~ -

Fig. 3 - Examoles of oon-lens rig. 4 - Examples of open-lens
photographs of .30 Cal. photographs of .30 Cal. Mt2/AP
12/AP bullets striking cores striking boron carbideSboron carbide armor at armor at 2700 ft/sec. Right
2732 ft/sec. .,ies: 6, angle an( oblique views are
12, 17, and 26 nicro- shown of each event. Times:
seconds 4, 6, 13, and 25 microseconds
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With th equation the force applied to
time-- t:• the arm-. facin-g at any time during

this phase of the impact can be found.
u(t) Required are values for the area of

contact., At, and the velocity at the
particular time u . These values are
found using equation (6).

'B
A F(t)

PROJECTILE DAMAGE THEORIES

mass M f p Au dt In this section, three theories

of projectile damage are examined.
The motion of the projectile is computed
until the completion point indicated
by each theory. At this completion

time -t+ At." point, the predicted mass remaining
(mis) is noted for comparison with

U (t a-t) experimental values.

Theories considered are that
pulverization is completed when a)
the armor fractures at a given applied

A Fforce, b) a fixed duration of impact
FOf/) passes, and c) the bullet is stopped.

., Predicted mass remaining for these
mass m- o A u dt theories, as a function of bullet veloc-

0f. ity, are snown in Figure 6.

Fig. 5 - Projectile sub-divisions7
used in applying the
momentum form of the lawof motion 6 - 1 ..

ofmtinE ------- ----- -
. .

Dividing both the numerator and the ,,,
denominator of the argument of the 0 1 o
limit by At gives

-Fthe VAt+'t- s A 2- (11) 7
When the limit is taken, the incre-
mental change in velocity divided ... .. ..
by the incremental time becomes du/dt, ,
which is the acceleration of the bullet c M" " , "*"'*'*-

2
-F(t) , .Va - .,Atu (12)I

0 lw200 3000

iV is, within an incremental unit, Bullet Velocity - ft/sec
equal to mi . Using the law of motion,
equation •i), this is equal to F s/a. Fig. 6 - Three sets of predictions
"%laking this substitution, of the extent of bullet

damage, with experimental
values. The predicted

F(t) = -Fs + ;AtuL (13) c, weight of core not pulver-
ized is shown, assuming

Using equation (4), bullet damage ceases
when the a) force applied

P(t) = - ~A~ + 2 (*.4) to the armor exceeds a
max t given value, b) a constant

time interval passes, and
c) the velocity is re-
duced to zero
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Also indicated in Figure 6 are Space Administration for partial
experimental values. To obtain these support of this work.
values, bullets were shot at sample
tiles. Provisions were made to collect The authors are indebted to
all of the spall and to separate the Mr James L Wotxpka and to Dr Fakhruddin
bullet particles from the armor part- Abdulhadi for their valuable
icles. The larger particles were then discussions on the subject. Sincere
weighed to provide the experimental appreciations are due to 'liss 1ary E
values in Figure 6. Daly who typed the manuscript.
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A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO SHOCK HARDENING

J. L. Lipeles

Littleton P.eý,arch and Engineering Corp.
Littleton, Massachusetts

and

D. Hoffmnan
U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot

Crane, Indiana

A general specification for the shock hardening of naval
ordnance has been recommended. Some background leading
to the recommen.ndtion is presented along with the salient
features oi the proposed specification.

INTRODUCTION

The Navy has had a %hock program in testing, there is, ordinarily, no completed
oyeratioi since the early 1940's when the an- dynamic analysis in hand to guide the engineers
cester of MIL-S-901 was first written and y,ýt in their fix and redesign efforts. The redesign
much of the shipboard equipment is still quite process is hampered by the lack of knowledge
fragile. The Naval Ordnance Systems Coin- and understanding that an analysis can provide.
mand has sought to improve its approach tD
the shock problem. Working in close coopera- The tests occur in a time frame in which
tion, the Naval Ammunition Research Depot at schedule and budgetary pressures art, at a
Crat.e, Indiana, and Littleton Research and maximumn. When a problem is uncovered in
Engineering Ccrp. have develoted a general the shock test, it is,. therefore, very temltpine
specification for shock hardening that constit- to ask for w.ivers and deviations from the
utes d significant step toward attainment of the specification. In the past waivers and devia-
long-sought goal of shock resistance for ship- tions have been readily available. The specifi-
board equipment, cation, therefore, prumotes an atmosphere in

which failures occur regularly and are accept-
BACKGROUND ed.

The basic weapon in the Navy's war 2) The definition of failure to perform
against shock is MIL-S-901 and, while MIL-S- essential function' (MIL-S-)01) is left for the
901 is a reasonably good test specification, it procuring agency to include among the Order-
is by no means a complete arsenal. ing Data. Hoxxever, it is often missing, leav-

ing the definition of faialre a vacuous quantity.
:) MIL-S-q01 is basically a test require-

ment. The tests are necessarily performed 3) MIL-S-,01 is often inappropriate. It
late in the development cycle and are included has its genesis early in \%orld War II when, in
in the larger group of environmental tests, response to the need created by the Gernman
(rain, sand and dust, explosive atmosphere,, mine attack. the British dex eloped the light-
etc. ). Ordinarily these tests represent design weight shock i-.ach:ne. The design criteria of
conditions that are no' given the same kind of the machi:,e -\as: produce a shock vxhich sim-
intensive attention (analytic and developmental ulates damnage obs-xr\ ed in the fleet. The great
testing) as are lavished on performance and majority of that dainage \%as belo\N decl,s, in
strength re:,uirements. general, and in the engine room. in particular.

The importa.it attribute that this criteria poss-
When failures are discovered during essed was that the shok produced was
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cJa r at t vr I ed 1,\ IIIl i t'!*,'t LIVI II l•t , 'n b tnle event that the procuring agency is walable to
roprv..sentlt N ctt It h ,l ktl Irid I",• r (It~i, t.ruh- obtain approprxiate design goals, a minimuhn

p i,:-e to tit tic rw.tt v r I)I ,de. goa n and test level re provided.

I iNtv% vr, not o r• Old: i,, v t It" t it piHtlent 1"• tot - ?') Determine test levels and acceptance

Stied high kip in• tihe .•hip Mherk .1 1- vX ed it)L rttsrhlda. Tb ie level of test as it is relatrd to
,.hut k Ic it.ot:, that ha% U btot-n thb- a-tidpr ly fdte - the design goal must be assigngd. It will bof
tered f tile rlerp'd -htrr i'taut. Upper dto ti dncorporrted in the detail spicficatton. Usu-

.hot k niotio., aire t eht ,t l tritd bi ltor 1ri0-e30 ally. tie procurement agency will specify th.

In I arequinty i i, t he'olt du am ph nyture,l rnu - test method. If so,, carn must be taken that the
SIttent'it s t tile remoekd th3)llvt', design goal aced the test are compatible. They

sPould be different f level but not fn spectrul .
t)wi at r,,ult o. the. ot. i itihlib is that A Rubstantial difference pn spectrui between
quipillt to, be ino.,ted ,it tile tipper decks tile t iNo roll ma ioe the tesign goal become of

ha.-, oi•.to required bhot k i.--,,Ittion it) pass thet- decreased importanlce. sinlce tihe test is t.he

lpt-t iiieat',)n in Ipobed t vest. But tit aoe service prinmtary acceptance device.

e.d t he need f solrtaors aerllify tile input annd
itemat p t proast he re T posved. 3) Accept the Program and System Test

Plans. Acceptance of contractor formhlanthd
SYStIhEeM.TIC GENERA 1, PROCg DURa i program and system test plans and their sub-

sequent incorporation in the detail specification
Fttili/ed iri ,thes dpstussTed above suggest- injects the procurement agency into thele sign

ed tile need for a niore generailly ýpphcable, and dleveloipment planning cycle. The natural

-stepratpc approach. The proposed specifica- incsanatnon ofmtpe revied er will be to concen-
tion attempts to satisfy the need by offering a t rate onl the technical aspects of the plan - the
three Prong procedure )f planning. analysis. the type and quality of the analyses and test
,and test which Its substantially different front proposed and the care with wh\4ich they have
thlat tiihzed tit.the past. Tihe inare features of been thought out. However,, the schedule and
the proposed specification (which is appended) mianpower proposed to carry out the technical

are: programs are direct measures of the contract-
or's ability to perform and the realism of these

1) Shared technical responsi'Ality between proposals will be subjected to close scrutiny.
the tentractor and the procuring agency:,

The completeness and accuracy of the plan

2) Ptanning of a comprehensive program are major factors in determining the effective-
of substance to meet the shock requirements; ness of the whole shock hardening program.

Great care will therefore be required in the

3) Compatibility between top specifica- evaluation of these plans.
tions and those generated for procured com-
ponents. 4) Monitor progress. Once an acceptable

program has been agreed upon, the procure-
Fhese features are discussed in detail belov., ment agency must monitor progress and es-

sentially police the program. In particular,

SII.\RED RESPONSIBILITY compatibility reports of GFE shock speciuca-
tions must be reviewed and appropriate action

The task of obtaining shock rcsistant taken. Witnessing of system tests is only one

itquiprlent i., divided bett.%eon the procurement small part of the monitoring activity.

agency and the contractor. The part played by

the procurement agency is not trivial or short 5) Accept the design.

range.
The contractor's tasks are extended and

PROCUREMENT AGENCY TASKS enlarged to ensure the successful development
of shock resistent eou.pment.

1) Determine design goals. The design
toa! are required for incorporation in the de- CONTRACTOR TASKS

tail specification. Their development has been

discussed above. Sufficient time and effort 1) Once the original statement of the shock

must be expended t,) du a thorough job. The requirement is made, a program can be forniu-

procurer must assign appropriate levels and lated. This program is the single most impor-

choose the best format (time, history,, spec- tant factor in ensuring the development of

trunm. etc. ) for the particular application. In shock resistant hardware. A report must be
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submitted very early ;n hnre . , contractor ie-
31 -y- to L114L Lf conrco ie-two weeks after receipt of contra(t) describing monstrate the compatibility of shock require-

the shock program to be pursued, The plan tanents between purchased (or GFE) items and
must delineate a program of sub.,t , whose top levtl specifications. It may be necessary
duration would be the length oftl contract. It to conduct dvnamic analyses and tests of par-
mAst describe work to be accomplihibed and fix tial structures to obtain mechanical imped-
a schedule of intermed'ate reports. These re- ance., of static analyses and tests to oeaii in-
ports would be required at various stages dur- fluence coefficients. The purpose of there
ing the development (i. e. Analytic Model Re- analyses and tests is to obtain information
port. Analysis Results Report. Laboratory necessary to avoid the blind application of top
Test Plan Report, Test ResL'lt- Repxort, Ship level specifications to components or sub-
Test Results Report. etc. ). The iinportance assemblies when it is inappropriate to do so.
of the plan and the intermediate reports is par- The result of spetification incompatibility is
amount. I' requires that designers cun.vider invariably scheduie delay and increased cost,
the shock environmenL fromn the very beginning or unacceptably delicate equipment.
rather than merely testing for i. at the end.
The effect of enforcing the plan wot Id be the The results of all analyses and tests should
consideration, by contractors, of the shock en- be periodically reviewed from the point of view
vironment during the initial design phases when of possible changes to lower specifications
the greatest potential for effective effort is (that is, the requirements placed on the sub-
present. contractors). This is essential if the assem-

bled equipment (some parts of which are de-
2) Both analyses and tests are required in signed and manufactured by the prime con-

several increments. Initially a preliminary tractor, and some parts purchased from yen-
analysis must be done. This %%ould be followed dors) is to meet the specifications. Tie prac-
by developmental testing of components and tice of writing immutable specifications is
subassemblies. Information obtaincd would be self-defeating. Specifications should be writ-
utilized in a refined final analysis. Final ac- ten early with the understanding that later on in
ceptance would be based on a laborraory test. the program when more data are available, the
A requirement that both analysis and test be requirements will be reviewed and their valid-
done is not to subvert the final requirement of ity checked. Ret3ining an invalid specification
the test but to make it more effective. The is wasteful of timt. and money. In the present
shock analysis provides several important ben- case many equipments are acquired to MIL-S-
efits to the designer. 901 when it is inappropriate to do so. In many

cases designers who are attempting to do a
a) He gains a greater understanding of conscientious job must design equipment to

the equipment structure. This understand- meet an unrealistic test requirement, resulting
ing becomes very important when a failure in a corruption of the intended purpose of the
is observed during test. Failures are the specification.
more easily fixed and redes.gns effected
when there is an analysis in hand. CONCLUSION

b) The analysis will aid the test engin- Ordnance equipment is in general among
eer in his selection of instruments and the most shock sensitive equipment aboard
their locations. Without an analysis, it is ship. This need not be the case. A large part
easy to select a wrong instrument or one of past problems have been due to the factthat
with an inadequate range. The most criti- equipment has been procured with little or no
cal locations or response parameters may regard to its shock resistance. It has been
not be obvious without an analysis. common practice among contractors to seek

deviations or waivers to shock requirements.
c) The results ol analyses will be used The shock requirement is usually in the form

to write specifications for subcontractors of a test required late in the development cycle.
that are meaningful and compatible with At that time tight budget and schedule press-
higher specifications. For this reason, ures are the rule rather than the exception and
analysis should be begun as early as possi- when difficulty is experienced meeting the
ble in the program. Perhaps preliminary shock requirements. waivers and deviations
data would be used to allow the first analy- are sought and often received.
sis to be done quickly so that subcontract-
ors' progress would be impeded as little as The difficulties inherent ,ith the applica-
possible. tion of MIL-S-0101 to the procurement of naval

ordnance have led to the proposal that a
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ý,te, ,tppr .,akh be utili.,eel it the proLure- be more effective and develop tougher equip-
rrt ,it ýl h,,ck proot eq uipinctit. I'hls t pe of meint Ouhch would be less expen sive in the long

I)r'), Urlile'It oi•nid )" 11more'e_ e lpvie than run.

k u'rrcilt prdt ik C .ti thet 'hort rkui,. but .ýould

A PUIE'NDIX

MILl I'ARY DEV ELOPMENT SPECIFICATION

SIIOCK HARDENING: NAVAL ORDNANCE,
EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS,

GE'NERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

1. SC01)!E, would include such itens as the power supply
section of a radar receiver, radar antenna,

1. I Sk ope rhit ,,pc. ificatiour defines the fire control panel or a circuit breaker mounted
aznaly-;I, te,.t. data and reporting require- on a panel.
nent t• or shock hardemung of ordnance sys-

tew.s and lekelb of assembly. 1.4 Definitions

1. 2 Purp(os The purpose of this specific- 1. 4. 1 Equipment shock grade
ation is to estabhlish a uniform approach to the
hardening of ordnance to prevent mechanical 1. 4. 1. 1 Grade A Grade A items are
-,hock d,;'iage due to transportation, handling equipment and systems essential for the safety
or hull-tramu i-,itted shock frm, underwater and the continued combat capability of ship and

o,1-( oUntact explosions or from ship's own personnel, such as fire control systems, wea-
weapons. pons stowage and handling equipment, gun

mounts and launchers, electronic warfare
1. 3 Classification items or night vision devices.

1. 3. 1 Hull mounted Hull mounted items 1. 4. 1. 2 Grade B Grade B items are
are all systems, equipment or components equipment and systems not required for the
thereof, located below the main deck and sup- safety of ship and personnel or the continued
ported principally by the nia-a stiuctural mem- combat capability of the ship and having only a
bers of the ship. including, structural bulk- limited shock hardening requirement.
heads. Item.s Iccated on light platforms, decks
or sitmilar structures are excluded. 1. 4. 1. 3 Grade C Grade C items are

those not required for safety of ship and per-
1. 3. -1 Deck mounted Deck mounted items sonnel or the combat capability of the ship and

are s) ,-,s. equipment or compontents there- having no shock hardening requirement impos-
oi. 1c ', -, o:i •nin deck or above for surface ed on their dcsign or manufacture.
ýhipý a .d iterm• located o:i li.ht platforms,
dec•k, and :no-i-strmctural bulkheads for all 1.4.2 Equipment failures
sh5,ps,

1. 4. 2. 1 Critical failure A critical fail-
1. 3. 1 Shell mounted Shell mountea items ure to Grade A equipment is a failure that sig-

are eq•Uipul.te-.t or comnponents thereof, attached nificantly degrades the performance of the
airectly to shell plating or hull side anc bottom equipment's function or creates a conditioa to
,rar nin below the .\atcrlime. exist th It is hazardous to personnel or vital

equipment. A critical failure to Grade B equip-
1. L I Principal units Principal units are ment is a failure that causes a condition to

itc',., 'o01 1qU.Prent or assemnblies of equipment exist that 3s hazardous to personnel or to vital
.,h.ch are tl.e :iajor parts of a system: such as equipriint. A critical failure cannot be exper-

,:n I!mounts. anten:a pedestals, missile ienced by Grade C equipment.
dm,:ichers aid similar items directly supported

by .3hip's structure of foundations. .. 2 Non-critical failure A non-
critica' 'ailure is a failure that significantly

1. 3. 5 Subsidiary components Subsidiary degrades the ability -)f Grade B or Grade C
conmpo.ients are items of equipment o, assem- equipment to perform its specified function.
blies of equipments v.hich formn a part of, or
are supported on. a principal unit. These 1. 4. 3 Levels of assembýly As used in
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this specification, levels of assembly shall be: weight and Mediurnweight
(a) System equipment (AD 260 008)
(b) Subsystem Naval Ship Research and Development Center -
(c) Equiplnent Report C-2541 of May 1968
(d) Component (Confidential) A Method for
(e) Part Explosion Shock Testing of

Equipment Located in Upper
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS Levels of Surface Ships (U)

(AD 393 268)
2. 1 Government documents The following David Taylor Model Basin, Underwater Explo-

documents of the exact issue shown form a sions Research Div. Report

part of this specification to the extent specified 7-61 Floating Shock Plat-

herein. In the event of conflict between the form for Shock Testing
documents referenced herein and the contents Eouipment up to 30, 000
of this specification, the contents of this speci- Pounds
fication shall be con-idered a superseding re- Naval Ship Research and Development Center-
quirement. Report C-2391 of June 1967

Modification of a Navy High
SPECIFICATIONS Impact Shock Machine to

Simulate Shock at Upper

MIL-S-901C of 15 January 1963 - Shock Levels of Surface Ships
Tests, H. I. (High-Impact); (AD 817 812)

Shipboard Machinery, Equip-
ment and Systems, Require- 2. 2 Non-government documents
ments for

Applied Technology Associates Re-
STANDARDS port 124 of January 1969

Guide for Users of the Dyn-

MIL-STD-810B of 15 June 1967 - Environ- amic Design-Analysis
mental Test Methods Method (AD 350 895)

MIL-STD-202D of 14 April 1969 - Test
Methods for Electronic and (Copies of specifications, standards and publi-
Electrical Component Parts cations required by suppliers in coanection with

specific procurement functions should be ob-

PUBLICATIONS tained from the procuring activity or as dir-
ected by the contracting officer. Documents

NAVSHIPS 250-423-30 of May 1961 - Shock having an AD numnber may be obtained from the
Design of Shipboard Equip- Defense Documentation Center, Cameron Sta-
ment, Dynamic Analysis tion, Alexandria. Virginia 22314.
Method (AD 265-425L)

NAVSHIPS 250-423-31 Shock Design of 3. REQUIREMENTS
Shipboard Equipment, Inter-
im Design Inputs for Sub- 3. 1 Requirements Shock requirements fur
marine and Surface Ship naval ordnance systems, equipment and com-
Equipment ponents shall be as specified herein and in ac-

NAVSHIPS 250-660-30 of July 1949 - A Guide cordance with the applicable detail specifica-
for Design ofShock Resist- tion. In case of conflict, this specification
and Naval Equipment shall take precedence over general equipment

NAVSHIPS 900-185A of April 11o57 - Guide for specifications in the determination of shock
the Design of Shock and Vi- hardening design, deelopment and testing re-
bration Resistant Electronic quiremnents.
Equipm ent

Naval Research Laboratory Report 6267 of 3. 2. 1 Principal units If design goals are
March 14!65 - Background unspecified in the detail specification or the
for Mechanical Shock Design contract. velocity-time history sho.\n in Fig.

of Ships Systems la shall be used for dvck mouated 0. 3. 2)
.AD 612 734) principal units (1. 3. 1) and the shock spectrtuw-

Naval Research Laboratory Report 5618 of June sho\\n in Fig. lb for hull (1. 3. 1) or shell
1961 - Navy High-Imipact (1. 3. 3) mnountvd princip.tl units.

Shock Machines for Light-
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3. 2. 2 Subsidiary Coniponents The design system, Aubsy-tem, equipment, component

for ubrý,-- .r, -i . ril ;hall and parTs testing (4. 2. 1) required.

be Lompatible with the design goal of the prin-
cipal units. Numerical values for design goals 3. 4. 5 The plan shall outline the final anal-
miidy be obtained by ,xnmalyhn., by test of plinci- ysis (3. 5. 3). list the subsystem and component
pal units. or by extrapolatiozi of data from full- data (4. 2. 1.2) to be incorporated in the analy-
scale ship tests of sin-ilar equipment or sys- sis, and list the response variables to be stud-
teems. ied.

3. 3 fest level 3. 4. 6 The plan shall state the analysis
(3. 5) and test (4. 2) schedules.

1. 3. 1 Principal units The test level shall
be at ,pecitiud in the detail specification of the 3. 4. 7 The plan shalh state the level and
onttract. amount of engineering and supporting effort to

he employed in the analysis and test efforts.
3. 3. 1. 1 Principal units 1t tile test level

is unspecified in the detail specification or con- 3. 5 Analysis
tract, it shall be. tiomitially, two-thirds of the
ut iLmn goal. within the tolerances shown in Fig. 3. 5. 1 A preliminary analysis shall be per-
2a anid 2b. Principal units that are hull or formed to determine the dynamic response of
shell mounted may be tested in accorance with the equipment to the shock loads defined as
MIIL-S-001C. design goal (3. 2). The results shall be incor-

porated in component specifications (3. 8),

3. 3. 2 SubsidiarX components Subsidiary intermediate analyses and test requirements at
components and other components or subassem- levels of assembly below the system level.
blies not mounted on prinicpal units shall be Specifications of government furnished equip-
tested by the application of a waveshape or a ment, incorporated in the design, shall be re-
spectrum having a nominal amplit,,de of two- viewed to assess specification compatibility.
thirds Lhe design goal (3. 2. 2), unless specified
otherwi.se in the deLail specification or con- 3. 5. 2 A preliminary shock analysis A'eport
tract, shall be submitted in which there is a detailed

description of the analytic model employed, the
3. 4 Shock hardening program The con- forcing functions used, the method of solution

tractor shall establish and conduct a shock and the results.
hardening program including, as a minimuni,
the elemen:s required by this specification. 3. 5. 3 A final analysis shall be performed

to determine the dynamic response of the
3. 4. 1 Shock hardening program plan The equipment to the shock loads defined as design

purpose of the shock hardening program plan. goal in 3. 2. The results of subsystem and
hereinafter called the plan. shall be to delin- equipment tests (4. 2. 1) shall be incorporated.
eate a program which will assure the develop- Specifications of components anod government
meent of shock hardened equipment. The.plan furnished Lquipment shall be reviewed to ass-
must be sufficiently complete and detailed that ess specification compatibility. The final anal-
a reasonable assessment of the contractor's ysis shall be sufficiently detailed that all fail-
ability to meet the shock requirement can be ure criteria of 3. 6. 4 are accurately predict-
perlormed. As a minimum the plan shall in- able. The final analysis shall be the basis for
clude the requirements of 3. 4. 3 to 3. 4. 7. acceptance in the event no system testis per-

formed (3. 11)
3. 4. 2 Upon approval by the procuring

agency. the plan shall become a part of the 3. 5. 4 A final shock analysis report shall be
detail specification. submitted in which there is a detailed descrip-

tion of the analytic model, the forcinr:, functions
1. -4. 3 The plan shall include a description used, the method of solution and the results.

of the preliranary analvsis (3. 5. 1) to be per- 3. 5. 4. 1 The final shock analysis report
fornmed. It shall include a statement of the in- shall include a detailed description of sub-
put forces, a list uf the response variables to shall ind cmdet testion.o.1 sub-
be studied, a definition of the aialytic model or statement of the results.
models to be en.ployed and a presentation of
the method of solution. 3. 5. 4. 2 Based upon the result of the sys-

3. I. 4 The plan shall list and describe the tern tests, a revised final shock analysis report
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may be submitted. ary to operate the equipment following the test
shall be described in detail along with an ac-

3. 6 System test pln count of the: time required, the level of expert-
ise required te t he reqpired , nd the l.vel.•o ept-

3. 6. 1 The system test plan shall describe, equipment required.
in detail, the methods, procedures and mach-
inery by vIhich the loads will be applied. 3. 8 Component specifications

3. 6. 1. 1 The system test plan shall, upon 3. 8. 1 Component specifications shall be
approval by the procuring agency, become a written by the contractor for all components
part of the detail specification, purchased by the contractor for incorporation

into the system.

3. 6. Z The system test plan shall describe
all jigs and fixtures to be used in testing. 3. 8. 2 The validity of the component specif-

ications shall be initially justified by the pre-

3. 6. 3 Test :-strumentation shall be des- liminary analysis (3. 5. 1) and shall be verified
cribed in detal,. The description shall include, by final analysis (3. 5. 3) or test results (3. 4. 3).
but shall not be limited to: Revisions shall be made as required.

(a) Transducers, their amplitude and 3. 9 Government furnished eq~uipment
frequency ranges and their range of linear-
ity. 3. 9. 1 The shock speciLcations of govern-

(b) Signal processing equipments, their inent furnished equipment (if any) shall be re-
amplitude and frequency ranges and their viewed to assess their compkitibility with Lie
range cf linearity, equipment environment. The initial assess-

(c) Data processing methods and equip- ment shall be based on the preliminary analysis
ment, their amplitude and frequency ranges and shall be updated when the results of the
and their range of linearity. fbnal analysis and test programs become avail-

(d) Transducer location shall be des- able.
cribed and justified on the basis of analysis
or test. 3. 9. 2 The resul o ol this review shall be

reported in either the system test report

3. 6. 4 Deftnitiov' of equipment failure relat- (3. 7. 1) or the final snock analysis report
ing to structural and performance requirements (3.5, 4).
shall be stated. They shall include, bat not be
limited to- 3. 10 Extensions No extensions shall be

permitted unless they are justified by a de-
(a) Y'leldling. Is yielding permitted? If so, tailed analysis and the accuracy of the analytic

which members and to what extent? model has been established by prior system
(b) Misalignment (mechanical, electrical, test.

optical, etc. ). Is misalignment toler-
able? If so, which elements and to what 3. 11 Basis of acceptance Syste:'s and
extent? equipment shall be accepted on the basis of

(c! Pressure. Are pressure variations ac- (a) System Test Report (3. 7. 1)
ceptable? If so, to what extent? (b) Final Shock Analysis Report (3.5. 4);

(d) Friction, Are friction variations ac- when equipment is too large or too
celtable? If so, to what extent? heavy to be tested

(e) Fasteners. Is fastener loosening toler- (c) Combination of test and analysis,
able? If so, to what extend? when tests at a higher level of as-

(f) Perforrance requirements. What are sembly verify the analysis at a lower
the performance requirements prior and level of assembly.,
subsequent •o test?

In no case, hovever, shall the acceptance on

3. 7 System test results the basis of analysis at a certain level of ass-
estbly lead to the acceptance of a higher level

3. 7. 1 A system test repo)rt shall be sub- of assembly without the interposition of a test.

mitted stating the results obtained ,n the s 3. 12 Acceptance criteria Unless stated
tern tests (3. 6) and conmparing thenm with those otherwise in the detail specification or con-
reported in thc findl analysia report (3. 5. 4. 1) tract. acceptance criteria shall he as follo\s:j 3. 7. 2 Any repair or readjustment necess- (a) A ,iininimui ot 3 tests tit the specilwd
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test level (3. 3) shall be conducted; Subsystem and cor, ponent tests shall be con-
=•shocks shall be applied in each dir- ducted during development and shall include,

ection specified in the detail specifi- but not be limited to, the tests of 4. 2. 1. 2 to
"cation or contract. 4. 2. 1. 2. 4.

(b) Critical failures (3.6. 4 and 1.4.2. 1)
shall be cause for rejection. 4. 2. 1. 2. 1 Foundation test If a foundation

ie supplied by the contractor, a mechanical
3. 13 Marking impedance test of the foundation shall be per-

formed and the results incorporated in the final
3. 13. I Note for drawings Equipment analysis (3. 5. 3).

which meets the requirements specilied herein
and has been approved by the procuring agency 4. 2. 1. 2.2 Non-linear elements tests The
shall include the following marking, along with force-deflection characteristics of non-linear
the applicable grade (1.4. 1) either A or B, elements (shock or vibration isolators, plastic-
on the assembly drawing for the equipnment: ally deforming structural elements, pneumatic

devices, viscoelastic elements, etc. ) shall be
(a) SHOCK HARDENED DESIGN, determined by test. The effects of non-zero

GRADE strain rate shall be included. The results of
these tests shall be incorporated in the final

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS analysis (3. 5. 3).

4. 1 Data requirements 4. 2. 1. 2. 3 Elastic characteristics The
elastic (or plastic) characteristics which can-

4, I. I Shoc2, hardening program plan A not be predicted analytically with reasonable
shock l" srdening program plan (3. 4) shali be accuracy shall be determined by test.
submitted to the procuring agency not more
thai 30 days after award of the contract, un- 4. 2. 1.2.4 Parts Electrical and mechan-
less a d.fferent time period is stated in the ical parts (resistors, transistors, bearings,
contract sc'hedule. etc. ) shall be tested in accordance with MIL-

STD-202, Method 213A.
4. !. 1 Preliminary shock analysis report

A preliminary shock analysis report (3. 5. 2) 4. 2. 2 Qualification and acceptance tests
shazl be submitted.

4. 2. 2. 1 Witnessing Witnesses from the
4. 1. 3 Final shock analysis report A final procuring agency shall be invited to observe

shuck aaalysis report (3. 5. 4) shall be submit- qualification and acceptance tests.
ted at least 30 days prior to initiation of sys-
tem tests. 4. 2. 2. 2 Rough handling shock Bench-

repairable equipment, weighing 100 pounds or
4. 1. 4 System test plan A system test less, shall be tested for resistance to rough

plan (3. 6) shall be submitted at least 30 days handling shock in accordance with MIL-STD-
pr.ior to system testing. 810B, Method 516, Procedure V.

4. 1., 5 System test report A system test 4. 2. 2. 3 Transportation Shock Equipment
report (3. 7) shall be submitted not more than and components that may be shipped shall be
30 days after completion of system tests, tested for resistance to transportation shock in

accordance with MIL-STD. 810B, Method 516,
4. 2 Test requirements Procedure LI.

4. 2. 1 Development tests 4. 2. 2. 4 Hull-transmitted shock

4. 2. 1. 1 Vibration tests, mechanical *m- 4. 2. 2. 4. 1 Tests to determine resistance to

pedance tests as well as shock tests of various damage fr(.rn hull-transmitted shock shall be

types m.ay be used at the dLzcrption of the performed in accordonce with the requirements

developer for the purpose of determining de- of 3. 3 and 3.6.

sign data or other information useful to the
dte'.lopment effort and to the attainment of the 4.2. 2.4.i2 a dsts shall be conductled with theSdes~ci 'coai. All such tests shall be described equipment in a ready state. Electrical, hyd-

g Araulic and penumatic power shall be on. Retit-in detail in the system teb plan. ing parts shall be turning at rated speed.

4. 2. 1. 2 Subsystem and component tests
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4. 2. 2. 4.2. 1 One test shall be conducted, (c) NSRDC Report C-2541 of May 1968
in each direction specified, with the equipment (d) NSRDC Report C-2391 of June 1967
in the dormant (power-off or non-operating)
state.

4. 2. 2.4. 3 Prior to each test and subse-
quent to each test the equipment shall be oper-
ated to determine whether the equipment is
capable of meeting its rerformance specific-
ations.d

4. 2. 2. 4. 4 Structural damage and other
damag, of a non-critical nature (1. 4. 2. 2) shall
be repaited before continuation of testing.

4. 2. 2. 5 Instrumentation Instrumentation
shall be employed to serve the following ends:

(a) to verify that the test imput meets
the requirements.

(b) to discover failures - particularly
those itemized in 3. 6, 4.

(c) to obtain data necessary to verify
component specifications (3. 8).

4. 2. 3 Production tests This specification
is not applicable to production tests.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5. 1 This section is not applicable to this

specification.

6. NOT ES

6. 1 Design guidance The following refer-
ences are provided for the assistance of the
equipment designer and for the assistance of
the approving agency. The application of this
design guidance material shall not detract from
or take precedence over the requirements of
this specification or the detail specifications.

(a) NAVSHIPS 250-423-30 of May 1961
(b) NAVSHIPS 250-423-31
(c) NAVSHIPS 250-660-30 of July 11-l4
(d) NAVSHIPS 900-185A of April I167
(e) ATA Report 124 of January 196)
(f) NRL Report 6267 of March 1065

6, 2 Test Guidance The lollo\\xng refer-
ences are provided for the assistance of the
test dcsigner and for the assistance oi the ap-
proving agency. The applicat~n of this tent
guidance material shalinotdetract irom or take
precedence over the requirements of this
specification or the detail specificatxL,.s.,

(a) NRL Report 5618 of June l0ul
(b) UERD Report 7-61
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Sullivan (NavSec):, I gather you are familiar hocing this piece of equipment up to the test and they
with Mil-S-901, and I believe there is a statement in you are going to run your final test. Hypothesizing
it concerning the mounting of equipment in a manner that something happens during that test and the equip-
that simulates shipboard installation. Is that cor- ment fails, who fixes it.
rect ?

Mr., less:, The contractor. After all it Is his
Mr, Lipe.es:- Yes, that is true. The specifica- job to build something that meets the specification

tion requires that. In the course of carrying out this since there are design levels. That is really one of
study we surveyed a large number of ordnance pro- the major problems. It is very common that a test
grams, and one of the curious things that we found Is will be rin and there is a failure and nothing gets
that there are several details of Mil-S-901 that are done about it.
invariably neglected, and that is one of the most im-
portant ones that is almost always neglected. Mr. Sullivan: Would you propose that the Navy

in this case review and approve his analytical work
Mr. Sullivan: But it is a fixturing problem, not leading up to this final test?

necessarily a basic fault of the machine. The specifi-
cation permits you to introduce those frequencies, if Mr. Lipeles: I did not mention all of the require-
they are critical parameters that are important to ments of this specification. There are a number of
the equipment boing tested. You also commented on reports that are required. All of the analytical re-
determining the test levels as something that would be suits, both preliminary and final, are required to be
done for each particular piece of equipment. I reported, but none of them are the basis of acceptance
wondered who would do this ? except the final test.

Mr. Uipeles: We en isioned that that would be a Mr. Balan (Grumman Aircraft): There are cases
task of the procurement agency. We recognize that in which it would be advantageous to mount these
that in itself is a problem area. Many procurement various items of equipment on shock mounts. To
agencies are not technically qualified to carry out that what extent, if any, do you propose that the contrac-
function, but there are many people in various labor- tors investigate the advantage in their analysis prior
atories outside of the procurement agencies who to fabrication ?
could carry out that function, and there is sufficient
technical expertise so that that should not be a Mr. Lipeles: I would expect that once the levels
stumbling block, havelbeen spec iled, if shock mounting Is required to

meet those levels then those shock mounts are part
Mr. Sullivan: I am sure you appreciate that of the design and therefore the contractor's respon-

procurement is spread out among several hundred sibility.
procuring agencies, and having seve-,al hundred
people specify inputs for different pieces of the same Mr. Balsa: There are two alternatives: one
ship might lead to a little bit of confusion. Another possible way would be to hard-mount the equipment,
point you mentioned concerned a combined effort of and the other way would be to soft mount the equip-
analysis and test, which is fine, but it has always meat. The advantages and disadvantages of each
been a problem. I gather you were proposing that we method are not immediately apparent. It woulu seem
have some sort of definite schedule of running ana- to me as though it would be desirable for the pro-
lytical studies and preliminary tests that would be a spective vendor, or the contractor, to be directed to
formal part of the contract, and I wonder, what analyze and to predict the advantage of soft mounting
happens when you get down to the final test which you as opposed to the typical or usual way of hard mount-
referenced and the equipment falls ? Who Is respon- ing.
sible for correcting the failure ?

Mr. Lipeles: I would expect that a requirement
Mr. LTpeles: Did I understand you to say that that a piece of equipment be either hard mounted or

you questioned who was responsible for carrying it soft mounted would be specified in the detailed
out ? specification. If a procurement agency wanted to go

one particular way, they would say so.
Mr. Sullivan: No. You had a joint effort be-

tween the procuring agency and the supplier in ad
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHOCK TEST CRITERIA FOR

AIRCRAFT DISPENSER WEAPON EJECTION MECHANISMS

K. D. Denton, K. A. Herzing, S. N. Schwantes
Honeywell Inc., Ordnance Division

Hopkins, Minnesota

External stores carried on aircraft are subjected to a number of
dynamic environments from external sources. Typical external
sources of exc4 'ation are boundary layer pressure fluctuations causing
store , * -, , .. :-.ock excitation from a hard or arrested landing. In
additi in, .- tal stores have unique self-induced dynamic
environr

One sigr, induced environment occurs on the SUU-38 munitions
dispenser .es pyrotechnic ejection mechanisms to eject thirty
canisters in sequence during captive carriage. As each ejection occurs,
the adjacent remaining canisters and the dispenser are subjected to a
pyrotechnic induced shock environment. This paper describes a test
program and the associated analysis which were conducted to develop
both an impact shock test criteria and a shock spectrum simulation
test for the SUU-38 dispenser ejection mechanism. The shock spectra
of tlhe dispenser response to canister ejection and the corresponding
response to a MIL-STD-810B crash shock test are also compared.

INTRODUCTION

External stores carried on tactical aircraft During the development program of the SUU-38,
are subjected to a number of different dynamic a qualification and acceptance specification was
environments. The commonly recognized written for procurement of the pressure car-
environments are those which produce vibration tridge. At this time, it was felt that the MIL-
or shock transients through external excitation, STD-810B, 30-g crash shock requirement for
such as fluctuating aerodynamic pressures the dispenser approximated the most severe
which act upon the store surface or abrupt air- operational shock environment experienced by
craft deceleration produced by a hard landing. the pressure cartridge. However, after the
Structural loads and stresses due to these SUU-38 system was in production, laboratory
soi,, ces are commonly included in the design testing of the dispenser indicated that unfired
calculations for external stores. pressure cartridges experienced significantly

Certain external stores have significant self- higher induced shock from the ejection of
induced environments which should also be adjacent canisters.
considered during the design and test activities.
One such self-induced environment occurs on Self-induced environments are unique to the
external stores which eject cargo or munitions system in which they occur; therefore, no
during captive carriage. The SUU-38 version general shock specification can be expected to
of the Tactical Fighter Dispenser (TFD) sequen- furnish appropriate test criteria for components
tially ejects thirty cargo canisters downward in .a system such as the SUU-38 dispenser.
during captive flight. An electrically initiated Consequently, the test program and associated
pres3ure cartridge is used in the ejection analysis described in this paper were conducted
mechanisms to achieve sufficient canister to develop a more realistic component shock
ejection velocity for safe separation from the test specification for the SUU-38 pressure
aircraft, cartridge.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
mounted on an F- 105 aircraft. Note the thirty

1. Dispenser Description small rectangular openings on the bottom of
each dispenser. Each of these openings con-

Fig. I shows three empty SUU-38 dispensers tained a canister prior to ejection.

FIG. 1. SUU-38 Dispensers on F-105 Aircraft

The SUU-38 has been flown with and without
tail fins. With the tail fins (see Fig. 2) the
loaded dispenser weight is 931 pounds, and the
empty weight, after all cargo is ejected, is
268 pounds. The basic TFD dispenser was
designed with ten bays, each measuring 14. 25
inches long, 6 inches wide, and 13. 25 inches a 89.12 IN

deep. An electromechanical stepping switch, SP14-E•.SP. P- • . ." J~~SUSPENSION L , 4O0I |

called the intervalometer, is used to control LUGS 14.00 •N.

the sequence and time interval between the
canister ejections.

7 .... 3--J

rG .,-\ CARGO BAY,% 0 % SUSP •E ,v, 0 TYPICAL'" ' l LUGS

J It, 5. 1 !%

FIG. 2. Dispenser Physical Characteristics
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2. Adapter Description rPPESbPE CARTRI06t

The SUU-38 version of the TFD dispenser
was required to have 30 bays instead of ten so PING- __ "- .... -J
an adapter was designed which subdivides each 11,33 MIN

bay into three sub-bays, (see Fig. 3). Each 2

sub-bay, located on 4. 74 inch centers, Was a T, b EP P-A .- HRU± t On"

separate canister ejection retention system fTHPUT'UL

(see Fig. 4). ACtPTP /P' PTS
1-410p KAM E TI01 F SFS

EJECTION tE - 'AL-A

SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

SUPPORT BEAMPLT

44 ADAPTER0° -ASSEMBLY
N. ID PER DISPENSER

FIG. 4. Canister Adapter Interface
0 (Exploded View)

a shoulder on the thruster body on the upper
____side (see Fig. 4). In order to assure instal-

lation of the snap ring, piece-part tolerances
are such that a gap of about 0. 012 inch will
normally occur between the snap ring and the
bottom of the adapter beam. The allowable

CANISTER gap ranges from 0. 003 to 0. 021 inch.ASSEMBLY

3 PER ADAPTER

The piston assembly is threaded into the
thruster plate of the canister to a predeter-
mined torque. The four segmented flange
sections or retention fingers will then bear out
against the mating shoulder on the thruster

FIG. 3. Adapter Assembly SUU-38 Dispenser body, and the thruster p!.ate will also ýJear out
on th6 bottom of the adapter support beim.
The pressure cartridges are then threaded into
the thruster body.

Three canisters are loaded into each adapter.

The ad'pters are attached to the dispenser by
means of two 3/8-inch diameter bolts. The
adapters remain in the dispenser after cargo 4. Pressure Cartridge Description
ejection. Note that the ejection and retention
forces are first transmitted to the adapter The SUU-38 pressure cartridge (see Fig. 5)
support beam. The support beam then transfers is basically a threaded steel header with a thin
loads through the two 3/8-inch bolts into the metal cup containing the propellant. Two steel
primary dispenser structure. pins carry the signal through the header to the

ends of the nichrome bridgewire. The bridge-
3. Retention Ejector Assembly wire is welded to each end of the pins. The

bridgewire bond is probably the part most
This assembly (see Fig. 4) includes the susceptible to high level shock, out its small

thruster body and retaining ring, the piston mass keeps inertia loads at a minimum. The
assembly, and the pressure cartridge. The bridgewire is much smaller in diameter than
thruster body is attached to the adapter beam the pins, thus making it the high resistance
by means of a snap ring on the lower side and element in the electrical circuit.
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* ,,FIG. 6. SUU-38 Suspended In Ejection Fixture

ADAPTER ASSEMLtY, BAN 10 -2
SoU 35 .ýPENSER

A-8 A4. A5, A6, The ejection sequence was the same as the
AID- .operational ejection sequence, which is auto-

P-3 matically controlled by the intervalometer
A9-4 during In-flight ejections. During this sequence

S5canisters are e:'ected from the aft, center, and
for-,,io sub-bays in each adapter. The bay-to-
bay ejecttou sequence is designed to minimize

l the dispenser center-of-gravity shift during
canister eje.tions. Table 1 illustrates the
sequence employed during the pressure
cartridge shock environment ejection tests.
The second and third ejecti( s were errone-

A - PIEZOELECTRIC ACCELEROMETER ously performed out ca sequence. Based on

P • rIEZOELECTRIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER subsequent review of all shock transients in
other bays, this error had no significant effect

FIG. 7. Test Instrumentation Location on the validity of the data acquired in bay 10.
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LEAiDSN -EPOXY SEAL Once the piston starts moving through the
thruster body, the upward reaction force on

the thrustex body causes it to move rapidly
READE LASS TO METAL SEAL upward for a distance equal to the gap of 0. 003/// to0. 21inch at the snap ring. Teresulting

impac withthe bottom of the adapter beam

conribtesto the high frequ ency energy
j Cu ob erve onadjacent pressure cartridge

EPOX SEL /CRAMC reponesas desci~ibed in the following

j! • TEST PROCEDURE

POELLANT A laboratory test was performed to measure
SR•DOEthe shock environment produced by cargo
*' ejection. A full-scale SUU-38 dispenser with

PROPELLANT CPDETAIL inert canisters was suspended from a MAU-1•2
bomb rack in an Explosives Test Laboratory
(Fig. 6). The suspension arrangement locally
simulates the store configuration when it is

-+--• -- carried on the c'inter-line station of a jet// aircraft. Since the primary purpose of this
test waa to measure the pressure cartridge

shock environment generated by canister
ejection, only the pressure cartridge headers
were instrumented.

FIG. 5. Pressure Cartridge Construction
(Typiical) The suspended dispenser was instrumented

with ten piezoelectr'.c acceleremeters (see
Fig. 7). Piezoelectric pressure transducers

5. Ejection Event Description wvere used to measure pressure-time histories
of five of the cartridges, shown as P1 through

An electrical signal of the proper voltage P5 in Fig. 7. The accelerometers were
heats the bridgewire, initiating the ignitor attached using both steel screws and dental
mixture which ignites the primary propellant cement. Transducer outputs were signal
in the cartridge. Alter the ignition is started, conditioned by charge amplifiers and the data
the propellant cup on the bottom of the car- were recorded on magnetic tape at a speed of
tridge bursts, allowing the gases to expand into 120 ips (Standard IRIG Mode, +4O percent
and pressurize the thruster body and piston deviation, 0 - 20 kc frequency response).
volume. The piston area exposed to the pres- Along with the ten data channels (the appropri-
sure is 0. 635 square inch. At about 1400 ps, ate pressure transducer o, itput was recorded
the gas pressure causes the segmented fne only when the monitored pressure cartridge
sections on the piston to bend inward and [d•l, was fired), a constant 1000 cps time base and
allowing the piston assembly to be pushed an event pulse signaling initiation of currel~t
through the thruster body. The 22 pound flow through the cartridge bri:•gewire were
canister assembly and piston are then acceler- recorded on the 1-inch magnetic tape.
ated to a velocity of 27 to 34 feet-per-second
over a piston stroke of 1. 25 inches. The test sequence consisted of ejecting

canisters in the single step mode. Using this
Th~e peak pressure attained during ejection procedure, only one of the pressure cartridge

from the dispenser ranges from 7000 to 8000 firing circuits was energized at a time, and
psi. The correspon~ding peak ejection force the fire signal was initiated manually. After
range is from 4380 to 5000 pounds. The normal each ejection, the firing line was attached to
pressure pulse duration is from 7 to 8 the next cartridge to be fired, and the
milliseconds. instrumentation was inspected visually.
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DATA ANALYSIS Run Bay fired Run Bay Fired

Pre!minary review of the tape recorded I Aft Bay 10 19 Aft Bay 8
data was performed by examining expanded
cscillograns of the acceleration and pressure 2 Fwd Bay 10 20 9 Bay 8
time histories. Even tnough the data acquisi-
tion and recording systom bandwidths were on 3 q Bay 10 2 " Fwd Bay 8
the order of 20 kc, all the data were low pass
filtered at 5 kc during playback. The low pass 4 Aft Bay 10 22 Aft Bay 3
cutoff irequency corresponda to 20 percent of
the test accelerorreter's natural frequency. 5 4 Bay 10 23 q Bay 3

6 FwdBayl10 24 wd Bay 3
IKC TIMING

' Aft Bay 1 25 Aft Bay 71004 8 qBay1 26 q,Bay 7

0 -. 9 Fwd Bay 1 27 Fwd dAy 7

10 AftBayl 28 AftBay4

-1 )00 11 4 Bay 1 29 q Bay 4

0 TWtE FROM EVENT (MS) 20 12 Fwd Bay 1 30 Fwd Bay 4

FIG. 8. Shock Response on Fired Cartridge 13 Aft Bay 9 31 Aft Bay 6
(A3, Run 5) 14 q, Bay 9 32 Fwd Bay 6

Fig. 8 shows the shock time history from '15 Fwd Bay 9 33 Aft Bay 5
measurement location A3 (vertical) as the__,_
pressure cartridge to which the measuring 16 Aft Bay 2 34 9 Bay 5
accelerometer was mounted was fired. BY
comparison, the response at the adjacent 17 q Bay 2 35 Fwd Day 5
cartridge (measurement location AT) and in an
adjacent bay (measurement location A9) are 18 Fwd Bay 2
shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The presqure time
history (P1) for tWe ejection is shown in Fig. 11. TABLE 1. Dispenser Ejection Sequence

IKC TIMING IKC TIMING ' h !Ii) ifI

Gp +250
S. Gp

0 0 j , . . . . . -.. , ;,-v, • ... o I0'

-500_
0 TIME FROM EVENT (MS) 20 1-250

", J.. 0 TIME FROM EVENT (WS) 20

FIG. 9. Shock Response on Adjacent Cartridge FIG. 10. Shock Response on Cartridge In
(A7, Run 5) Adjacent Bay (.49, Run 6)
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'~~~~~K " iTIE RO EEN (S

0 TIME FROM EVENT IMS) 20

!•FIG. 11. Pressure Time History lMeaeurement FIG. 13. Shock Response on Forward Cartridge
1,Rn5 When Center Cartridge is Fired

(Ak, Run 5)
It was apparent from even a preliminary

review of the data that significant shock levels significant amplitude responses were chosen
were ben generated by adjacent pressure for further analysis. These time histories,
cartrildge firings; it was possible for a given (see Fig. 14), were analyzed using the digital
cartr-idge to be exposed to this operational shock spectrum program, SFSPEC, to produce
environment twice before it had to function their respective undamped shock and Fourier
successfully. Fig. 12 shows this situation in magnftude spectra (Fig. 15 through i17). The
the acceleration time history of measurement computer program solves the response equation
location AS during aft canister function In oay for a single degree-of-freedom system excited
No. 10, an•d Fig. 18 repeats It as the center by the shock time history. The abzolut.e
cazaistei" was functioned, maximum response at each natural frequency

incrementally assigned to the single degree-of-

freedom system constitutes the shock spectrum.
TIMING TO types of analysis were chosen because

both an impulse shock machine test criteria
~*JI~ ...'and -an electrodynamic vibration machine shock

sythesis were desired.

* The requirement for an impact shock test
criteria was based on the fact that the pressure

cartridges are supplied by vendors who do not
possess sophisticated shock test equipm~ent.

~~ The Fourier magnltud-3 spectra of three classi-
cal wave shapes which can be produced by most

0 TIME FROM EVENT_0 2commercial impact shock machines were

S• examined. Of the spectra examined, it was
FIG. 12. Shock Response on Forward Cartridge found that a half-sine pulse spectrum most

When Aft Cartridge is Fired closely fit the worst-case Fourier magnitude
(AW, Run 4) composite spectrum from the measured data.

The fit of the spectrum for an 800 g (peak),
0.2 o msc duration half-sine pulse is illustrated
in Fig. 18. While these test criteria are an

CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT overtes t in the low frequency portion of the
spectrum, they are a distinct improvement

Because the measured levels exceeded the eoer the previous s0 g (peak), 11 msec half-
existing shock test criteria for the vendor sine test criteria.
supplied pressure cartridges, it was decided
to revise these criteria to be more consitent
with the measuged environments. All the

boadjacent cartridge and bay composite time
shistories were reviewed, and the three most

gG P9
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A6, Run 7 A review of the shock spectra of the data
acquired in all three axes indicated that the
longitudinal and transverse axis data wereV.C V"V V V V ý'ý , 1V 1 VV generally lower at all frequencies than the

500 vertical axis data. This same trend was
"G,- exhibited in the time histories of these
P measurements.

An evaluation of the operatior~al environment
of the pressure cartridge dictated the use of4two half-sine shocks in each of the six princi-

50 " pal axces of the pressure cartridge. The
improved shock test criteria are compatible

"0 T;-E FROM EVENT (MS) 20 with the present pressure cartridge construc-
tion and will provide the needed quality
assurance that future mechanical changes or
defects will be detected by the shock test.

10.m.
A3, Run I

I K IMING •)
", V V V '

1.0m

0 TIME FROM EVENT (MS) 20
10

1.0 FRQUECY ICPS1

AS, Run 4

V ,IKC TIMING

500

GP

-500

TIME FROM EVENT (MS) 20

15 10 100 s01000 Sm

FIG. 14. Three Most Significant Time FREUENCY CPS)

Histories Chosen for Spectral FIG. I! Shock and Fourier Magnitude Spectra
Analysis for Measurement AS, Run 1
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0,000 1000

2 ISW 1,00ito

5 10 100 55 two 5000 5 to 100 5D 1050
FREQUENCY (CPSI FREQUENCY (CPS1

010- 0 o0 -

Ii

I oo.S. o,

oo5 10 15o 5o 155 '~ 10o ,55 5

FREQUENCY 1CP1S FREQUENCY ICPSI

FIG. 16. Shock and Fourier Magnitude Spectra FIG. 17. Shock and Fourier Magnitude Spectra
for Measurement A3, Run 4 for Measurement A6, Run 7

An equivalent damage test criteria was application of the MIL-STD-810B crash shock
also desired for use in subsequent product test to the dispenser is -xeiplified in Fig. 20.
improvement. The simulation criterion can The crash shock spectrum was calculated from
be used to reproduce the measured responses the accompanying time history response which
during laboratory tests on an electrodynamic was measured in the end bay of a full scale TFD
vibration exciter. The criterion was generated dispenser that was subjected to a 30 g (peak),
by enveloping the undamped shock spectra of 11 msec, half-sine shock applied through the
the three previously selected time histories as store/aircraft interface.
illustrated in Fig. 19.

The reduced data spectrums point out the
COMPARISON OF EJECTION SHOCK AND extreme spectral differences in the two environ-
MIL-STD-810B SHOCK TEST ments. These differences are significant

insofar as the pressure cartridge is concerned
The differences bctween the ejection shock since its size and rigidity imply high resonant

environment and the shock response due to frequencies.
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generate a distinct ejection shock spectrum on
adjacent structure or canisters. For example.
it would be of academic interest to conduct a
similar ejection response measuremient and

S-•' analysis program on the SUU-38 dispenser
using a modified thruster body which is rigidlyS0 10 attached to the adapter beams. The elimination

I- of the thruster body-retention ring gap, shown

IKC TIMING
OC i i '! ".i~ l itl|i '' 'l ifi lll i i l it'" lll"

-48-

I CGp

0 0
5 10 Iý ý) 10Do M

FqEQUENCY iCPS1

FIG. 18. Worst-Case Composite Fourier
Magnitude Spectrum (--) vs
800-g (peak) Hai-sine of 0. 2 msec
Duration (----) and 0.5 msec 48
Duration -TIME FROM EVENT (MS)

o,.~ FIG. 20a. Shock Response of Dispenser
End Bay to 810B Crash Shock

v, vI loo

- ,'I II
Y, ,0I I

101----
10 ," 5t1 I 505 1

FREQUENCY iCPS)o

FIG. 19. Worst-Case Composite Shock
Spectrum

POSSIBLE APPLICABILITY OF SUU-38 5 0 im 00 '
EAECTION SHOCK DATA TO SIMILAR
SYSTEMS FREQUENCY icPsI

Based on design experience with a number FIG. 20b. Shock Spectrum Comparisons
of other aircraft dispenser ejection mechanisms, Crash Shock Response (-)
each ejection mechanism ;.sign has certain and Composite Ejection
unique features which can be expected to Response (---)
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in Fig. 4, should reduce the high frequency dispenser ejection mechanisms because of the
shock spectrum levels. This change is not unpredictable effect of seemingly insignificant
practical due to other considerations; further- hardware differences between dispenser ejec-
more, the existing SUU-38 retention ejection tion mechanisms. It is more realistic to
mechanism performs satisfactorily in the develop individual shock response spectra and
present environment, test criteria for each dispenser system unless

ejection shock spectra are available for a
The SUU-38 ejection shock response spectra number of similar dispenser election

should not be indiscriminantly used for other mechanisms.

CONCLUSIONS machines as well as problems with the test
fixture's resonant frequencies made the Qse o0

1. The self-generated shock environment a half-sine duration of 0. 5 msec more practical.
produced by dispenser ejection is the dominant While the 0. 5 msec, 800 g (peak) half-sine
shock environment experienced by the pressure Fourier magnitude spectrum is not as good a
cartridge. By comparison crash shock test fit as the 0. 2 msec spectrum (also shown in
levels (Fig. 20) contain relatively little energy Fig. 18), it is still a considerable improvement
in the high frequencies, over the original 30 g (peak) 11 msec, half-

sine criteria.
2. The shock environment produced by canister
ejection is a highly localized phenomenon and 4. The adjacent canister ejection shock test
only transmits significant energy to cartridwes described in this paper should be considered
mounted on the same adapter thruster beam. unique to the SUU-38 system. Individual
There is no significant shock transmission to ejection shock test criteria should be developed
adjacent bays within a dispenser. Similarly, for other dispenser ejection mechanisms
the lack of damage to the cargo in the canisters because of the influence of unique hardware
remaining in the functioned adapter indicates .';fferences on the shock spectra.
that the induced shock levels in the cargo are
attenuated by the canister assembly.
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3. The best fit Fourier magnitude curve of
Fig. 18 suggested an optimum half-sine pulse This work was supported under Air Force
duration of 0. 2 msec. It was found, however, Contract Number F08-635-70C-001.
that the control limitations of commercial shock

DISCUSSION

SMr. Zell (Picatinnv Arsenal): What did the a pulse %%as on the order of 20 milliseconds in total
time history for the basic propulsion force of the duration and it %%as a skewed half sine'. Apparentlh
cartridge look like ? What was its overall duration ? there is a difference in the basic pulses.

Mr. Denton:. The overall duration of the pres- Mr. lier/ing:. I have the paper in my hand so
sure level? maybe I can ans%%er your question a litle better.

We do include the pressure-timt history for the
Mr. Zell: Right. In other %%ords %hat did the pressure ,'artridge for that measurement. It is

force-time history look like for the basic election about G 1 '2 mil!iseconds duration, 750') psi and it is
force created by the cartridge ? more of a haverqine shape Mith a %erv mharp leading

edge. I think, if vou will recall the time-history of
Mr. Denton: The dluration of the half-sir., pulsc the acceleration measurement, it had a little glitch

was approximately a half millisecond and the peak in the time-history initially, and that died do,% n.
pressure was about 1I,000 psi. Then there %%as the larger part of the time history

and the little initial glitch correlates time%% ise with
Mr. Zell" At one point we were testing some- th,, steep rise on the pressure cartridge. We hate

thing that mounted ta the cannister, and at the time definitel\ identified the characteristic fi equencles in
there was a question whether the election shock %%as the acceleration shock spectra as being due to local
affecting its operation. An attempt was made to structural response.
simulate the pressure-time history and, as I recall,
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SHOCK LOAD RESPONSE OF AN ELASTIC AVNULAR PIATE

ON A DISTRIBUTED FOUNDATION

John R.I Mays

Department of Civil and Environmental lngineeringSUniversity of Colorado, Denver, Colorado

ond

James E. Nelson
Space S,,stem Dvnamics

Martin Marietta Corporation, Decnver, Colorado

Effects of system parameter variation on response spectra of an
elastic annular plate supported by a distributed reoundation wh~en
loaded by a dynamic pulse are presented.

INTRODUCTION hlic effects of parameter variaton are pic-
tured by use of families of curves (response

This paper presents a method of analysis spectra), and -esults are sh;on in dimensionless
for the respo-se of an elastic annular plate on form.
a distributed foundation subjected to a trans-
verse force pulse applied at the inner edge of
the plate. The pulse shape is a sine function P'ROBLE'•I S'rATIUET INI) X \AALYSIS
of time having one-half cycle duration. The
plate and the foundation have separate force- An elastic arnnular plate of uniform pro-
deformation characteristics. lhe effects of perties ,upported by a Winkler (1] fouindation of
varying stiffnesses, pulse duration, and the n"-gligible mass is shotn in I-ig. 1. The sym-
ratio of inner to outer radii are presented. A metric plate with inner radius b, outer radius
finite difierence technique is used to solve the a, and uniform thickness h is loaded uniformly
nonlinear differential equations. along the inner surface by a sinusoidal shock

load of amplitude I1, duration tl, and circular
frequncy . See I igi. 2 and 3.

I'ig. I Elalsstic \nnulu,, on I la.-tic Support
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F- Fe F.s, iut

.0.

kig. 2 - Elastic Annulus on Elastic Support Fig. 3 - PorL* Pulse

The mode shape associated with tne funda- where E represents Young's Modulus for the
mental frequency is the rigid body mode corres- plate, Kr and Kp represent curvatures in the
ponding to the limiting infinitely stiff plate radial and tangential directions. The displace-
[2]. The fundamental period (TI) for the ment reference quantity yo is the rigid body
elastic system can be shown to be displacement of the system when loaded stati-

cally by the force Fo. Assuming Poisson's ratio
T1 = 2'7" (l) to be one-half, the governing differential equa-

tion when cast into nondimensional form becomes:

where u is the mass per unit area of the aanular
plate and q is the foundation modulus (intensity )2 z 3 T 2R r a 2 F'
of reaction for a unit of deflection) [31. Cir- -= --) )
cumferential modes are not excited because of
the symmetry of the plate and its loading.1(4)

I1e second order nonlinear partial differ- - ?T a -y n(l-y
ential equation of motion fur the plate founda-
tion system can be written as, where-,

32V I 3.k 1 Y1.c K (a.17 r+1" q] (2) r)
[r 4 2

where y and r represent the displacement and r + 2-c) (4b)

radial coordinates respectiwly, Ntr and klp
represent the radial and tangetial plate bend- S S 2 z (4c)
ing moments, and t represents time. r I • [4c)

In order to express the problem and its = ( \1 1 (z

solution in nondimensional form, the following = 0 - 4d
dimensionlets variables are defined:.

and s, Y, t are nondimensional system para-
Radial meters defined in Table 1.
Coordinate r r/a

F TABLE 1oo
lDisplaceent : '/Yo •here 0o 'T ) Definition of System Parameters

lime t/ti Ratio Symbol Terminology
Radial Moment 'I m /I -r r o

(3)-nt o m( T Pulse Duration Ratio
%loinent1 1

121
-a 0a157 Lit '/I'Radi~l r "r'o' r 0 _ -1 S Component Stiffness RatioCurvature '11a

Tangential o Rd a
Curvature b Radii Ratio
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The obvious boundary conditions consist of paper refer to the maxima occu.ring at any point
zero values for shear and moment at the outer within the plate during this period of time.
boundary and zero moment at the inner face. The
forcing function is used to determine the shear 'The accuracy of the numerical solution for
at the inner face boundary. a given set of system parameters depend upon

values of N and AI. It was found that the se-
The governing equation was expressed with lection of the time step for the integration

the moment terms clearly isolated so that the procedure was critical; so that, once a time
case of the ii.elastic Plate could be ea,;ily step was foubid to cause the procedure to con-
studied by replacing the elastic moment- verge, any smaller steps did not appreciably
curvature functions (4a) and (4b) by a defini- change the results. Such a fortunate conclusion
tion of the moment-curvature relations for a could not, however, be reached in the case of
particular yield theory. varying the number of divisions. Figs. 4, 5,

and t Cemonstrate the effect of N on convergence
of z, Mlr, and .- for particular values of T, y,

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE and S. Because the convergence was slow with N
and because the computing expense increases

In order to solve the partial differential rapidly with increasing N,a method of projecting
equation of motion, the plate is divided into N the convergence was determined. In general, the
annular elements each with equal radial di- finite-difference expressions used in the nu-
mensions. If the displacement z at each point merical procedures were three-point, central
were known at a given time T, then a finite- differences whose error term is inversely pro-
difference formulation of equations (4) and con- portional to the square of N. Therefore, given
sideration of the boundary conditions provide data for two values of N, the value at N -*
values for the acceleration t erm, ; 2 z/aT2 , at could be calculated with confidence. The ac-
each element. These in turn are integrated over curacy versus savings in conputational effort of
a small step in time, AT, to obtain new values this extrapolation can be ,emonst-ated by con-
for displacements. The entire process is re- sideration of the data available from Figs. 4,
peated continaally until solutions of z, Mr,and 5, and 6. 7'o asymptotes corresponding to
'Rý versus T are obtained for particular values values projected from data at X's of 18 & 24 and
of the system parameters y, T, and S. 30 & 40 are shown in each of the three figires.

The cost of obtaining the 30 & 40 projection is
A Fortran IV program was run on the Control five times that for the 18 & 24 projection ,hile

Data Corporation 6400 computer system at the their values differ by 1%, 21., nd 2.51% respec-
Graduate School Computing Center of the Uni- tively for Zmax, "Tr max' and • max-
versity of Colorado. This program sought maxi-
mum values of z, 'r, and , (z ax, - and
1% max) within a time period faom ini ation of VERIFICATION
the pulse to one fundamental period beyond pulse
to one fundamental period beyond pulse termi- Checks on the analysis are provided by
"nation (0 < t _< t 1 + TI) and along a radius (b consideration of limiting values of the system
< r < a). Therefore, maxima discussed in this parameters S, S, and T. As the ratio of inner

pins T:.1
1•2.SO S .ooos 2ILIIQoB

'I

I.SO
S30+40

I' I.i, . l I .

Ta.

o 3 0 Is 20 25 so 35 40
NUMAER OF RADIAL DIVISIONS

Fig. 4 - Convcrgent: cf Solution (:) ,isth N
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rad,us to outer radius (N) approaches unity, the plate on an elastic foundation. Again, the
system degenerates into the less complicated mlaximum deflection is easily obtainable. Figure
ca.se of a r~ng on a foundation. This single 8 is a semi-log plot of maximu= deflection
degree-of- freedom problem is easily analyzed for versus Component Stiffness Ratio for T = 0.S
miximnum moments and deflections. If S is as- -nd y = 0. 25. The convergence to 7r/2 as S in-
signed a value of 0.001, T a value of 0.5, and creases is well defined.
Y a value of aNuioaching units, it can be s own
that ". x -• I -, -ir max ý 0,. and M,'i m'ax "• -41 • Fin-illy, as the Pulse Duration Ratio (T)
Figure_1 cleariy indicates the convergence of increases without limit the dyr amc case degeneiý
Zmax, Mr mar, and ,M1 max to limiting values as atts to a static loaded annular plate on an

c-pproaches unity. el.atic four-dazion. The conventional use of the
finite-difftrence technique was used to obtain

As t .e Component Stiffhesý, Ratio (S) in- these limiting values Of zmax, Mr max- and 44nax
creases without limit, the system approaches these values are plotted as asymptotes on the
the single degree-of-freedom case of a rigid response spectra.
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M1 PO.• I ý.•S .•IM l1\",,iS "softer" system results in larger de-

flections, smaller tangential moments, and some-
Ilie result, of th,,• invetigation are per- what less effect on radial moment. An increase

Shap), mo t u;efuil pres•ented in the form of in y produces a plate of smaller dimension re-
rc,~oo, ýpectra, i e. 'max werius 1'. Mrmax sulting in decreased curvature, therefore small-
verits• 1, and A.: max vtr-;" 1%. Response spectra er deflections and smaller bending moments.
provide the design •:er with the, necessary informa-
tion to predict maximum deflect~on, maximum The maximax response, the maximum of the
radial mon, nt, aitd max'.um tan~gential moment for maxima for a given response quantity, for de-
a given half wave siu.,oidal pulse. flection of a singhst, degree-of-freedom subjected

to a one-half cycle sinusoidal pulse is known to
In order to depict the effect of the re- be approximaately 1.8 times the static deflec-

Inalftng two system parameters, ý and S, tw/o sets tion. The results of this paper indicate that
of response spectra ,are drawn-, one set holding similar maximax response for this multiple
) cointant and varying S as a family parameter degree-of-freedom plate-foundation system may
(I igs 9, 11, and 11); the other set holding S be many times that for the single degree-of-
constant and varying N as - f~atrly parameter freedom system.
(Figs. 10, 12, anld 14). The constant values of

ý = 0.25 and S - U.001 were chosen from typical Iis sýudy i3 part of a series of related
values of a, I,, I., Ii, and q. Values used to studies of the response of nonlinear *týrctural
plot the re-po.ise ipectra were projected using components to transient loadings [4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
various values of N so that a consistent level 9]. The results may be used in some specific
of convergence w'a, maintained, cases of design or for a general understanding

of plate-foundation response problems.
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FRAGILITY

METHODOLOGY AND STANDARDIZATION

FOR
FRAGILITY EVALUATION

R. C. Rountree
Logicon

San Pedro, California

and

F. B. Safford
TRW Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

Modern technology has broadened the meaning of the term fragility. Today it per-
tains to operational and functional aspects as well as to structural or packaging
considerations. System and component hardness relative to dynamic environment is
a concern to systems engineers and managers as well as to packagers and testers.
Sophistication of modern and future systems and components has expanded the eval-
uatiorn methods without maintaining any commonality between methods. A need for
standardizing fragility methodology is shown to exist by means of examples from
prior test and analytical endeavors. These samples point out that much analytical
and experimental work is needed to relate fragility to parameters of wave shape
and frequency content. This will permit fragility qualities to be abstracted to a
wide range of dynamic environments. The examples further serve to emphasize a
strong influence of environment on fragility and a need for fully understanding
dynamic behavior of the system or component (subtle coupling between operational
and stru-tural modes may exist and models of this phenomena can ý developed). A
general philosophy of fragility methods is presented. The r:,tnodology is based on
a knowledge of environment at free field, system, or component level; various inter-
pretations of system or component interactions can be made. Standards tests are pre-
sented for shock, transient or vibration testing. Such tests will help accumulate
data, provide statistical samples and indicate methods of upgrading. Techniques for
enhancing decision processes for selecting off-the-shelf products are discussed.
These include allocation of fragility budgets for compooients comprising a system and
establishment of a controlled index of product/environment capability.

INTRODUCTION Environmental effects on systems/compon-
ents have consistently perplexed engineering

Methods anu standards are necessary for designers. Means of evaluating these effects
quantitatively measuring the ability of systems have covered a wide technological gamut i(2).
and system components to withstand dynamic Originally, a prime design consideration was
environments. Systems and components herein the selection of materials to withstand various
refer in the broad sense to various equipments, simple environments (e.g., static loads and
process controls, humans, facilities, assemblies impact). The advent of the missile/space age
and parts. Dynamic environments cnnsidered for brought additional emphasis on determining the
this paper involve mechanical shocks, tran- degradation of operational equipment perform-
sients, and vibrations. However, environments ance when suQjected to in-flight or qround
sucYh as temperature, radiation ind electromag- environments 3,4,5). The methods of evalua-
netic interference may be similerly treated in tion therefore widened further.
the total system picture elther &eparately or as
combined environments. The perfornance param- Many of the systems requiring evaluation
eter selected to provide the quantitative today include closed loop operations such as
measurement is termed fragility. Fragility is guidance equipment or process controllers.
the threshold value of the dynamic environment Furthermore, current ystem designs are incor-
at which the system/component exhibitt,9pera- porating failure detection compgter software to
tional failure, damage or malfunction enhance the system capability- ). Evaluation

methods involving test verifications of system
performance are including on-linp computing
facilities?7,8). These recent advances add more
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di.enslons to tne eval ation picture. A need Specific examples indicating needs for differ-
for standardizing frayglity methodology clearly ent parameters and criteria are presented.
exists. The examples demonstrate the pitfalls of not

recognizing the benefits or shortcomings of
Knowledge of fragility or hardness levels various simulation techniques. An initial

pe:'mits an assessment to be made of an elemen- approach to standardizing fragility is presented.
tary component or complete system's probability Environmental simulation methods necessary to
of survival or vulnerability. Such assessments conduct this approach are outlined. These are
are made with respect to the expected dynamic based on previously and currently employed
environinent. Fragility determinations also pro- techniques. General comments are made regarding
vide the following: advantages of the methodology and the relation-

ships between specific and general cases.
* Confirmation of system/component

"weak links" early in the design cycle. FRAGILITY DEFINITIONS

* identification of unanticipated "weak Fragility of systems/components is cate-
links. gorized in terms of failure, malurunction and

damage. These terms demonstrate that fragility
* Formal identification of the most is more comprehensive than expected after a

critical fragile item in a system, cursory thought: its operational connotation
This will provide an index of the sys- extends the meaning well beyond structural
tem suitability for new applications breakage. However, even the fragility cate-
or changed environments. gories are subject to different interpretation

in the range of technical fields involved.
* Guidelines for upgrading fragility Therefore, the categories are defined as

level, follows:

* Minimization of needs for redesign, * Failure is defined as an irreversible
replacement and repair late in develop- environment-induced inoperative condi-
ment cycles or even later in field tion or operation outside of tolerances.
usage. Irreversible refers to the system/

component remaining inoperative or out
* Datum basis for forensic applications, of tolerance after the environment is

e.g., involving manufacturer/shipper/ removed.
customer negotiations.

0 Malfunction also represents an environ-
Standards for fragility determination are ment-induced inoperative condition or

not without precedent. A beginning in formal- out-of-tolerance operation. However,
izing fragility methods occurred with the the process is reversible, i.e., the
publication of the Design of Vibration Isolation system/component returns to satisfactory
Systems(9,10) by the Society of Automotive operation upon removal of the
Engineers in 1962, Since that time a committee environiment.
was formed by the American National Standards
Institute to develop a nationil fragility * Damage has multiple meanings. It may be
standard. That endeavor is still in progress considered as a mild form of failure
Various indiviaual attempts have been made to (i.e., irreversible but borderline
establish certain forms of fragility standards. operation), It also represents perman-
For example, noise analysis and vibration were ent degradation in performance,
prescribed as indicators for preventive main- reduction in hardness or survivability
tenaynend for the arceptance of new equip- limitation. Damage also applies to
ment2ll,I 2 . Other attempts are being made by system/component attributes that are
special interest groups such as the fragility unrelated to performance (e.g., damaged
standardization activities of the ASTM for missile support resulting in tilted but
packaging purposes(13, 1 4 ,15 ). Current trends unimpaired launch).
include legislative action to rotect personnel
from excessive noise exposure (6). At least three versions of fragility arise

in practice. Which of these is pertinent
This paper summarizes some of the problems depends on the stage of the design cycle that

and objectives concerned with fragility star.- exists or the state of knowledge of the system/
dardization. Definitions are made regarding component dynamic behavior. The fragility
fragility/environment parameters and criteria. versions are discussed next.

Actual Fragility. Actual fragility(l) is
defined as the dynamic environment magnitude

Merbership on the Fragility Standard Committee and its variation with frequency and time which
is open to those who have the interest and back- is just sufficient to cause failure, malfunction
ground to contribute, or damage. Below this limit is the hardness

region, where 3ystems/components are hard to the
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environment. Figure 1 represents this concept evaluation. Nevertheless, it must be recog-
in the form of a typical three-dimensional sur- nized that, in general, fragility is a function
face with uncertainty bands. The reduction in of the dynamic character of the environment.
hardness along the time axis of Figure 1 is Obviously, a constant 1 g application will have
characteristic of fatigue. Such a fragility a different effect from 1 9 for 1 millisecond
usually falls in the failure or damage category. or 1 g applied at a set frequency. Directional
Malfunctions are normally not long term dura- sensitivity is another variable to be strongly
tion dependent. They are sensitive to short considered. Fragility evaluation requires a
term pulse rise time and system/component knowledge of various parameters. Examples
critical period relationships. When fragility that follow demonstrate this need.
is independent of time a two-dimensional plot
of magnitude and frequency is appropriate. Figures I and 2, while conceptually

intended, were developed frTq sinusoidal fre-
Acceptable Fragility. If a specification quency tests on components( (. Figure 3 shows

states that a system/component must pass a given the actual fragility curves for each orthogonal
test to be qualified, the conditions of this axis of a motor-driven resolver subjected to
test define the acceptable fragility surface. sine wave excitbcion. The resolver function
Parameters to designate acceptable fraqility was coordinate transformation for rotations
surfaces vary. One abscissa of the magnitude- about a3 inertial guidance system gimbal
frequency-time surface is often left to inter- axist23). Note that except for the regions
pretation by prescribing a magnitude-time 17-60 cpz and above 1100 cps the vertical axis
history. Alternately shock spectra together has the lowest, and therefore controlling,
with a reg? red number of repetitions are often fragility level.
specified ). It is pertinent that the
ordinates of the acceptable fragility surface Figure 4 presents fragility curves for the
can at best be equal to or less than the same resolver but based on white noise random
ordinates of the actual fragility surface. This excitation. Note in this case that the lower
relationship is shown in Figure 2. However, and controlling level is that for the lateral
unless the actual fragility is determined, it is axis, not the vertical axis, Notching the
impossible to determine if the difference random at sensitive sine wave frequencies did
between the two surfaces is large or small. not provide further insight. In both cases
Thus, the acceptable fragility surface estab- then, the resolver was not generally frequency
lishes an arbitrary minimum and nothing more sensitive. Performance of the resolver was
(unless a large number of test samples is dependent on the following:
involved). Use of probabilistic shock spectra
would enhance this version(18,19). * Geometrical location relative to the

vehicle engine
Modeled Fragility. Early in the design

cycle the system operations analyst usually * Nature of the engine power (i.e.,
attempts to make a best estimate of the system/ rotary, jet, or thrust)
component vulnerability or ability to survive a
dynamic environment. Tradeoffs are required * Orientation of the resolver relative
between using new system/components, upgrading to the engine
off-the-shelf versions or protecting off-the-
shel, versions to a higher degree. At this A further conclusion(2 3 ) of this test
stage of the design cycle prototypes aren't series was that each wave shape provided useful
available so he must rely on mathematical or design information even though different results
empirically derived models. Some work has been were obtained for each. Also, it was recom-
done related t! this line and it is reported in mended that components be excited with vibra-
the Referencesl3, 20,21, 22). The three- tion shapes whiLh simulate the environment at
dimensional fragility surface has been generated the attachment mounting.
by statistical methods in some instanceswith
variations in both environment and operationai Another case, this one demonstrating the
behavior treated. The fragility surface in this performance of a highly frequency-sensitive
case should be a best estimate, with conservatism device, is illustrated in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
removed to the greatest extent possible. The The device is an inertial quality pendulous
modeled fragility surface should be upgraded as accelerometer described as digital magnetic
better modeling or later empirical data :acome force rebalanced( 24). The intended closed
available. In any event, a model of the loop operation of the accelerometer induced a
fragility mechanism provides a sound engineering high frequency limit cycle which "dithered"
basis for understanding the behavior of the the pendulum to overcome friction and maintain
system/component. It should supplement any constant temperature. Its expected accelera-
fragility evaluation. tion range was 10 g's. However, specially

designed sinusoidal vibration tests revealed a
FRAGILITY PARAMETER SENSITIVITIES 1 g fragility level in the dither frequency

region of 700 tc 900 cps. One g applied in
Criteria that constitute failure, malfunc- that region "quenched" the dither. This

tion or damage are determined from the operating phenomenon is shown in Figure 5 for a 2 g
functions of the system/component under case.
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Similar phenomena resulted for random vibra- to translational and rotational environments.
tion excitation. Figure 6 shows the disturb- ConsliJerable research was done to mathemati-
ance which is attenuated above 500 cps. The cally predict system malfunctions or failures
closed loop pendulum response to this excita- when subjected to sinusoidal and random environ-
tion is shown in Figure 7. Note that an ments(20,2 1 ). !n many cases these predictions
unquenched dither peak exists in the 700 cps were verified by test. The succe3sful Apollo 11
region. The conclusion here was that a subtle moon landing provided a major source of confir-
but severely adverse operation results when the mation. A primary conclusion to date is that
dynamic environment has frequency content in in order to accurately evaluate those effects,
the Lritical dither region. Otherwise, the general vibratory levcis are not enough. It
accelerometer performed in its intended manner. was felt necessary that power spectral densi-

ties, cross-spectral densities and magnitude
Fragility .*arameter discussions involving distribution data of the environment be made

random vibration are always subject to compari- available. A second conclusion to be drawn
sons between broadband and narrowband results. is that accurate analytic and experimental
Sjch comparisons are made in Figures 8 and 9. models of fragility are feasible. These models
These figures were selected from fragility tests depend upon good quality control to keep
of 36 components for a Titan missile 25). Tests out-of-tolerance casing separations, mis-
were performed using both shaped broadband and aliqnments or even loose screws or connec-
narrowband (100 cps) random vibration. System/ tions from being the "weak link."
components tested were classified as launch
essential. They included a 3 axis inertial In the mid and latter 1960's considerable
reference system, autopilot and rate gyros, aerospace emphasis was placed on shock pulse
hydraulic actuators, command and control criteria(28). The 125entive for this was
receivers, umbilicals, valves, and various essentially twofold I, u): a) protection of
electronics (e.g., relays and switches), missile silo equipment or personrýel from

nuclear blast; b) protection of missile-mounted
Figure 8 shows results for equipment equipment from pyrotechnic shock induced by

mounted in the Stage ! engine compartment. staginc. Results of tests that were transient
Broadband fragility iS clearly well below that in nature indicated that operational equipment
of the narrowbind levels. Therefore, little was frequency sensitive as well as wave shape
correlation exists between them. This is some- sensitive. Similar results wer tound for
what contrasted in Figure 9, which shows tests involving human operators-31,32).
results for the Stage I transition compartment
containing the rate gyro system. Reasonable The results and conclusions drawn from the
correlation occurred between shaped broadband above cases are sunmnmrized as follows:
and narrowband random vibration for this case.
This was attributed to the fact that rate gyro The shape of a fragility surface is
drift modes were few in number. dominated by the unique parameters of

the particular dynamic environment
Many operational types of modern system/ simulated during the evaluation.

components are often tybrid (i.e., analog and
digital) in nature( 26j. This class is promi- Frequency content (broad or narrowband),
nent in the aerospace fields related to axis selectivity and input wave shape
sophisticated guidance and control systems. can alter fragility results drastically.
Unusual failure phenomena were reported to
resu ý rom dynamic environments. One such * Unusual dynamic coupling can occur
case 17 involved an astroinertial guidance between system/component operational
system employing a sampled data loop for con- behavior and structural or packaged
trolling a star tracking telescope. An exces- support response.
sive error was shown to propagate through the
tracker loop at the beat frequencies between * Understanding of actual fragility is
the tracker sampling rate and the tracker enhanced if modeled fragility is
structural resonant frequency; see Figure 10. established and maintained by upgrading.
Furthermore, this effect was reportedly
environment direction dependent. The con- * Analytical and experimental work is
clusions were that electromechanical systems needed to relate fragility to parameters
in general were subject to similar coupling of wave shape and frequency content.
problems. Use of actual environments was This will permit fragility qualities to
strongly recommended, be abstracted to a wide range of

environments.
Guidance problems, such as that discussed

above, became commonplace in the mid 1960's ENVIRONMENTAL REALISM
with the advent of strapdown guidance systems.
In these systems, no shock or vibration isola- Since actual fragility is dependent on
tion of the critical inertial sensors was dynamic environment, the exact environment per-
permitted. The sensors were strapped directly taining to system/component application should
to the vehicle and therefore subjected directly be used. Obviously this requirement is
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f
impractical. Either the exact environment is system/component is satisfactory for alternate
unknown or it can't be accurately simulated in application environments. Most missile/space
the' fraqility evaluation, or both. Furthermore, contracts in recent years have emphasized "aff-
'exact' is a misnomer since the intended appli- tre-shelf" hardwdre. An analogy in the commer-
cation is generally in a statistically cial field might be converting bus or train
described environment. Impact conditions or parts to use in a government funded rapid tran-
mounting to rotary equipment are more defini- 5it vehicle.
tive applications.

A generalization of a fragility methodology is
The issue of environmental simulation illustrated in Figure 11. Ideally, any fra-

method revolves around such concepts as conser- gility evaluation is based on first estaLlishing
vatism, simplicity or realism?15). Conser- a free field environment for the system/compo-
vatism, for example, holds a popular position nent in question. Since this environment
In the packaging and structural design fields. exists in the absence of the system/component,
Likewise, simplicity is essential to the it must therefore be modified to account for
testing field, especially when predominat- insertion of the system/component. Impedance
ed by small business firms. Realism is gener- relationships are significant in this instance.
ally supported by design/development proponents The system is subjected to the modified free
and system analysts. The*r thinking is often field environment, which is denoted Es. In
prompted by technology needs for long term goals many practical cases a system fragility evalua-
of business. This is a factor often overlooked. tion begins with the environment defined or
Testing or evaluation of a system/component for specified at this level. It is necessary to
a given program or contract can often be effi- interpret the system environment in terms of
ciently designed to provide useful data "ar a nominal magnitude level and percentages of
supporting analysis or future applications, this niminal. The system environment is oro-

pagated to the ccmponent via a system trans-
Immediate needs for exactness of dynamic mssion path. This path is designated Ts.

environment where sensitive components are in- The resulting component environment is
volved are mitigated to some extend by general designated Ec. Component fragility evalua-
representations and categorization of environ- tions often Begin at this point. The com-
ments. Such a categorization of dynamic environ- ponent will similarly have a transmission
ments is shock, transients and vibrations, path, Tc, that propagates Ec to the location
These certainly recognize the effect of various of a critical occurrence. Both transmission
loadings on system/comnonents. The need is also paths T. and Tc may represent structural or
lessened by existing standardized test specifi- functional characteristics. For example,
cations. Experience and engineering judgement mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion
have often been used to fill in the uncertain- may be represented.
ties between simulated and realistic
environments. When Ec is sufficient to cause the compo-

nent response to exceed a functional threshold
Special tests (intended to be somewhat more then the Ec at that point forms a fragility sur-

representative of service conditions) have also face. It may take several iterations of varying
been developed. These include the Navy shock Ec to form a representative fragility surface.
machines, shock barges, drop tests, hiqh exolo- The comparison between the threshold indicator
sive simulation and road tests. However, much and the corresponding environment is obtained
of this testing has been questioned for applica- by means of the inverse path Tc" . This path
tion, true representativeness, excessive levels also represents the feedback necessary for
and duration times. As answers to these q-ies- iterating E levels. The resulting fragility
tiot,: tecome available improvements will come. surface is inen denoted as a function of magni-
Such was the case for random vibration(33) and tude, frequency and time, Ec(M,f,t).
transient testing.( 35 ,3 7 )

A similar situation exists for establishing
FRAC TY DETERMINATION PHILOSOPHY a system level fragility surface. The inverse

standards, of necessity, lag technology, or feedback path is from the threshold exceeding
In the case of fragility, it is proposed to response to Es. This is designated Ts-I Tc-1.
follow the well established cateqories of The corresponding system fragility surface is
shock, transient and vibration. The depend- E (M,f,t). Except for special cases (such as
ent variable will be excitation magnitude as s~ippinq container design) it is usually a
a function of failure, malfunction or system fragility surface that is desired.
damage. However, the means of establishing
if any of these three occur are becoming Figure I1 may be readily extended by adding
more sophisticated as the technolooy many brarch points (for components) in a given
rapidly advances. Therefore, in many system. These branches may be cascaded or in
instances monitorinq methods are beyond those parallel. Further, the nethodology -nay be
used in the past for shc$,transient and simplified to a complete system level basis by
vibration fraqilitv tests ). In addition, settinq Tc equal to unity. It becomes more
a methodology is desired that will lead to a representative as statistical uncertainty bands
fragility index. Such an index would serve to are added to both the ervironients and trans-
indicate whether or not an existing and nroven mission functions. The versatility cf the
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methodology is sunmiarized as follows; input motionJ on the part of the test fixture.

o Knowledge of environment can begin at The major testing constraints are usually:

free fiele, systEm or component level. # Restriction to single axis testing

o Specific cases may be interpreted as @ Limitation of the test equipment (i.e.,
system, component, or combined evalua- size, input capability)
tions by unitizing Ts or Tc or by
adding additional branches. * Lack of identification of the test fix-

o Either system or component level ture impedance
fragility surfaces may be obtained. * Repeatability (i.e., lab-to-lab or day-
One may be obtained from the other by to-day)
knowledge of Ts.

The establishmeat of the fragility surface 6 Unavailability of suffici[nt numbers Nf

E(M,f,t) then provides an answer to the ques- test specimen

tion: Will the system/component survive the
environment? The question is rephrased as: unctional mr
Is the system/component fragility surface above functional measurements

the expected environment surface? The answer
incorporates differences of dynamic character- 9 Inability to generate combined 6,;viron-

istics of the environment and provides a measure ments.

of goodness. For example, negative surface
differences indicate system/component inadequacy Standard simulation tests are proposed for

while large positive surface differences indi- shock, transient and vibration environments.

cate overconservativeness.

STANDARD SIMULATION liSTS Shock Test

The preferred method of determining the Shock tests are simple pulse tests. The

fragility of a system is to test it with all most popular pulse shape used to date is the

components intact. The preferred method terminal peak sawtooth pulse(8). Other pulses

incluides utilizing a realistic dynamic environ- may be selected such as the rectangular pulse

ment, while monitoring operations or functional which has recently had a surge of Interest 13

parameters of each component. Unfortunately. in the packaging field. Shock tests in the sense

this preferred method is seldom employed given here are a special case of a transient
because of the unavailability of a complete function described in the next subsection.
system until late in the design cycle, or
economical and technical limitations. Instead, Overall control of the pulse with respect
tests are usually conducted at a component to frequency content is dictated by shock spec-
level. Failure, malfunction or damage criteria tra. This relationhship is shown in Figure 12.

pertaining to a system specification must be Any of the pulses on the right may be selected
interpreted as best possible for each component providing they generate the appropriate level
This implies that system fragility require- shock spectrum. Levels begin at a sufficiently
ments be allocated to each component in the low value to be under fragility. This is iden-
form of a fragility budget. Correspondingly, tified in the figure as level 1. Levels are
system fragility must be estimated from component subsequently increased to level N, which corres-
fragility results. The accuracy of these esti- ponds to a failure, malfunction or damage.
mates is primarily limited by testing con-
straints. Even system level fragility inaccu- Transient Test
racy is predominated by testing constraints. Transient functions are defined as magnitude

Constraints of testing apply to fragility time histories (or amplitude time histories in
determination in the same degree as to other the case of hilateral shaker motion) which are
testing (e.g., qualification). Interpretation nonzero over a specified time interval(28, 3 6, 3 7 ).

and experience, supported by analysis, must be This usage of transient includes the wide range
relied upon to properly account for best test of motions from the analytic pulse to the onset
conditions. A similar basis provides appropri- of stationary processes. The significance of

ate derating or enhancement of test results for this range is portrayed in Figure 13, which is a
field applications. The basis is reinforced by graph of amplification factor vs. quality factor
obtaining force measurements in addition to (e., inverse of two times the damping ratio).

motion measurements at Jhe test item/test The graph illustrates three pertinent relation
fixture interface(34,35). Such measurements ships between shocks, transients and vibrations.
are necessary to resolve the fragility curves
for field installation. Test specifications o Steady state vibration has a slope of

unity
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Figure 12. Standard Shock Fragility Test

0 Shock has a slope of approximately zero These relationships are hiqhlighted in
Reference (37), which developed a constant ampli-

* Transients have slcoes between the limits tude transient sine sweep test technique. The
of unity and zero reference emphasizes the third relationship above,

i.e. a wide variety of dynamic loadings fall
into the transient category. This category also

o •accounts for the number of cycles which occur at
-- . various .%'equencies in the transient spectrum.

Two types of transient tests are currently
20 known tc be in use. In one forn( 8 , 3 5), a tran-

STEADY STATE sient ib tierated in a vibration shaker control
VIBRATION• system by a very short duration voltage pulse.

This is used to trigger an array of band pass•o • Y Yfilters with separate gain controls. The filter

outputs are summed and fed into the shaker system.

____ONous frequencies at various times. Pulse duration
S-is arbitrarily fixed. Shock spectra resul.ting

from shaker motion are compared to field service
shock spectra and corrected in a closed loop man-

- _________________, __ ....- ner by means of shaker equalization, Shock spec-
tra used in this case corresponds to a single

HOC' PULSE----J quality factor (e.g. Q-10). This approach is
6 , • 20 3 • so illustrated In Figure 14. The above discussion

pertains to each leve. of shock spectrum. Levels
UTY FATR (•) are increased from 1 to N where failure, malfunc-tion or damaqe occurs.

Figure 13. Amplification Versus Quality Factor
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Figure 14. Standard Transient Fragility Test

Method 1 - Magnitude Time History Synthesis

The other transient technique(8,37) con- All three options maintain an equivalent rms
sists of a rapid sine sweep over the frequency value for comparable levels and still cover the
range of interest. Predicted or measured shock entire frequency range of interest (or practi-
spectra, based on two different quality factors cality). The Option A graph is used to indicate
(normally Q=5 and Q=25) are used to describe the the customary increasing of level until fragility
environment. The ratio of these two shock spec- is reached.
tra (i.e., MQ=251/'i=5) governs the number of
cycles occurring a" each frequency. Sweep time GENERAL COMMENTS
over the frequency range is also controlled and
usually varies from 1/2 second to 3 seconds The above test concepts constitute the cur-
duration. Sweeps are made both up and down the rent general level of testing standardization.
frequency scale. Figure 15 illustrates this More detailed procedures are found in the
type of transient test. Levels of the shock literature. Standard fragility tests provide a
spectrum for each quality factor are increased number of advantages. Test results aid in situ-
to the point of fragility without changing the ations involvino comparisons between products.
shock spectra ratio. They also support diagnosis and identification

of malfunction/failure mechanisms and help in
Vibration Tests determining system/component applicability to

wide ranges of environments. Standard tests on
Standard vibration tests are proposed that widely used products conducted within a reasona-

will be composed of both sine and random tests. ble time period should provide meaningful statis-
Both will have variable magnitudes (or ampli- tical data.
tudes) as a function of frequency. Sine wave
testing consists of slow sine sweeps over the Classification of the fault producing
frequency bandwidth. Such sweeps include reso- mechanism is particularly important. It helps
nance dwells. The approach is shown in F *,re determine whether the mechanism is under design/
16. Again, levels will be iacreased from an manufacturing control or a casual result of a
initially selected value to one causing failure, oroduction process. In the former case random
malfunction or damage. fault occurrence and environment level are under

control. In the latter case, extreme variability
Three options of random vibration testing can result. Once identified, many faults may be

are proposed. The first (and nreferred option) eliminated or circumvented. Recent designs of
is also shown in Figure 16. The power spectral computerized operational equipment are incorpor-
density magnitude rolls off at both the h'qh and ating failure detection and correction software.

Slow frequency ends of the test spectrum. Option Such concepts will influence fragility conceots
B 4- used when the expected environment has pre- more as the minicomputer enters the average
dominant low frequency energy content. Option C household.
pertains to predominant high frequency energy.
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S~Figure 15. Standard Transient Fragility Test
S Method 2 -Transient Sine Sweep

The non-standard phase of the m~ethodology CONCLUSIONS
differs from that of standard testing by uniquely

Sestablishinn, the external environment and trans- Definitions are made for fragility parame-
.'.ssinn characteristics. Also, aonrooriate ters and criteria that are neneral in nature.
uncertainty bands are assinned to these. Either They are intended to encomnass and satisfy vari-
a standard or specific fraqility evaluation is ous fields of technology. These include trans-
conducted by sub ' ectinn the svster,!co:nrjonent to portation, structural dynamics, vackajino,
increasini nercentaaes of transm~itted environ- guidance/control and operations/systems engi-
ment (predicted or m~easured) until franility is neerinq and management.
attained. 17ranility levels with associated un-
certainty bands are derived fror, these results Various examples of system/component unique
b derating according to the constraints of the sensitivities serve to indicate the strong in-
"'ethods e"iDloved (e.r., irn•edance corrections). fluence of environment on the fragilitv surface.
Subsequent to a "-alfunction detemination, the They also p~oint out the need for fully under-
deiree of process control novernina this unde- standinq the system/comoonent dynamic behavior

sirable effect should he established and repair and any subtle coulflina between modes that may
Or Luo-rade i'ethodq considered. '.1alfunction exist. These examples provide encouraneinent
mechanisms are often readily elimidnated once that n~odeled fragility is attainable and it adds
their nature is identified. Too often these technical insight to a fragility evaluation.
m:echanisms are careless design or assembly trivia
with embarrassin~ily drastic results.
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Figure 16. Standard Vibration Fragility Tests

Advantages and oroblems of obtaining re- national fragility index will permit greater

alistic dynamic environment are discussed. A versatility and insight when initial selectiors
?rimary long term benefit is greater versatility of hardened Parts are made. This situation is
in the application of the resulting evaluation qainir~q intercst with changes in procurement and
data. Some alleviation of such realism require- develonnent philosophies. off-the-shelf compo-
ments is justified by standardized test soeci- nents and subsystems are being emphasized as in
fications, the 3-1 Somber and Space Shuttle programs.

Similar emohasis can be expected on future
A philosophy for determining fragility is DeDartment of Transportation projects. Manufac-

presented. This philosophy pertains to unique turers oroducinq components hardened to a wide
or standard cases and allows treatment of system ranne of environments will justifiably have a
level or comoonent level evaluations. Standard :ompetitive advantage.
tests, evolved from Past testina oractices of
shock, transient and vibration environments, are ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
prescribed. At a minimum, fragility testing
usinq standard environments Presents a first cut. The authors appreciate the contributions
It helps to accumulate data, Provide statisticdl of M~rs. P. Tilford for art work, H. M. Davis
samples and indicate methods of upgrading. for typing, and M~r. A. H. Gibbs for editing.

S~The authors have attemnted to identify key
Sareas that can be pursued further. ý,Iithout

Proper guidelines inefficient testin,: usually
i ~occurs. Too often worthless or wasted data re- -
S~sults. Establishiment of a franility budnet for

individual comnIonents aill ensure desired fra-
lility exists at the system's "rnoment of truth".

{ the acceptance or qualification test. A
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DISC USSION

Mr. Fonh, (Sandia Laboratoriest. Hlas \'our cast that to anybody and everybody that has an in-
comImfittv hveen t(fing .-in\ vork rel-ft-ed to the use of terest in this business and look for contributions.
I.':lltrct' ana'lsis tvchniquis and atso••tting them Then we are going to go through a series of itera-

0 1it fr:agii\t "s,"ssnlvats " tions. The main point is that we want to get the
state-of-the-art as it is in the nation. So anybody

.Nha. Safford (TIRW Svstemni:. Not at this time. that is Interested and would like to participate is
Vhalt' arte, b:sicallv J'•il[iisetting il a skeleton most welcome. I would like to talk to you later.
or \ou might call it a straw man. We %%ant to broad-
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OONTROILLING PARAMETERS FOR ThE STRITET!JRAL FRACILITY

OF LARGE SHOCK ISOLATION SYSTDIS

Robert J. Port, Mechanical Engineer
Facilities Survivp")ility Branch
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico

A sensitivity study was performed on the design parameters of a large
shock isolated equipment platform supported by six mechanical spring
isolators that also function as pendulum arms. The analytic study was
performed on a finite difference computer code that calculated the
system response for increasing inputs until failure or , -ix icola-
tors provided an estimate of the system structural ft: - .t)/. The
highly nonlinear system response at or close to the ultimtlate failure
levels was displayed on a computer-made movie of the platform motion
time history.

IN4TRODUCIO

A shock isolation system is normally de- equipment platform. The solution procedure
signed for survivability against a severe relies heavily on the use of a dip, ital computer
dynamic input. The designer is provided with a to calculate and graphically display the non-
maximm design level of the input environment, linear response characteristic near the system
the maximum levels that cmi be tolerated by the failure levels. In addition to providinp con-
internal system components, ,,nd the geometric clusions for the snecific armlication, the
and system constraints for the specific applica- example is intended to show the ease in which
tion. The shock isolation system is then engi- the computer can he used to assimulate a non-
neered to attenuate the input motion to the ac- linear grouping of simple physical models and
ceptable internal levels, provide detailed design information.

Another consideration, which is not always PROBLVT DESCRIPTION
addressed by the designer, is to determine the
system vulnerability to levels above the speci- Consider the design of a shock isolation
fied design values, and to establish the ulti- system for a hypothetical equipment platform
mate failure level or fragility of the system. shown in figure 1 with the dynamic character-
A study of this type can sometimes produce istics listed in table I. The floor or plat-
iminor design changes which greatly increase the form is a rigid structure of steel plates and

* maximun system capability with little or no ef- beams that is con figured as a sector of an
fect on the survivability at the original de- annulus. The equipment is contained in tall
sign levels. Ignorinq the system vulnerability racks that are rigidly bolted to the platform.
my produce a future requirement for major
field modifications if the original design The initial design process leads to an
levels were incorrectly estimated, or future overhead sunport on six mechanical spring
needs dictate a higher capability. isolators (Vie. 2) that also act as pendulum

arms. The snring constants listed as the
The determination of system fragility in- standard case in table TI will provide equal

volves the analysis of failure modes and dead load deflection of 2.316 inches, and a
failure levels that are coupled in a highly non- vertical natural frequency of 2.1 Hertz. The
linear system response. The nonlinear charac- above design will limit the acceleration at the
teristics usually make each situation unique, equipment to levels below 3 e as lonp as the
and prevents the development of general design shock input does not cause the sprinqs to ex-
procedures. In order to describe some of the ceed their linear range. The linear range or
inherent problams in fragility determination, distance to solid height was made uniform to
this paper will be directed to a specific ap- accommodate a shock spectra input of 5 inches
plication involving a large shock-isolated without introducing nonlinearity. Damning was
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not considered necessary to meet the design

ISOLATOR conditions, and a value of 1% of critical uaM-
ing is assumed for the mechanical spring arrange-

EOUIPMENT ment

PRA•TLIIY CONSIDERATICN(

The basic design configuration will ýro-
vide a satisfactory solution to survive the
0iven design levels. The next seep is to deter-
mine the ultimate failure levels and the influ-
ence of the design parameters on the system
vulnerability. Two modes of failure are pos-
sible: 1) malfunction of the acceleration
sensitive equipment due to the high frequency
signal generation when the isolator springs are
driven to solid height; and 2) structural fail-
ure of the isolators due to increased tensile

Y x loads at solid height conditions. This paper
will address only the latter structural failure

0) mode.

Determination o# 'the stnrctural fragility
requires the calculation oc the three dimensional
floor response after the springs are driven into
the solid height condition. A computer prog M
was developed to provide the nonlinear system
response based on the followinif assitmptions:

Figure 1. Shock Isolated Platform 1) The platform responds as a rigid
body.

2) The isolator has a linear force de-
flection curve up to the solid
height Position.

3) The isolator acts like a stiff lin-
ear spring beyond solid height.

4) The isolator fails abruptly when a
given failure load is exceeded.

5) The isolator damninp force is pro-
portional to the Platform velocity
(viscous).

The isolator failure model is shown in
figure 3 along with some datwin Points that were

0

,.- FAILURE
POINT

U A4
WA

• SOLID HEIGHT

,7777 DEFLECTION

DEFLECTION
Figure 2. Isolator

Figure 3. Isolator Model
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TABLE I

PIATFOR CONSTANTS

PARAMMR j M OL VALUE UNITS

TOTAL WEIGIT W 8875. Pounds

CENTER OF GRAVITY X 62.15 Incites
Y 72.11
Z 32.00

MM4MMS OF INERTIA Ixx 234500. LB-IN-SEC2

Iyy 206500.

Izz 323300.
PRODIUCTS OF INERTIA I 68370. LB-IN-SEC2

Ixz 4S740.
I ,z 53070.

LENGTH OF ISOLATOR D 120. Inches

TABLE II

PARRVIER VAIJES FOR SENSITIVITY STLM

STANDARD CASE CASE CASE CASE CSE CSE
CASE 1 2 3 4 5 6

SPRING CONSTANTS 1 483 500 520 500 500 500 500OF ThE SIX 2 500 500 500 500 500 500 S00ISOLATORS 3 625 667 690 667 667 667 667(LBS/IN.) 4 517 S00 480 500 500 500 500
5 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 10006 708 667 644 667 667 667 667

DISTAN(c M 1 7.5 8.5
NUMTRAL POSITION 2 7.5 8.5
TO SOLID HEIGIT 3 7.5 8.5
CONDITION (IN.) 4 7.5 8.5

S 7.5 7.5
6 7.S 8.5

PENT OF CRITICAL 1
DAMPING (t) 10

ISOLATOR FAILJRE 40000 80000
WAIM (LBS) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

STEP INPUT
LEVE•S BEflVE
PASS • 7.5-8.0 8.0-8.5 8.0-9.0 6.0-7.0 8.0-9.0 10-11 13-14
(IN.)
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I nht~ained from a quasi-static loading of the creased incremently until the ultimate failure

pendulum spring isolators used in the Minute- was reached (all six isolators had &aUi-4
man System [1]. No data is available near the structurally). The largest in-ut that did not
failure level, but local yielding is expected nrouce failure and the minimtm input that did
to cause a reduction in the assumed spring troduce failure are listed in the last row of
constant just before failure. The simplified table I1.model that uses nn ahrupt failure criteria is
an assumption that was selected for simplicity, The standard case, first column of table

and may or may not be validated by future TI, was designed to provide uniform vertical
studies. Potion within the linear range of the isolator

sprinas. This unifornit does not exist after
A computer nrogram was developed to as- the spring is reduced to solid height, as all

similate the variois physical models that re- the solid-height spring constants are asstuedpresent the different components or the shock equal. At inputs greater than solid height the
isolation system. A rigid body code that wotuld floor tends to pitch and yaw causing the out-
solve the three-dimensional equations of board isolators to fail on the second or third
motions exp•ressed in terms of E uler anles cycle. Failure of one or two isolators will
would have been desirable but was not nossible nrovide additional loads on those remaining,
within the schedule constraints and available and tend to produce catastrophic failure
manpower. A less sophisticated but easier to several cycles later.
program appraoch was adopted that consists of a
lumped mass model of the floor. The mass points The first and second cases of table II were
are connected by stiff springs and dash pots to selected to study the effect of using slightly
maintain within a small error the initial rigid different spring constants. Case 2 involves a
configuration. The equations of motion can system desipn which uses only three types of
then be solved by finite difference techniques isolators and would therefore be desirable for
to produce the three-dimensional system re- reducina the system production costs. Case 3
sponse. A brief description of the umnerical was considered as a worst case for a situa-
method is given in the appendix. tion involvinq poor quality control durino the

manufacture end production of large springs.
DISCUSSION OF PESIILTS Although the ultimate failure levels did not

vary significantly from that of the standard
The computer program was used to conduct a case, the actual motion time history as dis-

1,arametric study for determinino the sensitivity nlayed in the movie is quite different. Case 3
of system fralility to small changes in the de- produced the mostout-of-plane motion and would
signed solution. The calculated system re- he the worst case for an acceleration-sensitive
sponse was fotmd to contain a great deal of equipment failure, as the solid height condi-
rotational motion in the form of pitching imd tion on the outboard isolators was reached at
yawing of the floor when solid height and iso- low input levels.
later failure conditions were encountered. The
nonlinear motion was impossible to analyze in Case 4 was chosen to study the effects of
the form of printed computer output, and changino the distance to solid height. Five
created a need for visual display. A computer of the solid height distances were increased
routine was incorporated to produce a 16-mo by one inch over that of the standard case.
movie showing the motion of the floor as a The effect was to create a violent pitching
function of time. The movie provides an excel- motion when the one snring bottomed before the
lnt visual record for determining the sensi- others. An isolator failure occurred on the
tivity of some of the critical parameters and second cycle of a 7-inch input, followed by the
providing insight into requirements for design failure of the remaining sprinqs on later cycles.
improvements. Unfortunately the movie cannot Since the ultimate failure level was lower than
be incorporated into this report, which will that of the standard case, increasing the dis-
tend to reduce the impact of the parametric tance to solid height in a nonuniform manner
study. can reduce the system fragilitv.

Table II displays the values of the various The next two cases, 5 and 6, were experi-
parameters that were used in seven cases of the ments to assess the advantages of introducing
sensitivity study. The no-entry positions in additional damping into the isolators. The re-
the table mean the parameter is identical to sulting increase in the system fragility is not
that of the standard case, and was omitted for surprising since the minimum input failure oc-
clarity. The driving input to the system con- curs after several cycles, and the late time
sisted of a step vertical displacement of the motion is strongly influenced by the amount of
ceiling attachment point in the downward dampin, in the system. The increase from 1% to
direction. The input displacement was in- 2% of critical damping produced a slight change

[1] F. T. Krek, "Static and Shock Testino of Wing I, 1E". Shock Isolators," Technical Report No.
AFSWC-TR-70-?, Ibl I, Kirtland AFB, .WT
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_iý ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~u th jeilt,1 s sytr "C-m n. ucvg~b i;1 uamuiuwn ma,,sc's. racn, masscae wer tedamping was 10%, a significant was connected to each of the ot..-r masses by. a
increase in fragility was obtained that would stiff sprinp (60,000 #/in.) to limit the rela-
most likely shift the failure mode into that of rive motion and provide an ap-proximation to a
an equipment failure. rigid body. The equations o4ý motion were ex-

pressed in cartesian coo-dinates and all vectorsThe last study, case 7, had an increase of were expressed by their components alons the

the spring failure force which almost pre- coordinate directions.
vented a structural failure. It would be al- T e f n t i f r n e t c n q e w s a s mmost impossible with standard iputecnnque was a sim-
duce sufficient energy into the system tn drive ple explicit scheme that defines the displace-
the solid heiv'nt sprinp constant to the failure ment on equal increments of time, and the veloc-

level for this case. In this situation, ity at the midpoint of the time increments. The

another mode would dominate the fragility. procedure i, most easily described by applying
it to the simple one-dimersional equation of

CNCLUSIONS motion. 9i + d + Kx - 0 M

The structural frmgility determination of where M - mass
large shock isolation systems is conplicated C a damping coefficient
by three dimensional nonlinear motion that oc- x = position coordinate
curs when isolator snrinps are driven to their v a velocity
solid height conditions. Extreme pitching and
yawing cause severe loadinp and then failure of The calculation cycle starts with known
outboard isolators, followed in many cases by values or the displacement, x(t), and velocity,
failure of the remaining isolators on subsequent v(t-l/26t), and provides an estimate for t'e
cycles. The intricate motion is most easily unmdated velocitv.
studied by the use of computer-made movies that
display the time dependent solution of the basic v(t+ll2&tt - v(t-l/2At) - Kx(t)At (2)
equation of motion. The estimated value is used to make a final

A parametric study on a pendulum spring- nrediction that includes daoninv, effects
motmted equipment platform has produced the fol-
lowing conclusions: v(t+ll2At) - v(t-l/2&t) - Kx(t)At -

1) Peasonable variation.' in spring 1/2C(v(t+ll2At) + v(t-1/2At))At (3)
constant values do not produce
significant changes in the system Finally the position vector is undated
structural fragility. x(t+At) - x(t) + v(t+l/26t)At (4)

2) It is desirable to provide equal The updated values then complete the calcu-
solid height distances for all lations for the Riven time step, and Provide the
springs, and thus reduce the energy inputs for sterlint of another time increment.
coupled into rotational modes.

3) Small amounts of system damping can
cause significant changes in the
system fragility levels.

4) Strengthening the isolators will
increase the system f agility, and
may eliminate strnctural failure as
the prime failure mode.
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APPENDIX - QOTYR CALCULATI(NAL NDDEL

The shock isolated platform was divided
into 12 lumped-tass points, six located at the
isolator attachment points, and six at an 80-
inch elevation above the attachment points. The
arrangement provided a three-dimensional arrayof point masses that could be made dynamically

similar to a given system by carefully selecting
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DISC USSION

Mr. iBachman (Holmes and N:,rver): Are listings your technique than the technique itself. How much
.,nd th-e locu mentatlon oTf our computer program core was required for this kind of program, and on
available ? what kind of machinery did you run it ?

Mr. Port: Not at the present time. I will be Mr. Port: We have a CDC 6600 with a 50,000
writing a report, which will be classified because it word storage. The entire program ran 6 minutes.
a ddresses the minuteman aspe~ct itself.

Mr. Safford: I think, as Mr. Rountree stated,
Mr. iachman_ Will they_ still available to the once you have measured o: analyzed fragility if you

public ? start playing games, you c, ' very simply raise your
fragility and often to very considerable lengths. The

Mr. Port: They will be available through the obvious question Is: once you have all this fragility
Air Frce We'apons Laboratory, but they are not what does it really mean in assessing a system's, or
written as Yet. a subsystems, resistance to envIronment, or its

hardness.S~Mr. Ilymer (Naval Air Test Center): These are
questfio-ns •rlat r-ne'o'ih-fa-rthat backs up
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HARDNESS EVALUATION

W. H. Rowan
TRW Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

This paper presents a statistical approach to the evaluation of the
failure of complex systems. The approach starts with a computation
of the free field nuclear effects, the modification of these effects
by such things as shock isolation and other protective equipment, and
finally, the system response in terms of the probability of component
failure due to the weapon induced environments, The component prob-
abilities of failure are combined by means of system failure network
logic to obtain the system probability of failure. An important
characteristic of the approach is that it takes into account the many
statistical uncertainties and correlations corresponding to the para-
meters involved.

INTRODUCTION The FAST methodology first identifies all
of those components whose failure can contribute

For over a decade, TRW Systems has been directly or indirectly to system failure. The
concerned with the survivability of hard and individual failure mechanisms of the components
fixed strategic weapon systems. One of the are identified and related to the environment
tools which has been developed during th's period from the exploding weapon. The path of these
is FAST - Failure Analysis Using Statistical effects from the weapon detonrtion to the fail-
Techniques. In a restricted sense, FAST is a ing component involves three basic steps (see
family of computer codes for evaluating system Figure 1):
hardness as a function of free field environ-
ments, transfer functions, and fragilities. In 1) Weapons effects, such as ground shock,
a more general sense however, FAST is a system- overpressure, debris, radiation, etc.,
atic and comprehensive methodology for evaluation are related to the size of the weapon
of system survivability - giving clear perspec- and the distance from the burst to the
tive to priorities, sensitivities, alternatives, facility;
and risks. The purpose of this paper is to
discuss briefly how the system engineering and 2) Transfer functions are employed which
system analysis techniques of the methodology account for the transmission of the
can be used for a hardness evaluation of any nuclear environments through the struc-
military, civilian, or space system. ture including any shock isolating or

protective equipment to the vicinity of
In the past the application of FAST method- the component;

ology has been restricted to weapon systems in
being for purposes of either assessment or up- 3) The failure probability of the component
grade, assessment meaning evaluation of the is given by its fragility, which is the
achieved hardness, and upgrade meaning :hanging failure probability of the component as
of the system to improve hardness. The assess- a function of the severity of the local
ment of the hardness of a complex system due to environment.
nuclear attack requires calculation of the
environment seen by each component, evaluation Finally, the component failure probabil-
of how each component responds to the environ- ities are combined, by means of appropriate
ment, and evaluation of how the probability of system network logic, to obtain the system fail-
failure of these components contribute to the ure probability. By repeating such calculations
overall failure probability of the system. for several weapon misdistances, the system

probability of survival as a function of over-
pressure can be obtained as diagramed in
Figure 1.j 135
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An important consideration which is treated The relation of these three dspects of the
the. FAST mhodclegy, 4e th!t tho fai1tir nf PAqT mathndn1nnv arp illutrated in Fiaure .

the system will never be known with certainty. The free field environment analysis and system
No component failure level is ever known pre- analysis are depicted along with the seven (7)
cisely, and the propagation of the weapon outputs from these two principal activities.
effects from the point of weapon detonation to Then these seven outputs become the inputs to
the interior of a facility is subject to uncer- the flow diagram which represents the sequence
tainties due to soil inhomogeneities, manufac- of FAST calculations.
turing variabilities, and the uncertainties of
weapon effects scaling laws. FREE FIELD ENVIRONM4ENTS

Two categories of variation are recognized Consider the environmental analysis in
by the FAST codes. The first variation, physi- Figure 2. Here relations are developed which
cal uncertainties, is present in the input data describe the free field weapon environments as
because of statistical variation in the mnanu- a function of the physical properties of the
facturing process, soil properties, and meteor- facility location. Using these relations, cal-
ological phenomena. Such statistical variation culations are done for a nominal range from
in the input parameters is illustrated in ground zero, (GZ), and a specific yield, to
Figvre I (i.e., probability density functions). obtain predictions of the nominal free field

weapon environments at eacn site. All major
The other variation arises from imprecise categories of nuclear environment are considered,

knowledge or uncertainties in the input data such as the following: nuclear radiation, EMP,
which may be associated with inadequate empiri- ground shock, air blast, thermal, and debris.
cal data on significant parameters or the uncer- These major weapon effects categories can be
tainties associated with the mathematical models broken down into further detail, such as neu-
employed. 5ecause of these uncertainties, trons, gammas, and x-radiaticn for nuclear
biases will exist in the input parameters. Each radiation, and displacement, velocity and accel-
bias is assumed to have a distribution appropri- eration for ground shock. In addition, as
ate to its uncertainty. A given bias will necessary, additional subcategorization into
extend uniformly over a population of facilities such aspects as prompt, secondary, direct-
and, hence, cannot be removed or suppressed by induced, air-inauced and outeunning are also
an averaging process. Such uncertainties are treated. Details of the processing of these
reducible by means of analyses to develop data are shown in Figure 3.
improved mathematical models or by means of
test programs to provide improved data. It is On the left side of Figure 3 is shown a
a major object ie of the survivability calcula- matrix. The rows in this matrix are numbered
tions to discriminate between these two kinds I throuqh n, where n is the number of sites.
of variability. The col - correspond each to a single physical

enviror.i " property. For example, to support
METHODOLOGY caiculatiu,, of failure due to ground shock,

the physical environment properties required
This section provides a description of the are soil properties such as constrained

process used to generate the system survivabil- modulus, Poisson's ratio, and densities at
Ity estimates using the FAST computer codes. various levels below the surface.
The discussion is treated in three parts.

The matrix of environmental properties is
0 Development of free field nuclear used as input to the relations for computing a

weapon erivironment estimates, including matrix of local free field environments at each
the probability of their accuracy which site. This is shown by the second matrix in
depends upon variations in physical Figure 3. The rows in this column are numbered
properties such as soil characteristics 1 through n, corresponding to the same facilit 4 es
across the weapon system and the uncer- in the paragraph above. The cnlurns in this
tainty in these estimates which depends matrix correspond to individual environmental
upon the accuracy of the estimating parameters. In the case of the ground shock
procedures such as calculational environment, examples of such parameters include
techniques and empirical relations, peak velocity, acceleration, and displacement at

several ground depths. The elements within this
0 System analysis which yields probabil- matrix are the numerical values of the predicted

ities/uncertainties in transfer local nuclear environments, represented in terms
functions, system failure networks, and of physical parameters, at each site. The
probability/uncertainty in component columns of this last matrix are examined for fit
hardness (or fragility), to a normal or log-normal probability distribu-

tion which is d convenience that simplifies
o FAST calculations which combine the calculation; however, it is not a necessary

results of the free field and system transformation. The completed matrix could be
analyses to yield the survivability used if desired.
estimates.
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The data in this ilatrix is then regarded shock isolation, or in some cases even ampli-
a, a distribution of n environments in N dimen- fied. For each weapon effect, a transfersional space (where "N" is the number of function is developed based upon the response

environme~ntal parameters being treated). An N characteristics of the appropriate subsystems
ditensional m•ultivariate nonnal distribution is (e.g., shock isolation subsystem). Uncertainty
then fitted to the data. This calculation pro- in the transfer function is recognized and is
vides the, data for Iteiis 3 and 4 in Figure 3-, assumed to have a beta distribution unless some
n~ai.ely, the covariance matrix avid mean value other frequency function is considered more
vector representinq site-tu-site variation. valid. As with the free field environment un-
The ccariance watrix for a Multivariate normal certainty, a "K" factor is estinated to
distritiation is the analoq of the variance for describe the width of the 2 sigma uncertainty
a normal ,jistribution on a single variable. band about the transfer function. This "K"
The mean value vector corresponds to the mean factor, together with the transfer function
of a noin~al distribution defined for each defines the beta distribution for the
individual environmental variable, uncertainty in the transfer function. The

transfer functions for each weapon effect
During the environment analysis, scaling together with the associated ur:.ortainty dis-

laws are developed which provide a capability tributions provide the fifth item of data in
to predict the free field nuclear environments Figure 1.
for varied ranges and yields. This is Item 1
in Figure 2. In several situations, there are quite

complex transmissions from the free field into
Significant uncertainty is recognized in the system. For example, electronics may be

the prediction of the free field weapon vulnerable to the total ionizing radiation dose
environments. This is accounted for in Item 2 which could be due to free field neutrons,
of Figure 2. These uncertainties result from prompt gammas, secondary gammas and captured
both the imperfection of the mathematical gammas. In other situations, the stress in a
models used to predict the weapons environments structure may be due to the air-induced and
and fromi data uncertainties. As a part of the outrunning components of both displacement and
environment anal)sis, estimates of these un- velocity because of significant modal response
certainties are made. The phenomenologist from low-to-mid frequencies. In these situa-
determines a range about the nominal value tions, the FAST codes allow for appropriate
within which he is confident that the true modeling of these multiple component transfer
value lies. This is expressed by "K" value, functions.
For example, if K=2, it is assumed that true
value lies between one-half and two times the The next step in the analysis develops the
nominal value. It is assumed that the true mathematical models for the system response to
value for the weapon effect is log-normally the internal environment--Item 7 of Figure 2.
distributed about the predicted value and that To this end, the system is partitioned into
the interval defined by the "K" factor has a functional subsystems. Based upon this, a
width of plus or minus two standard deviations, functional network for the system is con-
This assumption provides the basis for obtain- structed. This network is analogous to a
ing the diagonal terms in a covariance matrix reliability network for a system, and permits
which describes the uncertainty in the weapon the derivation of an equation giving the system
environment predictions. In some cases, the probability of failure as a function of the
uncertainty in two weapon environments is probability of failure of the subsystems. One
correlated. The phenomenologist provides an difference between this equation and a system
estimate of the degree of correlation in the reliability equation is that in the case of the
form of a correlation coefficient. This survivability equation, the subsystem probabili-
enables the off-diagonal terms in the ties of failure enter in tine form of probability
covariance matrix to be determined, density functions rather than discrete numbers.,

The system probability of failure equation or
SYSTEM ANALYSIS diagram constitutes the seventh item in Figure

2. Another versatility of the FAST codes is
The preceding discussion has been con- the fact that a new network does not dictate a

cerned with the procedure for generating the new code. The FAST codes have a compiling
data necessary to predict free field environ- logic which writes that part of the code which
rments. In addition, a procedure to develop the represents the network equations. All that is
system response is performed. The start of necessary as input to FAST is a simple state-
this activity is represented by the box in ment of what things are in series and parallel.
Figure 2 below the environment analysis box. Series elements are a sequence of things all of

which must work to have the represented func-
The environments considered in the previ- tion work; parallel elements are redundancies

ous discussion are free field and not such as commercial, standby and emergency
necessarily representative of internal or local power. In some instances, a given component or
environ.ments within the facility. The internal subsystem may appear more than once in the
environment may be attenuated, for example, by system network. (For example the guidance and
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control system, which is used during ignition The first step in the calculation involves
of each stage). The FAST codes contain appro- scaling of the mean vector of free field weapon
priate logic to accommodate such networks. effects (Item 4) to the particular yield and

range under consideration, by use of the scaling
For each of the components in the failure laws (Item 1). This vector together with the

network, vulnerabilities or fragilities are con- uncertainty covariance matrix (Item 2) defines
structed to represent their hardness. There may a multivariate distribution for the uncertainty
be more than one fragility for each component if in the vector of predicted weapon effects. From
they are vulnerable to more than a single the multivariate distribution, a vector is
environment. Thus, a piece of electronic equip- selected at random. This selected vector repre-
ment might have a shock and vibration fragility, sents a mean weapon environment vector taking
a nuclear radiation fragility and an acoustic into account uncertainties in the predicted free
fragility. The fragilities are represented by fie16 environments and scaling laws. This
Item 6 of Figure 2. Fragilities are represented vector together with the covariance matrix for
as a cumulative probability of failure of the the variation in weapon effects due to variation
component as a function of environment level, in physical environment, such as soil properties
Both the probability of failure and the uncer- (Item 3) defines a multivariate distribution
tainty in these estimates are quantified, for the weapon effects at randomly selected

sites. A vector is then selected at random from
The probabilities account for known physi- this distribution, which represents a free field

cal variations such as strength of materials, weapon environment at a specific site selected
manufacturing quality and construction at random.
tolerances. In some cases probability can also
be used to account for azimuthal variations This vector of free field weapon environ-
which might be manifested in such things as ments is then modified by the transfer functions
nonsymmetric shock isolation systems. The un- (Item 5) to obtain a vector of local or internal
certainties account for the accuracy of the environments. Transfer function uncertainty is
fragility estimate. The uncertainty may be due incorporated into this procedure.
to inaccuracies in an analytic model, the lack
of test data or a combination of the two. The elements of the internal environments

vector become the inputs to the functional sub-
It should be noted that the system analyses system fragilities (Item 6), permitting compu-

to derive transfer functions, failure network tation of the probability of failure for each
and fragilities can be carried out with or of the functional subsystems. These probabili-
without an extensive data base on the particu- ties are random in the sense that they depend
lar weapon system of inte,'ost. on the particular combination of uncertain

factors selected for the calculation. As with
At a minimum, expected design criteria the transfer function, uncertainty in the func-

values for these parameters could be assumed to tional subsystem fragilities is considered.
determine the expected system survivability if Monte Carlo methods are used. A random number
all requirements are met, and a series sensi- is drawn for each functional subsystem in order
tivity analysis can be performed to determine to determine the probabilities of survival.
the impact of not meeting or changing specific
criteria. However, a great deal is known The outcomes (in the form of probabilities
generically about transfer functions and of survival) are inserted into the system
fragilities so that engineeting estimates can survival equation (Item 7) in order to determine
be made of these quantities even without the the probability that the system survives for
completion of component designs. The resulting this particular Monte Carlo trial. At this
analyses give a great deal of insight as to point in the computation, the outcome for a
where the critical vulnerabilities of a system particular randomly selected site, survival or
are and how survivability much like reliability failure, has been determined. This calculation
can be allocated to either maximize survivabil- is repeated many times, using the inner loop in
ity or minimize cost. . Figure 2 to provide an accurate estimate of the

"11 probability of failure for a site. Iteration
Thus, the data required for the F0ST survi- within this loop is performed to ootain the

vability analyses can be derived for a Lvstem expected value arising from probabilities of
in being, one being designed or even one' eing hardness parameters such as variations in the
conceived. hardnesses of components due to differences in"the manufacturing processes. This is in con-
FAST CALCULATIONS t.,'ast to uncertainty variations, such as errors

in the mathematical modeling, transfer func-
The seven classes of data discussed above', tions, and fragilities which will apply uni-

provide the basis for computation of the system formly over the entire force.
failure probability, using the FAST computer
codes. A simplified flow for this calculation Having determined the system probability
is shown on the right in Figure 2. of faildre for the particular combination of
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uncertainties, the process is repeated many The methudology has been employed for the
times using the outer loop in Figure 2. Each assessment )f the hardness of existing systems
time the outer loop is exercised, a new set of as well a- for planning purposes. In the later
uncertainty factors are selected at random from case, the minthodology has been used to evaluate
the appropriate distributions. These include: alternativa Approaches to hardening the system

to enable ioentification of the most cost
* Free field weapon environments using the effective alternatives.

multivariate distribution defined by the
weapon environment mean value vector and
the uncertainty covariance matrix.

# The nominal value for the transfer func-
tions together with the associated beta
aistributions.

e Functional subsystem fragilities using
the nominal fragility together with the
associated beta distribution for each
functional subsystem.

Each time the outer loop is exercised, a
new value for system probability for failure is
obtained, each of these values reflecting a
different set of uncertainty factors resulting
from randomization of the uncertainties. As
the number of probabilities obtained by exer-
cising the outer loop increases, a distribution
of these values is built up, This process is
continued until enough data has been collected
so that the median of the distribution can be
estimated accurately.,

To derive the complete median or other
"certainty" level of probability of system
survival versus range curves, the program is
run for other ranges and yields and the curve
of interest is drawn through the median or
other percentage points of the above
distributions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described a statistical
approach to the evaluation of the failure of
complex systems which was developed at the TRW
Systems Group. The approach provides a stan-
dardized format for treatment of the many
factors important to evaluation of system hard-
ness. The methodology treats the propagation
of the weapon effects from the exploding weapon
to the vicinity of the facility, transmission
of the effects into the facility taking into
account modification of the effects by shock
isolation or other protective equipment, and
response of the system in terms of the proba-
bility of component failure due to the weapon
induced environments. The components probabil-
ities of failure are then combined by means of
system failure network logic to obtain the
system probability of failure.

One of the innovations involved in the
approach is the treatment of uncertainty in the
inputs and mathematical models. Estimates of
these uncertainties are included in the inputs
and their influence is displayed in the form of
a distribution of the system failure probability.
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FRAGILITY TESTING FOR HYDRAULIC SURGE EFFECTS

D. M. Eckblad
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

and

W. L. Hedrick
TRW Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

Hydraulic pressure pulses are induced in all fluid lines; such as water,
fuel, brine, etc.; of a structure or facility that is subjected to tran-
sient motions as a result of the ground shock associated with a weapon
attack. These pulses propagate through the plumbing system and impinge
upon the various components attached thereto. A test was devised to
subject various subsystems to hydraulic pressilre pulses simulating that
which would occur due to the ground motions in order to establish the
failure levels of various components to this effect. This paper describes
the components tested, derivation of the test pressure pulse, test pro-
cedure, and the test results.

INTRODUCTION
Because of the large spacial separations

The system tested was composed of a liquid between the heat exchanger and the liquid
cooler, a heat exchanger for electronic equip- cooler, the coupling of the hydraulic tran-
ment, and varlo.s storage tanks and intercon- sients between the two units was assumed small
necting hoses. Portions of the cooling system and, therefore, each subsystem was tested
were rigidly mounted to a wall of an equipment independently. The test consisted of simulta-
room, and portions were shock isolated as neously inducing a given test pressure pulse
shown in Figure 1. Pressure pulses are induced into each hose leading to the subsystem, start-
In the tanks and plumbing due to the accelera- ing at a pressure level well below its antici-
tion of the equipment room during an attack pated capability and increasing monotonically
and these pulses are propagated throughout the in pressure level until a failure of a com-
cooling system. In order to determine the ponent occurred. Components were visually
hardness of cooling system components to the and, if necessary, functionally inspected after
shock, a test was devised to simulate the each test to identify component failures.
induced pressure pulses for various levels of
ground shock. The heat exchanger subsystem controlled

the temperature for four major components such
The waveform and magnitude of the pressure as a computer, diode block, controller, and

pulses were determined from calculations based connector which were connected in series wit,
on the predicted motions of the equipment room medium pressure teflon hoses as shown in
and from measurements taken during previous Figures 2 and 3. Two 3/8-inch diameter low
field tests. The pulses were defined for an pressure hoses service the subsystem which was
interface point some distance away from the located 15 feet from the interface where the
test specimens. From this interface, the test pressure pulse input was defined for the
plumbing and hardware represented field test. The liquid cooler subsysten. consizted
installation, of two impeller pumps, a filter, a modulating

valve, and a chiller which were interconnected
The heat exchanger and the liquid cooler with medium pressure hoses as shown on

were the pressure sensitive subsystems. Figures 4 and 5. Two 3/8-inch diameter and
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one /8-inch dianmeter low pr-ssure rubber hoses the wave speed was reduced as shown in

service this unit which was )cated 6 feet from Figure 6; the peak pressure was attenuated by
the interface where the tes )ressure pilse was about 2 percent per foot as shown in Figure 7;
defined for the liquid cooler test. and the rise time to peak pressure increased

from about 2 ms to 9 ms. Thus, the contribu-
Four heat exchanger sets and two liquid tion to the peak pressure at the point of test

coolers were tested until failure occurred. pulse definition from the tank consisted of the
Pressure time histories were recorded at sev- sum of the pressures calculated by Equation (1)
eral points within the units and were corre- for both the vertical and horizontal components
lated with component failure to aid in of acceleration, reduced by an impedance factor
evaluating the system fragility in terms of in going from the tank to the hcse, and further
ground shock level. reduced by an attenuation factor of 2 percent

per foot while traveling from the tank to the
The pressure pulses were generated by point of test pulse definition. Pressure

dropping a weight on the piston of a hydraulic pulses are also generated by motions of the
jack. By varying such parameters as drop hoses mounted to the wall or floor at points
height and weight, stiffness of crushable where bends or discontinuities exist. Since
material between the drop weight and jack and only 900 bends existed in the rubber hose
piston travel, it was possible to calibrate plumbing, the pressure equation for each
the pulse generator to consistently reproduce straight segment of rubber hose hardmounted
the test pressure pulses for each level, was assumed to be

DERIVATION OF TEST PRESSURE PULSE P = p a X (2)

Hydraulic pressure pulses are generated in The acceleration in this case was assumed
the hardmounted tanks and rubber hoses of the to be the rigid body acceleration of the facil-
cooling system shown in Figure 1 when the ity because the low frequency response of the
equipment room is accelerated by the ground rubber hose mounts. The contribution to the
shock. Rather than subject the entire hard- pressure at the point of the test pulse defini-
mounted plumbing system to the ground shock tion from each straight segment of the hard-
environment, it was obviously more desirable mounted rubber hose was calculated using
and economical to duplicate the hydraulic Equation (2) and then attenuated by 2 percent
pressure pulse by other techniques. In order per foot while traveling to the point of test
to accomplish this it was necessary to deter- pulse definition.
mine a realistic test pressure pulse waveform.
To minimize the number of tests, a single test All sources contributing to the pressure
pulse was developed for a given ground shock at the point of the test pulse definition where
level that represented the most critical pres- summed together for the combined vertical and
sure pulse that could be generated. horizontal ground shock to define the peak

pressure for the triangular test pressure pulse
The pressure pulse generated in the hard- shown in Figure 8. Rise time to the peak pres-

mounted tank was assumed to be described by sure was determined from the transient time
the short pipe equation for a closed end pipe, from the first 900 bend in the hose to the
that is point of test pulse definition and the total

pulse duration was evaluated from the durationP - 2 P a 1 (1) of the rigid body acceleration of the equip-
ment room.

where
TEST PULSE GENERATOR

P - Peak pressure in the tank
o - Density of fluid in the tank The pressure pulse generator, shown sche-
S- Length of tank matically in Figure 3 and in the photograph
a - Step acceleration applied to tanks of Figure 9, was used to generate the test

pressure pulses defined above. It consisted of
For a given ground shock level, the accel- a 150 to 350 pound weight with a maximum drop

eration of the equipment room was determined height of 7 feet. The weight drops on the
from analysis and previous full-scale tests. piston of a hydraulic jack having about a 6-inch
Because the tanks were rigidly attached to the stroke. A 7/8-inch diameter piston was used
wall, the accelerations -ssociated with the for the heat exchanger tests, but increased
high frequency environment were used in volume requirements for the s.,,ultaneous pro-
Equation (1) to determine the peak pressure duction of three pressure pulses in the liquid
getnerated in the tank. Since the pressure cooler (one for each line to the test specimen)
pulse definition desired was at the point of required a l1-inch diameter piston for the
the hard/shock mounted interface, it was nec- lower pressures and a 2½-Inch diameter piston
essary to account for the modification of the for the higher pressures. Additional plumbing
pressure pulse in traveling to that point, was used for bleeding, filling, static pres-
Preliminary tests revealed that for the pres- sure checking of the system, and smooth~ig out
sures propagating through the rubber hoses, the generated pressure pulse.
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Rise time of the pressure pulse was con- Failures of the four sets of heat
trolled by placing appropriately shaped styro- exchanger components occurred in the soldered
foam (density of 1 pound per cubic foot) connection of the cover plate in the controller
between the Jack piston and the drop weight. manifold and the epoxied connection of a
Peak pressure was controlled by the drop height 1/8-inch thick aluminum cover plate on the com-
and total piston stroke, while pressure pulse puter shown in Figure 10. Failures were easily
decay was primarily a function of stiffness of identified by visual observation of the leak-
the weight arresting material (1 pound per age and sudden drop of pressure on the pressure
cubic foot styrofoam). Additional tailoring time history plots. One of the computer cover
of the pressure pulse was achieved by varying plates which did not fail during the impulse
the length of rubber hose between the hydraulic tests failed at about one-half the peak impulse
jack and the point of pressure pulse definition, pressures under a static pressure test. No

leaks occurred in the quick disconnects of the
Prior to testing, the pulse generators teflon hoses or the connector during the pres-

were calibrated 'y inserting hoses of suffi- sure pulse tests.
cient length that end reflections did not
influence the generated pulse. Typical corre- It was useful to compare the pressure
lations of the generated and calculated time histories measured in the heat exchanger
pressure pulse is shown by Figure 8. For a subsystem to that which would occur in a
given setup the repeatability of the pulse simple linear system made up of a long rigid
generator was within +8 percent on the peak pipe with the test pulse input at each end of
pressures. the pipe. The peak pressures at the center of

this system would exactly double peak input
TEST PROCEDURE pressure at each end. As shown on Figure 11,

this phenomena occurred at the approximate cen-
The pulse generator was first calibrated ter of the test specimen. This was surprising

as described above. It was then connected to since 20 to 30 percent attenuation of the test
the pressure hoses leading to a given test input pulse was anticipated in traveling
specimen at the subsystem hard/shock-mounted through 15 feet of rubber hose to the test
interface with the cooling system. The test specimen in addition to attenuation due to
specimen was then shocked, starting at the low- energy losses in the test specimen. Apparently
est test pressure pulse, and monotonically there was an effective increase in impedance in
increased in shock level until a structural or going from the rubber hose to the test speci-
functional failure occurr'ed. men which resulted in an increase in pressure

at the interior of the test specimen.
A hydrostatic pressure test was conducted

before and after each shock to check for leak- Except for failures due to slippage of a
age in the test specimen. In addition, visual, set screw of the DC pump impeller seal shown
and where necessary, functional checks were on Figure 12, the liquid cooler withstood the
conducted after each shock level to determine maximum output of the 2½-inch diameter piston
if a failure had occurred. pulse generator with only minor leaks at the AC

pump gasket during the pressure pulse test.
Pressure transducers were used to measure Since there was no specification on the set

the input pressure pulse out of the generator screw torque requirements, it was decided to
and the internal pressures in the subsystems. evaluate the fragility level as a function of

the DC pump set screw torque and then deter-
TEST RESULTS mine the set screw torques of the DC pumps in

the field from a statistical sample.
Preliminary impulse tests were conducted

to determine the effect of bends in the rubber Peak pressures measured in the vicinity
and teflon hoses on the pressure pulse propaga- of the DC pump during the impulse tests were
tion. This was accomplished by measuring the plotted as a function of set screw torques on
input and output pressures first of a straight Figure 13 along with results from static pres-
section of rubber hose and then repeating the sure tests.
same pressure pulse with 4 to 5 complete coils
with a number of short curvature bends. CONCLUSIONS
Results of the twe tests were nearly identical
confirming that it was not necessary to dupli- The fragility test procedure, implementa-
cate the actual hose routing for the shock tion, and data acquisition was of sufficient
tests. detail and accuracy to establish the fragility

level of the cooling system for hydraulic
Extreme care was required in bleeding the pressure pulses.

air out of test specimen and pulse generator.
A small amount of air in the test setup
resulted in erratic pressure measurements,
generally in the form of shorter rise time to
peak pressure and reduced peak pressures.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Cooling System

Figure 2. Photograph of Heat Exchanger Subsystem
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Figure 3. Schematic of Fragility Test Setup For Heat Exchanger Elements

Figure 4. Photograph of Liquid Cooler Subsystem
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Figure 5. Schematic of Liquid Cooler Fragility Test Setup
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Figure 9. Photograph of Ptise Generator
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Figure 10. Photograph of Failed Computer Cover Plate
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Figure 11. Internal Pressure Magnification in the
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Figure 12. Photograph of DC Pump Retainer Seal
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D:SCUSSION

Mr. Safford (TRW Systems, Chairmajn: Thank In my field I am vividly aware of the fact that
you very much. I think one of the things we are we get into a gray area whenever we even mention
trying to stress here is the unanticipated, particulsrly the word fragility. Questions that bother me are:-
in tests. Some of these failures are just silly, and what is the signature sensitivity of the item we are
they are very embarrassing, but you do not know talking about; what is the test pulse-the Input pulse,
until you make the test. Often when you do find them, is it valid, what are the criteria, how do you define
you can easily rectify them. This test program was the criteria? What is the effect of using single-axis
of substantial economic benefit to the Air Force. It tests when you know in real life the items are going
permitted the Air Force to make a very good decision to get a multiple-axis signature. Well, this goes on
on a very sound basis. and on and on, and I think today, this session has

really indicated some very significant factors and
(The following remarks were made by G. K. considerations with regard to fragility testing and

Dahmen, USAF Space and Missile Systems Organiza- the definition of fragility. So, to sum it up, I think
tion, who was co-chairman of the session on which it is a wide open field and we have really only

II

the preceding six papers were presented. scratched the surface.
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INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERING STATISTICAL

FRAGILITY ASSESSMENT

Richard L. Grant
The Boeing Co.
Seattle, Wash.

The discussions of this paper are largely philosophical, dealing with an approach
to a pattern of technical confidence for a program of Research and Development.
The program Is concerned with development of shock isolation and equipment for
underground nuclear attack resistant weapon systems. The program developed
over the past two years, recognized the complexity of the overall task of shock
isolation and the technology advances which had been made in the past 12 to
15 years. It also, however, recognized the uncertainties extant in the areas of
high frequency transmissibility, the influence of the struct, ral and mechanical
details on transmissibility, the potential for signature sensi tivity of equipment
and the need to cope with these areas in assessment of the weapons system
effectiveness.

The desire to do the best possible job of shock isolation is clearly not a new
one. The requirements for statistical assessment either before, during or after
the system Is designed and built are relatively new; especially In 'srms of the
scope and depth of the assessments which results from Increased sophistication
of analysis techniques and from the multiplicity of environments which must be
considered. In these ways the statistical approach to fragility and the Impact
on the assessment differ from the normal reliability approach to the problem and
warrant special consideration In the early conceptual and Initial design phases.

INTRODUCTION shock i.olated floor is configured as shown in Figure I

The discussion herein treats the initial design problem The difficulty in proceeding with a progrum for shocd
both from the standpoint of conceptual activities and Isolation systems, to present the best possible fragility
from the standpoint of benefit derived during the picture to the ultimate assessment, is perhaps highlighted
actual design of hardware, by looking at the two extreme cases; 1) the program

could be initiated to develop equipment with such
The most popular and practical means of providing high capability that no isolation is required; or that
shock isolation for critical equipment while also what Isolation Is easily attained, is merely excess
providing relatively easy access for checkout and capability or 2) the program could b* initiated to
maintenance is the shock isolated floor. This results develop shock isolation capability such that the least
In a folly compact aggregate of several different capable off-the-shelf equipment couid easily survive.
kinds and types of equipment. It generally results Disregarding a number of other practical considerations
In some degree of assymetry due to different equipment not related to shock and vibration fragility, the input
and due to the configuration of the facility housing dynamic environment criteria for nuclear attack is so
the systems. The system then consists of shock isola- severe as to render the first case technically impractical
tors (sometimes of slightly different design and dynamic for most delicate e!ectronlc equipment and the second
characteristics), a fairly stiff and usually structurally case technically difficult and economically impractical.
complex floor, a number of more or less flexible Therefore, the burden of providing a high capability to
elements from the facility to the floor (cables, conduits, withstand the shock and vibration environment must be
hoses, etc.) and finally a complement of equipment split reasonably between the isolation capability and
(usually housed in some kind of cabinet structure). the equipment tolerance for the isolated environments.
For example, on underground hardened system with a
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FIGU ,

In order to better understand the overall dynamic be- the trends In the loads. The probability of failure
havior of shock Isolation system elements, The Boeing (PF) may be determined by prescribing an allowable
Company conducted a comprehensive program of testing range for the structural materials and relating these to
and analysis. This paper In Intended to describe some of the loads as a function of the Input variables.
the motivation for this program and to explain how It
fits Into the goals of the statistical hardness assessment The only nuclear weapon effect reuiring consideration
of the weapon system. A summary description of the Is ground shock. But consider the relationships which
test and analysis program is also contained herein. may enter the solution of the fragility. Due to siting

media, differences In weapon yield and distance to the
DETERMINATION OF FRAGILITY detonation paint, the Isolation system may be subject

to a large range of displacements. This range of
Now consider the requirements to determine the fragility displacements may occur with a large range of maximum
of this system and to Incorporate the fragility Information velocities and accelerations and the Input may be'
Into a statistical assessment of the composite system. applied at any azimuth. The fragility data cannot be

presented as unique, single valued parameter relations
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS but must consider all the dependent variables.

Basically the capability of structural elements of the Fortunately the structural fragility of the isolation
system may be described by fairly straight forward systems are generally not much affected by varlations
structural dynamic analysis. The capability to perform In maximum acceleration so that a family of curves such
the Intended function in the presence of a dynamic as shown in Figu 2a may be developed.
environment Is generally only limited by physical
distress or yielding of the structural materials. Since the systems coo fairly linear In the range of

ihterest for the structural fragility, the azimuth snst-
Solution of the equations of motion for the system tivity can generally be described in terms of a factor
including only the basic flexibilitles and finite element to be applied to the above PF cur". The P F curve
analysis of support structure are generally adequate to may then be displaced to th right or left by an amount
permit description of the loads, stresses and strains in as Indicated in Figure 2b.
the structural elements.

Information of the type shown above can be derive"J -t
The fragility of the structural system may then be any point in the design activity. The accuracy will,
derived as a function of any deslred Input Parameters of course, depend or the extent of the design Informa-
by performing the analysis enough times to establish
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tion and how well the input motion data represents the
final requirements. Clearly, the design should strive
to make the system fragility as Insensitive as possible
to Input motion variations or should result In P curves

S.0 "so far to the right as to make then inslgniflcanf In the
assessment.

Since weight iimitatlons are not severe and since this
portion of the system exists only to enhance the survi-

-VVelpk V1  vability of the remiainder of the essential equipment, It
is possible to design these structures with adequate

PF -Velpk V2  excess capability. A much less straight forward deter-
mination Is associated with the structural elements In

Volpk V3 their competence as isolation elements and the Influence
of the load path in establishing the character of thedynamic environment at the asential equipment Items.

SHOCK ISOLATION ELEMENTS

Figures 3 and 4 show a collection of actual test results.
These data are shown as the ratio of the output end

DISPLACEMENT acceleration response spectra to the input response
spectra. There is no intent to defend these as true
measures of transmissibility and obviously they should
be normallized to the first response mode frequency
for comparison. However, it Is not Intended that the

FIGURE 2a numbers be usful. The point Is to show that even the
very goad Isolators such as the liquid spring or the
foams, do not behave as Ideal massless isolators but
rather exhibit higher mode responaes of their own
structure as well as Introducing environments due to the
Internal operation of their physical, material or design
characteristics.

The precise nature of the entire frequency domain
environment transmitted through or generated by the
shock Isolation Is extremely dependent on the detailed
design. The variation of environments with input are
seldom linear and the variation with isolation element
physical and geometric parameters are also not usually
linear. However, Insight into the most desirable
features for Incorporation Into the design can be
derived empirically from test data. At the outset of
the program addressed in this paper very little data was
0avalable as a guide In this area. More Importantly

180 perhaps the guidance to effective design should be
concerned with things to avoid as known problem areas.

I • AIMUTH - DEGREESS
A H GFLOOR AND SUPPORT STRUCTURE ELEMENTS

Figure 5 shows some actual test data obtoined for floor
structures subjected to a transient dynamic environment.

0.8 As noted above, the shock isolation elements do
transmit high frequency environment o the floors. The
floors and support structure do not, In general, attenuate
these environmenrs but rather modify the character of
the environment and may introduce secondary environ-
ments due to local resonances, joint configuration and

FIGURE 2l) mechanical interfaces. These structures also tend to be
nor -linear with respect to input and physical variables.
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Here again the design process can benefit from empl-
rical Information Indicating desirable design feaLres T
and things to avoid.

EQUIPMENT ELEMENTS I- -

As previously mentioned the comple.ment of equipment
found on the shock Isolated floor Is mtde up of a num-ber of different kinds and types. Electronic equhinent •v•V~]•~! i~l.r ,,.-."lltl~,0 • X-

predominates but a number of mechanical items and
mechanical/electrical Items are also Included. Each
of these Items possess more or less unique characteristics
which lead to different fragility levels for the differ- ,
ent Items. The failure modes are different as arc 7.-......".- -
failure levels and the frequency domain sensitivity is ; _
also different. In the above sense the equipment I - - .

exhibits the classical examples of dynamic environment I"
signature sensitivity. An eSample of this beha,,or from
actual test data Is shown In Figures 6a and 6b.
Figure 6a depicts a case where a transient vibration t
Input which produced a flat response spectrum caused
the first failure of an equipment Item to be a capacl- .. -
tor and Its bracket. A transient vibration Input which 0'1111, ,.
produced the variable response spectrumcaused the 1!1Il! ,1ttAA,,_
first failure of an identical equipment to be a circuit - .breaker. Figure 6b depicts a case where Identical

transient vibratlon pulses were input to the same . . .. ....
equipment except that the frequency was increasing
with time In the first case and decreasing with time in
the second. At a specific level, the first case did . ... --.....not produce failure, the second did.

FIGURE 6b

IMPACT ON ASSESSMENT
CA RFAILURE Ideally, one must account for all the dynamic environ-

z ments In the assessment. As shown in Figure 7, acoust
0and systematic air pressure pulses enter the picture In

addition to the shock and vibration environment. This
not only places the added burden on the assessment of

Sw der!ving equipment fragility to these environments, buto •also requires that the appropriate set of shock and
vibration environments be combined with a consistent

4A _CIRCUIT BREAKER set of acoustic and pressure environments.
z _/ FAI LURE
0 This, of course, introduces another set of variables

1 requiring definition of the interactions. In addition,
the input now requires consideration not only of
displacement and velocity, but acceleration as well.
These data must then also be placed in the frequency

FREQUENCY domain, but this will be discussed eater.

Assume for the moment that single valued descriptions
FIGURE 6a of the fragility can be made; then the fragility curves

as shown in Figure 8 could be generated. These
sketches depict the fragility curves for all the funda-
mental parameters. If these were uniquely attainaible,
then it is still necessary to describe each parameter in
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terms of the other so that a three dlmensional surface and designer In the choice of elements and detailed
such as Figure Ob might be developed for purpasos of design to minimize the Impact of high frequency dyna-
assessment. This would then permit all the degrees of mic environmenh.
freedom In the statistical analysis to be utilized.
Finally consider Figure 9 where the frequency dimen- Following the literature searches the previously mention-
wion has been added. The extreme complexity of the ed test and analysis program Identified as the Concept
evaluation with this dimension added to the concepts Development Transmissibility program was planned and
of Figure 8 Is obvious. Initiated.

The above discussions are addressed to highlight the TEST PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY
desirability of approaching the design of any new
shock isolated system with the goal of making the Three specific goals for the Concept Development
system either insensative to several of the input Transmissibility test program, were as follows:
parameters, or so capable that simplifying assumptions
will not significantly impact the assessment. (1) Provide a basis for comparison of alternate

media and a figure of merit which can be
TRANSMISSIBILITY TEST PROGRAM assigned for trade studies. Early ellmina-

tionof materials or concepts with unde-
Understanding the benefits to be derived in terms of sirable characteristics will result.
increased capability to withstand attack and the de-
sired simplification of the assessment It was clear that (2) Provide Information indicating the Influ-
attention to the higher frequency characteristics of a ence of design detai!s on system performance
shock isolation system could enhance the strategic and provide Insight Into the depth to
value of a hardened weapon system. Following exten- which isolation parameters need be known
sive literature searches it was evident that little infor- for meaningful analysis in support of
mation was avtlabla which could guide the analyst concept selection.
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HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMISSIBILITY TEST AND ANALYSIS

ISOLATION TYPE CONFIGURATION TEST CONDITION
ELEMENT NO. VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE DIRECTION

Foam 4 Materials Load-Deflection Compression
7 Densities 4 PWloads Shear

Vibration Tension/Compression
Shear

2 Materials Shock Tension/Compression
5 Densities 8 Preloads Shear

Elastomers 3 Materials Shock Compression
5 Durometers 3 Preloads Shear

Cables 4 Materials 3 Preloads Shock Vertical
2 Diameters Horizontal
3 Lengths I

Liquid Isolators 2 Single Chamber3 Fluid Types Shock Vertical
3 Fluid Viscascitles Horizontal
4 Damping Designs
5 Chamber Volumes
2 Piston Areas
3 Mountings
4 Preloads

Dual Chamber
20 KIPS 3 Fluid Viscascltles Vibration Longitudinal

3 Preload% Load-Deflection Vertical
Shock Vertical

Horizontal
Twang Vertical

60 KIPS 2 Preloack Shock Vertical
2 Mountings Horizontal

Floors 2 Materials 3 Loadings Vibration Vertical
6 Structures Transient Vertical
4 Damping Designs Special Vertical

_ Impulse Vertical

Equipment Rack 2 Rack/Drawer Loadings Transient 3 orthogonal axes
•-iDesigns Vibration

FIGURE 10

(3) Provide empirical data and Improved tech- Fourier Transfer Functions and filtered signatures were
niques for the prediction of isolation system constructed.
dynamic environment and required equip-
ment capability. In each case, analysis was performed to attempt

correlat'on with test results in the bat!c and low mode
TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY DESCRIPTION flexible operating regimes. The depth and form of the

analysis varies for the different elements depending on
The program was pastured to look carefully at Indlvi- the confidence in the ability to analyze and the inter-
dual elementt and configurations which were candidates est in the particular elements-is the program evolved.
for inclusion in most practical designs of shock Isolation. The analysis served two purposes 1) to estimate confidence
Figure 11 depicts the variables which have been invest- In the system analysis validity and 2) to indicate the
igated and the types of tests performed. The data from regime beyond which empirical results would have to be
these tests were reduced In a variety of ways, trying to accepted.
anticipate a number of potential uses. As appropriate,
time histories, x-y plots, shock spectra, Fourier spectra,
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DISCUSSION

.Ni-. I'shvian (1TliTIeearclh Institute)i, r was tinguishable, The other elements of the liquidpric:t'lttl:1r1\ ultol,,tv ,(lontcd I --I frw -.af-tl , v c-ui:'%c which spring, in this case a less general or more specific

I tll'•'.s s fli~tluv, dil o11v M ill probabtlittv versus liquid spring, are the ones that control these high
II'(jIlt'2v'. %ersilsS n((lition, \cloci\ and dis- frequency environments. Elements such as damper
pilhe]fltul. I)id %oo sa' that %ou do not know which valves are generally discreet operating items that
o(lt-% tiovit\, displacen•i tt or acceleration-is the open and close, and they cause their own internal
ivI$1i,' ol failurtv, or are %eo! saving it is different environment. Seals on liquid springs are of different

tlt diflfrtnt 'otllioll, nts" designs for different liquid springs. The stiffer
ones transmit well, We ran some vibration tests on

.Nr,. (rant"- The latter. The particular element a liquid spring and of course as long as you do not
tit' the ve% ironment to t% hich it is sensitih varies break friction a liquid spring does not behave as an
% lit ill{t I )he pe of cq( t pent~o It varies with the par- isolator. It behaves simply as another structural

ct•,ulial, isolation vi]enlent and the other system param- element and very linearly I might add. Very little

h,,'s in olvtd, of the environment for the liquid spring is directly
transmitted under the normal shock approximation

Mr'. •.•t,lvni'_, You sa._ %ou cannot use one of the environment. However, unfortunately, the
owastsirv,. The ]St0 uses velocity as their figure of characteristics of our ground shock environment at
merit for tai'lte but that is a different situation, the input to the liquid spring are such that, before
because it is : long time fatigue failure type of thing, it can start to get out of its own way, the sealing

ere \oor's is "I sh|ort ti n-duration type of starts to transmit high amplitude, high frequency
l'ihtb oscillatory inputs through the spring before friction

is overcome, and therefore it is not really acting as
_r. (;rait:, Verv true. an isolator. Once friction is broken, it goes into its

low frequency normal operation, and becomes an
Mrit.. s]emn I. You sho%%ed some high fre- excellent isolator. None that we have tested recently

qtn(--\ c'hart'tistics with the liquid spring. Do are better.
\(lit hmv :la% idea Mhether they vcame from the fluid
or I rom the structure that contains the fluid ? Mr, Eshclman: Did you do any work on pneu-

matic springs ?
.li__. ;____" Yes, I do. The fluid column effects

In the' lhqiid spring tests are almost entirely indis- Mr. Grant: Very little.
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TRANSIENT PULSE DEVELOPMENT

Jerry D. Crum & Richard L. Grant
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington

Over the yeah, standard industry requirements have specified slow sine sweep
or random vibration testing for development and qualification testing of
electronic equipment. Several simulated nucl=,ar tests of large shock isolated
subsystems determined that these requirement ;.ere overly severe, not from
an amplitude standpoint, but rather from the dt,-.tion of environment as related
to expected nuclear attack considerations. The problem was that long dura-
tion testing ge iorated responses of high Q responding systems much greater than
the short duration "real world" environment would allow. The full scale
simulated nuclear response environments were generalized by shock spectra
techniques, and a transient vibration pulse developed to meet the resulting
shock spectra criteria. These results, along with generalized considerations
of development of a transient vibration test pulse are presented here.

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes the past five years of development ed, and finally the development of a transient test
of a transient test technique and its evolution with pulse which satisfies the criteria is shown. Practical
expanded knowledge of the real world response of a usage of the technique using various control techniques
shock Isolated subsystem to a nuclear attack environ- Is summarized.
ment. A considerable amount of data gathered In this
time period substantiated the technology concern that BACKGROUND
slow sine sweep testing has little applicability to
verification of the ability of an equipment design to The arguments for and against using shock spectra
survive a nuclear attack environment. It has always techniques for measuring damage potential to electronic
been understood that the nuclear blastwave itself is equipment are many, varied and fundamentally too
transient: That a hardened facilities response would often discussed to repeat here. Basically, the authors
then also be transient, and finally, that the equipment feel that the variations of predicted weapons effects,
shock Isolated within this facility would also be the free field response, the facility response as well
subjected to a transient environment not at all censis- as the shock isolated subsystem responses negate any
tent with a slow sine sweep environment. Hoa,,e-.r, reasonable considerations to a more precise method of
the general assumption of beneficial conservatism as assessment of the design requirement for the shock
well as rell ce upon existing specifications for testing isolated element. Shock specfra techniques fall short
of Air Force qualified equipment led to the continued of a precise definition of the real world environment,
use of the slow sine sweep test. As a practical matter but so also do the sources of the environment fall short
this was a perfectly acceptable approach In lieu of of yielding a precise and predictable real world
specific knowledge of the environment, and as .ong as definition. No further defense is offered.
no undue penalty was imposed on the equipment
particularly to the extent that signature sensitivity did In further consideration of damage potential, It is
not become important. first necessary to consider the fundamental response of

single degree of freedom oscillator to sinusoidal ex-
This paper discusses the relative damage potential of citation at its resonant frequency.
variaous classes of environments in terms of shock spec-
tra, in turn, the rationale for development of shock For the single degree of freedom oscillator response to
spectra ,rlierla for shock Isolated equipment Is present- sinusoidal excitation at its natural frequency, and for
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light damping (i.e. 4Q2>>L .0), the following X - Input peak acceleration
equation is given. .. oX r= Oscillator response peak€

•/'• C S .J•.•] r acceleration

S= tima
Since the excitation Is at the oscillutor natural f Thus it Is seen that the oscillator ratio of response to
quency, then Input acceleration for sinusoidal excitation is a

ft =2 TrF, 6- 2irf.t = ~2fN (2) function only of the number of cycles of Impressed
motion (N) and the oscillator damping (Q).

where N is the number of cycles impressed on the A plot of Equation (4) for various values of Q is
oscillator in the time period 0 to t. Allowing equation plot of Equai (
(1) to be maximized, we have shown in Figure 1.

o( ~ N/.) () Now, using Figure I, a second graph is derived which() -qualitatively classifies the kinds of environments
considered In terms of their effect of the single degreewhich when considering the ratio of osclllator response of freedom oscillator response.

acceleration to the Input acceleration appears as

S(4) Referring to Figure I, it is seen that for very small
values of N (N=1/2, simple half sine excitation) the

Terms-. oscillator respanse ratio is virtually independent of Q.
TeQ = DmigFor large values cf N, the oscillator response becomes0 2 , Damping quality factor Independent of N and dependent only on the value of

= The percent of critical damping Q. For all cases within these limits, the response

=Number of sinusoidal cycles ratio Is a function of both N and Q. It is this class
N r uthat is termed the region of transient vibration. Figure

W = Oscillator natural circular II depicts this classification of environments.
frequency

Q=25

Sustained

I-I

15 Impulse

O 10 5Q0=5 0

. 5

Numer"f inoida Ccleoto Q=

,0 5 10 15 20

SNumber of Sinusoidal Cycles, N

FIGURE I

OSCILLATOR RESPONSE TO SINUSOIDAL BASE MOTION
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As was mbntioned, a considerable amount of data has It is this type of data in conjunction with the approaches
been gathered which was utilized to derive a transient defined by Figures I and 11 that were used to develop
test criteria of shock isolated equipment. This data the test criteria. Inspection of Figure III leads to

resulted from tests of single coil spring type isolators, several observations. Specifically, at some frequencies

dual-isolator tests with beam segment floor simulation, the ratio of a Q=25 oscillator response to a Q-5

and full scale high explosive simulation technique tests cicillator approaches the maximum of 5.0. This is the

of hardened facilities. Data from these tests were "near sustained" condition as depicted In Figure II.

usually reduced to shock spectra for two different At other frequencies, the ratio of Q=25 to Q-5 oscillactor

damping values: Usually I 's of 10% and 2% (Q=5 response approaches 1.0, or the "impulse region" as

and 25 respectively) were used In these shock spectra shown In Figure II.

ana.yses. A typical example Is shown In Figure III.

N very large
(Sustained Region)

Transient

Region

Z •N very small

0 (Impulse Region)

QUALITY FACTOR, Q

FIGURE II

CLASSIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTS

Q--25

Frequency

FIGURE III

TYPICAL ISOLATION SYSTEM TEST S HOCK SPECTRA (E XAMPLE)
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RATIO OF Q=25 TO Q=5 SHOCK SPECTRA (Example)
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FIGURE V

ORIGINAL TRANSIENT TEST CRITERIA

By ratioing the Q=25 response to Q=5 response as a spectrum criteria established a fixed ratio between Q=25
function of frequency, the graph shown in Figure IV is and Q=5 oscillator responses. Specifically, all Q=25
derived, oscillators were to respond to 2.0 times the Q=5

oscillator response. What this implied was that every
This was the final step towards the development of the oscillator in the frequency domain of the test criteria
original transient test criteria. The amplitude shock must see exactly the same number of cycles. In the
spectra were enveloped to develop the amplitude criteria, time domain, the dumped oscillator if subjected to a
The ratio of 0=25/Q=5 oscillator responses were quas -random environment would alternately reach
enveloped to derive the transient condition (or class) peaks and dampen out as the frequencies of the quasi-
to be met. The results were presented as shown by random pulse were at or near the oscillators natural
Figure V. frequency. Controlling the response amplitude of

Q=25 oscillators to Q=5 oscillator responses did not
It was this criteria that led to the development of the seem feasible with a quasi-random approach. Thus,
first transient test puibes by Boeing. Other variations the systematic test pulse approach was selected. This
have since been considered a; are summarized later, permitted development of analytical analyses which

TECHNICAL APPROACH wouid approach the desired realism arid also afford the
Given the definition now of t,'e class of transient opportunity for a more exact engineering evaluation of
vibration criteria, it was necessr'ry to decide if a observed results. The development of these concepts is
quasi-random or systematic test pulse defin;tion would expanded as follows.
best meet the criteria. The most impc-tant factor in
the choice of method was the fact that tk:e nominal The requirement was to develop the analytical express-
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ion for an acceieration puise shich would generate the
desired shock spectrum responses as specified by the ••
established criteria. The gereral form of the expression ,7
was selected asi

Repeating equation (4) here I

it is reiterated that the single degree of freedom oscilla- I
tars response Is -j function only of the numbers of cycles I I
of Impressed motion (N) and the oscillators damping P, ef z" t
(Q). Thus, the ratio of response for two oscillators
with the same natural frequency, but different values FIGURE VI
of damping may be expressed as follows:

X -r " (6-e)N/OZy1 If all the frequencies in the time domain t; and tf can5 r= - (6) be assumed to act at the center frequency f1, then we

It is seen then that to control the responses of oscillators establish the effective number of cycles, N, in the
with different damping to be a specified ratio depends elapsed time At1 = (tf - t).
only on the value of N. Further, since the above
expression holds for all oscillators independent from N'~f (f- (8)

their natural frequency, the N must be constant for all At another time t t2, the same thing may be found
oscillators In the frequency domain to maintain a
constant value for the ratio R. This background allows N'= t/.tz (9)
us to proceed to the development of the sine function

argument, 0(t). and since we have established that N'must be constant

The specific requirements for the transient pulse Imply for all frequecies in the domain, we may consider At2

that it contains all frequencies within the specified to be fixed by

range of frequencies of the criteria. That Is to say, the t (
argument 0(t) must have both first and second deriva- Fz (9d)

tives defined as follows: Now, by determining the difference In elapsed times

= 2D-0 (7o) Atj and At 2 required to generate the same number of
"t( cycles, N, at center frequencies fl and f2 , the change

In elapsed time as n function of center frequency Is
found.a (7b) L =L, t Nf ) (10)

Itis understood now that the transient pulse must yieldthe same results as a multitude of individual sinusoidal The plus or minus sign is necessary since it is not known
whether At2 is larger or smaller that At1 . We may

forcing functions applied at the natural frequencies of write the above expression as
an eosemble of single degree of freedom oscillators. wrt f
The term, N' Is Introduced to represent the pseudo _Nýý) (100)
number of t 'insient test cycles Impressed in the band- Atf• fwidth of a resonant oscillator, and

We must assume that the function f(t) above is continu- -A i
ous in the time domain from to to t. Thus, the instan- (IOb)

taneous frequency at time tIt , will be f, and at a where the expression is negative if fl is less than f2
different time t-t 2, the Instantaneous frequency will (increasing frequency) and positive if fl is greater than
be f2 " If the assumption that f(t) is continuous holds, f2 (decreasing frequency).
then we may consider a small At in time before and
after t1 and establish the instantaneous frequencies of In the limit
these times. This may also be done at time t2. Figure
VI illustrates this approach. A -.. d (11)
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_ -PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS AND TESTING

Given the form of the ec.qation for a transient pulie, It

Is still necessary to develop the values to be used in
so that the above expression may be written as input for the parameters of the equation. Specifically,

the values of Ne, go and the starting and final frequen-
_t - -f- (12) ties must be selected.

To find then an sxpression for the Instantaneous fre- The authors developed empirical relationships for deri-
quency, It is necessary to integrate the above expres- vation of these parameters. Some recent work within
sion and establish boundary conditions. Boeing has used a more classical approach for solution

of the parameters In the transient pulse equation. This
Thus F work is not presented here, but it Is hoped that it may

f N' be presented In the future.

o _] (1The selection of the values of X and N are interrelated
t 'K -N increasing frequency ý13a) unilaterally. That Is, the valu.°of3Y is a function of

N , but the value of N' Is dependendonly on the ratio
- decreasing frequency (13b) between the two shock spectra with different damping

values, and not a function of the pulse amplitude, X .
where fo is in each case the starting frequency of the Therefore, we will develop a selection criteria for NP
sweep. first, and leave X and the frequency range to follow.

0

Solving the above expression for frequency, f, A number of shock spectra analyses were performed for
transient pulses with a unit value for X and a set of
values of N . Spectra analyses were performed for-increasing oscillator damping values of 2% and 10% of critical,
or Q's of 25 and 5. Figure VII shows the results in

i -•--- decreasing frequency (14b) terms of the ratio of Q025 oscillator response to Q-5

"oscillator response as a function of N . This curve may

It is now simply a matter of Integrating these e*presslon. be used directly then to select a value of N' for any

to find the sine function argument, 0(t) specified ratio of Q=25 to Q=5 oscillator response.

S-- 2,q" r- f~ The results of the shock spectra analyses were calso pre-
d t sented in a second manner. Specifically, the amp.!ifi-
•. 'ication of a Q=5 oscillator to the :nput amplitude X

(e(1) (15 is plotted as a function of N' . This is shown in
Figure VIII. Thus after selecting N' from the spectrum
ratio criteria, the amplification of a Q=5 oscillator Is

___- found from Figure VIII as a function of the selected N .
ec -_ .i 1 (15a) Given the criteria amplitude for the Q=5 spectrum, the

value of X may be selected.

Siri fFinally, the frequency range of the transient pulse must

S¶ ?<> ,•. kA•; - ) be selected. It is the nature of the transient pulse that
L!- ,the resonant oscillators are affected by the frequenciespreceeding and following the center frequency of the

oscillator. There is a resonant build up and decay as
Thus, the complete expressions for the transient pulses the transient pulse sweeps through the oscillators reson-
become: ant frequency. Thus, the established criteria spectrum's

"0 • "•' '• •. (a end frequecies cannot coincide with the starting and
", - (16o) final frequencies of the transient pulse. The empirical

for increasing frequency relationship defined for selecting the pulse end frequen-
cles is as follows. Given the end frequencies of the

""� ,' - (16b) shock spectrum criteria, extend the transient pulse
- frequencies to 25% below the lower spectrum frequency

for decreasing frequency and 25% above the upper spect'um frequency.

Using these three empirical relationships, the following
example is given for selecting the transient pulse
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Include oroarammina a variable pulse amolitude to

achieve shock spectra with variable amplitudes, and
Using the criteria shown In the backgound statements programming a variable value for N' to achieve shock
(Q=5 spectrum nominal of 22 g's: Ratio of Q=25/Q=5 spectra with a variable ratio of Q=25 to Q=5 oscillator
spectrum - 2.0: Spectrum end frequencies of 8 and responses. The development of these variations has
2000 cps) a value of N/ of 10 Is selected from F!gure not been reported here, but were fairly straight
VII to provide the spectrum ratio of 2.0. Figure VIII forward. A later paper could be written to report on
is then used to determine that the Q=5 oscillator these and other developments.
amplifies the Input acceleration 4.25 times for a N
of 10. Thus, dividing the nominal Q=5 spectrum CONCLUSIONS
value of 22 g by the amplification of a Q=5 oscillator
of 4.25 yields a pulse amplitude of + 5.1 g's. Using A more realistic environment to simulate the expected
the empirical rule for end frequencles, the pulse response of a she.ik Isolated subsystem to nuclear
should cover the range from 6 to 2500 cps. The total attack has ben formulated. The result is a more
transient pulse definition then becomes precise definhtion of the equipment frugility and

.. ultimately, a better definition of overall system survi-
5.1 SiIn (lo10-Zf) nIL ±- _.t (17) val. The transient test technique is a straight forward

and reasonable alternative to slow sine sweep tesh for
and the time required to traverse the frequency range equipment intended to be located in a hardened
from 6 to 2500 cps is facility.

t- ~ ) (1 8a) ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

• N(- -( )(b) The authors wish to acknowledge to previous unreported
- -00 "work of R. N. Paczkowskl and G. J. Czajkowski, former

This pulse and the resulting shock spectra are show vn Boeing Structures Staff Engineers, for their contributions

In Figure IX. to this paper.

The use of the developed test pulse In equipment test- REFERENCES
Ing has taken two approaches. Originally, the pulse 1) Favour, J. D., LeBrun, J. M., and Young, J. P.,
with the specified parameters was generated by an "Transient Waveform Control of Electromagnetic Test
analog computer and recorded on FM tape. This tape
was then played through a set of passive filters and Equipment". 40th Shock and Vibration Symposium, 1969.
then to the power amplifier at a shaker system. The
system was equalized by trial and error by pulsing the
system, computing the shaker output shock spectrum,
adjusting the passive fi Iters, and re-running until
adequate equalization was obtained.

More recently, the pulse has been generated solely by
digital computer, and test system equalization and
control performed by using a dlgitul transient wave-
form control system (ref. 1). This system uoes Fourier
Transform and convolution techniques to derive a
synthesized waveform which when played through the
shaker system yields a shaker output very closely
approximating the desired transient waveform. This
system effect'vely performs the shaker system equali-
zation automatically.

Eloments tested have Included electronic equipment
racks up to 1200 pounds in weight, and other
ulectrical equipment weighing over 2000 pounds.
The results of the testing using the transient test pulse
and the evaluations relative to the ability of the
equipment to survive nuclear attack have been,
overall, very successful.

Variations to the basic pulse defined above have since
been developed and used for equipment tests. These
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DISCiUSSION

Mr. Schell (Shock and Vibration Information attention here, perhaps, is that the transient
('Cnter' WVould v'o,' conmlent on ihe tv'Ie of environ- character of the pulse is not single valued. It de-
inent ind the durations of the transients being pends on the input, on the peculiarities of the shock

siu1lated") isolation system, on where the equipment is sitting on
the floor, on how it is mounted and on the particular

h-. Cn~m.:, The\' are generally extremely equipment item itself. On that basis, if we could
short-. cannot be specific without getting classified, uniquely describe it, there w.uld be as many dif-
but we do have environments which are long in ferent transient pulses to simulate as there are
duration relative to the low frequency response of pieces of equipment, locations on the floor, and
the system. \Ve have environments of very short types of shock isolation systems. In this sense, we
duration, for example, when an isolator tops out had to use some expedient to approximate all those
against a can. As a practical matter, when we are environments and come up with something that was
testing the equipment, %%e apply the pulse a pre- more or less standard to be applied across all the
scribed number of times so we achieve a total test systems we were tebting.

time in excess of the 1. 6, seconds it would take for
one putilse. Mr. Schell: I think there is also another

reason. You also have a shock spectrum specifica-
Mr. Duel (•Motorola): What rationale did you tion to meet for these items, do you not?

use to c-h-oos-a ratio oTtwo between the Q of 25 and
of 5 oscillator? Mr. Grant: On the input, not necessarily on the

response. We never really had criteria on the

Mr. Crum: This was developed based on the equipment itself except for design goal purposes.
measured responses of the shock isolation tests that As it turned out it was specified as a shock spectrum.
were performed. Specifically, we took measured However, it did not have associated with it any nec-

shock spectra of Q of 25 and Q of 5 values, per- essary transient qualities.

formed the ratio, plotted it as a function of frequency
and then enveloped this, or ýcleced a nominal of Mr. Safford: I think several years ago at a

these data. Shock and Vibration Symposium, Warren Painter,
Lockheed Company, developed a complex time-

Mr. Keith (Kaman Seiences) You referenced a history transient in a paper* to which you might
paper y Favour in which le ubLd h shaker and wish to refer. He was trying to simulate pyrotechnic

Fourier transform techniques and had quite good shock, but you could still run into the problems that

success in actually reproducing these transient Dick discussed for multiple environments and trans-

pulses. I am curious as to why you went back to this mission paths.
sine sweep technique when you could actually re-
produce a pulse? *Editors note: Shock and Vibration Bulletin 33, Part

3. p85, March 1964.
Mr. Grant: I will field that one. One of the

points which I made previously that deserves some
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